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Washington, Aug.

Dr. Heed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
heir to ; all eases that are given up as incurable
by tlie allopathic and liomcepatldc physicians. I
will take their case to treat and cure them. I find
about four-fifths of the cases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence ana
one 2-eent stamp and $2.00.
Examination second
sight and consultation free.
Office Houi. -il a. iu. to 9. p. in.
myTsntf

INSURANCE.

W.I). LITTLE k

CO.,

31 EXCHANGE STREET,
Established in

1843.

Reliable Insurance against Fire or Lightning in first
class American and Foreign Co's at Lowest Rates.
Also Life and Accident Insurance.
Telephone 701.

jel7snly

BONDS !
Bath.Gs & 4s
Maine Central..7s & 5s
P. & O. It. It_6s

Anson.4s

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,
No.

194

MIDDLE

January l,

*

1884.

STREET, Portland.
janldtf

AUCTION MALES.

MAINE.
Kennebec

Valley Camp Meeting.
Dresden, Aug. 17.—The Salvation Army
camp-meeting closed this morning. Several
soldiers remaining, a powerful farewell
meeting was held this afternoon at which
more than seventy persons spoke.
They report some thirty conversions.
Dr. C. F. Allen arrived this afternoon and
will assume charge of tire Kennebec
Valley
camp-meeting proper. Drs. Cullis and McDonald are expected later in the week.
Appointments Made by the Covernor
Augusta, Aug. 17.-^The following appointments were made by the Governor to-

day:

Drew, Fort Fairfield; William II. Varney. North
Windham; CharlesC. Prescott. Bangor; Win. H.
Kimball, Burnham; T. W. Glendemiing, lamg
Island: Edwin P. Moulton. Buxton; S. 0. Dinsmore, Medford; Enluaham Hodjgdon, South Berwick: Edward E. Hastings, Fryeburg; Charles O.
Small, Otisfield; Charles B. Stewart, South China;
Jefferson Savage. Madison; .John Varney. Bangor; Frank B. Mills, Cushing; Josiali Willis
Crosby, Dexter; George N. Page.
acker, Dixmont; John Scales, Guilford.
Notary Pnbllce—B. E. Pratt, Phillips; George
N. Page, Skowliegan.
Coroner—E. P. Mayo, Skowliegan.
Fish and Game Wardens—William S. Hilton,
Kingsbury; C. F. Nason. Auburn; I. A. Carr,

Mortgagee’s Sale of

Wmthrop.

Ang. 10th, at 3 o’clock p.
ON M.,WEDNESDAY,
shall sell the T. J. Ackeley property,
the
Town
of

OLD

Valuable Suburban
Real Estate by Auction.
Deering

House, consisting

acres land on corner of two principal
streets, enclosed with hedge and planted with
choice fruit trees in bearing. The buildings consist
of a bouse of about 10 rooms, a good stable, &c.
The buildings were carefully built by Mr. A. hut a
short time since for lus own use, are well arranged
and commodious. This sale is made by order of
mortgagee. We have this assuranee that It will bc
and without reserve. Arrangements can
positive
be made for a part of the purchase money to remain on mortgage if desired. Parties looking for
bargains in real estate for investment or occupancy should attend this sale.
F. O. BAILEY A-

augl3

CO.,

Auctioneers.

dlw

AUCTION OF HORMEM.
A T stable on Woodford street, Woodford’s CorJ.M. ner, Thursday, August 20. (or if stormy next
fair day) at 10 a. m„ to close a lot, will sell ut auction eight sound and kind horses, none over eight
years old; among them are l work horse,
1350, 1 coach span, weighing each 1250, 1 Haraliletonian colt (lion B.) that hastrotted In 2,54 with
little or no education; also other assorted driving
horses.
can be seen at above named stable
any time previous to sale. The shipper is obliged
to return home at once, and the stock must he sold.
F. O. BAILEY A- CO., Auctioneers.
dot*
aug!5
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A HORROR AVERTED.

Philadelphia
Explodes.

The Boiler of a

Several Persons

Steamer

Injured—Suspicion

Directed to a Rival

Line.

Philadelphia, Aug. 17.—At 10.15 o’clock
this forenoon a boiler
exploded on the
.steamer S. M. Selton. off Chestnut street
wharf. Tile steamer had just left her dock
on her trip to Wilmington, Del.
As she was
opposite Pier No. 28, Soutli wharves, the

passengers and crew were startled by an explosion which shook the boat from stem to
stern, and when the smoke cleared away it
was found that the entire forward part of
the vessel above the water line had been
hmllv ilmnncrpfi

nrwl thnt.

a

nnmhprftf

naecan-

gers had been injured, some of them severely. The pilot house and entire upper deck
were lifted and fell to the lower deck.
The
bow presented a scene of complete wreck.
The injured were removed to l’enn Hospital.
They are, so far as known, JohnE. MclJunn,
severely injured about the legs; Silas Reed,
badly injured by the concussion; Bessie
Bradley, ankle dislocated; Samuel Cooper,
injured about the head and body; John
Stephenson, injured by the concussion; Geo.

Coekayro, thigh cut; George Erven, injured
about the limbs and body. The steamer
will be taken to Wilmington for repairs. She
is owned by the Pennsylvania Railroad Comof the explosion is as yet unThe passengers and many of those
who saw the explosion from the shore insist

ORCHARD’S

The Tables Turned

SUNDAY

establish a uniform rate of wages

river

Upon

the Select-

[Special
Press.]
Old Obciiaud, Aug. IT.
For some weeks past the selectmen here
have been prosecuting':residents of Old Orchard for violations of the Sunday law. There
is a fierce fight here between the people and
the selectmen. It is alleged that the selectmen do not prosecute all of the violators of
the Sunday law. Only a few' of the small concerns are made to suffer. ;This causes trouble
and calls down indignation upon the heads
of tlie officers of the tow n.
It was the intention of the selectmen to
take quite a number of cases to the Saco
court for trial today, hut the victims stole a
inarch on the authorities and got Benj. F.
to the

Chadboume, Esq., a trial justice, to come to
Old Orchard and
hold court.
The shop
keeperj first swore out warrants against first
selectman Wesley G. Smith lor doing business upon the Sabbath, had him arrested and
arraigned. He was very much surprised,
and afterlpleading not guilty asked for a
continuance to get counsel, which was granted. He is charged with selling furniture to

A Loss of $

1,750,000 to the State
Charged Upon the Land Board.
Galveston, Tex., Aug. 17.—At the meeting of the State Land Board last Tuesday a
resolution was passed whereby the Board
agreed to “fully exonerate, acquit, release
and hold blameless from all pains and penalties, suits, costs, proceedings, damages and
liabilities against the Galveston News for

malicious persons
1- placed an explosive
the deck. This is
mere rumor, however, and the cause of the
explosion will not be known until further investigation is made.

Texas.”
The News had intimated that it possessed
certain damaging information touching the
management of State lands, which it feared
to publish because of an exceedingly stringent libel law, which gagged the press of
Texas. By reason of tins law, under a recent decision of the Supreme Court of Texas
the proprietors of the News have just paid
$10,000; hence their desire to be insured. In
its issue of yesterday the News opened out
on tlie Land Board by reviewing its work.
The paper now makes the claim that the
board, by its neglect and mismanagement,
has lost to the school fund of the State the
sum of $1,750,000, which should have been
collected under the law from the cattle men
during the past 18 months. The board is composed of Governor John Ireland, State
treasurer, F. It. Lubbock, Land Commissioner, W. C. Walsh, Comptroller, W. J.
Swain and Attorney General John D. Tem-

pleton.

PREPARINC

The Puritan and
in

LATKli

the passengers

searching

out the wounded.

The promptness with which assistance came
from all sides, from passing steamers and
from the shore, quieted the panic and prevented the tire from spreading. The passen-

gers were taken off and the steamer was
towed down stream.
there now seems to be but little doubt
about the explosion being due to dynamite
or gun powder, though po one seems
to
know how it was taken on board.
It seems
marvellous that half the people on board escaped death. Witnesses say that at the moment of the explosion everything became
enveloped in darkness and the boat rocked as
It was supposed that
if in a heavy storm.
no one leaped overboard but a man who secured a life preserver lias since come ashore
at Walnut street wharf, apparently unin-

jured.

The list of wounded now number 16. Edward Shea of Philadelphia was (.injured internally and it is thought will die. The passengers were mostly women thaking tneir
babies out for a fresh air trip on the river.
Their remarkable escape is accounted for
by the providential fact that but a few
of them were in the forward end of the
steamer, It was the impression of all who
saw it that the explosive had been intentionally placed there, as no freight is ever allowed to be stored in front of the boiler bulk-

head.

A careful examination of the wreck was
made made for the purpose of ascertaining
the cause of the explosiou and thd investigation established the fact that the explosion
was caused by dynamite.
The explosixe had
been placed forward directly in front of the
head of the boiler.
Detectives are investigating the case. The .Selton was was insured

$50,000.

WASHINGTON.

Preemption of Land.
Washington, Aug. 17.—The general land
office has received information that Judge
Deahy, of the Oregon Circuit Court, lias decided that preemption entries can only be
cancelled by proceedings in the courts. It
has been the

practice of the land office to
cancel preemption entries upon sufficient
of
proof
non-compliance with the law or
want of good faith on the part of the preActing Commissioner Walker lias
effiptor.
officially announced that the practice hitherto followed in the land office will not be
.-■hanged before the Supreme Court of the
United States shall have had an opportunity of passing upon the points raised by
J udge Deahy.
_

A Miner’s Terrible Mistake.
SCBANTON, Fa., Aug. 17.—A party of miners who had finished tiieir work for the day,
got on to a carriage at the foot of the Sloan
i]i a ft, Saturday night, to lie hoisted 520 feet
A young man
to the mouth of the mine.
named Michael Coggins, was one of the parthe surface a
from
ty. One hundred feet
low, narrow tunnel, used for the storage of
mine supplies, led off from the main shaft.
Two or three men were standing in the tunnel with lights, and as soon as Coggins sa w
them lie thought the surface had been readied, and leaped from the carriage, which was
still in motion. He went down the shaft, a
depth of -120 feet, with an agonizing cry, and
was dashed to deatli at the bottom.

THE°RACE.

FOR

Priscilla

Being

Put

Condition for Thursday’s Con-

test.

New York, Aug. 17.—The World says:
Today the Puritan will go on the dry dock,

where her entire bottom will be scriuied and
It is expected that the Priscilla
polished.
will also be scraped tomorrow, preparatory
to the trial race between the rival yachts
Thursday. Each yacht is anxious to be allowed the honor of competing -with the Genesta, and the utmost speed will be shown
next
Thursday, as the yachts will by that
time be in their best condition. Poillon’s
yard was so filled with visitors to see the
Priscilla Saturday, that he was compelled to
draw lines to Keep tne crowd Pack, and allow' liis shipwrights to work.
At Staten Island the case has been the same, and numberless row boats and small yachts haye constantly surrounded the Puritan as she lav at
anchor off Stapleton Landing.

Madrid, Aug. 17.—In the

W'hole of Spain
yesterday, there were 4990 new cases of cholera and 1550 deaths.
There have been slight
riots at Logrono, due to the resistance of the
inhabitants to certain sanitary regulations.
The governor of Granada has been attacked

with cholera.

Marseilles, Aug. 17.—There have been

109 deaths from cholera in Marseilles, France,
since Friday.
Refugees fleeing from the
cholera here have introduced the disease into Siesteron, and other villages in the Alpine
provinces of France.

Italy and the Red Sea Coast.
London, Aug. 17.—The Marquis of Salisbury, it is stated, will, soon after going to
France, have a conference with Signor Depress, the Italian Prime minister. It is reported that Italy desires to send 20,000 troops

into the Soudan to secure the Red Sea coast
from Suakini to Assap Bay.
The
Italian
scheme contemplates securing control over
the eastern Soudan, and the use of Khartoum
as a capital.
If Sir Henry Drummond Wolff,
England’s special envoy to Constantinople
and Cairo, fails to bring the Sultan to terms,
it is believed that England will
sign an
agreement with Italy which will leave the
latter power free to carry out her plans.
Mr. Ruskin Better.

London, Aug. 17.—Mr. Ruskin’s pulse
this evening is good and there is now every
prospect of his recovery.

Complaints were then made to Constable
Frank Currier against all those that the selectmen were going to prosecute and they
all came in and pleaded guilty and paid a

At 11 o’clock Sunday night three men in a
small boat drifted beneath the paddle w'heel
of a passing steamer at Pier 1, North river.

in each
case if they had been taken before the Saco
court by the selectmen.
more

ii is

proposed to prosecute the selectmen
for violating the Sunday law, for every Sunday in July and August. It is claimed that
they have done business, traveled and
worked upon all of these days. The shop

keepers threaten if they are further prosecuted by the selectmen to complain of the
guests of the hotels for riding and traveling
upon Sunday.
Following are those who paid their fines:
E. J. Day, II. L. Hildreth, Mr. Coffin and J.
J.

Mackey.

THE

CHARLES

RIVER

MYSTERY.

Belief of the

Detectives That

They

Have Fathomed It.

One, becoming

Frank Mitchell Arrested on
of

Murdering

Suspicion

His Wife.

Boston, Aug. 17.—On the evening of
Thursday, July 23d, the upper portion of a
woman’s body, encased in a bag, was found
floating in the Charles river, near the Union
boat house, the lower limbss and lower portion of the abdomen being missing. The

following afternoon a second portion was
found off Mystic wharf, around which was
wrapped a piece of carpet of a peculiar design, and two days later the remaining parts
were found floating in the inner harbor. The
face was bloated and the body bore, evidence
of having been in the water several days.
The remains were removed to the morgue
where a plaster cast was taken of the face
and where hundreds viewed the body for the
At one time it
purpose of identification.
was believed to be that of Mrs. Hose Gilbert
who it was alleged had been missing from
her home in Charlestown for some time, and
who was said to have had some family trouble. This clue was followed out and it wras
proved that Mrs. Gilbert was alive and well
in Albany, N. Y.
After working upon several other clues with no better result, it was
ascertained that Mrs. Nellie Mitchell, residing at liil Endieott street, had been missing
several days prior to the discovery of the
remains and acting upon this information
the detectives obtained strong evidence
pointing to her as the victim. Their investigations culminated today in the arrest of her
husband, Frank Mitchell, on suspicion of
being the murderer. The officers also arrested Patrick Flynn, a brother of Mrs. Mitchell,
and locked him up a witness.
A search was
made of the house this afternoon, which resulted in finding a portion of a carpet corresponding exactly with that found wrapped
around the second portion of the remain*
Besides this evidence the detectives are in
possession of other damaging evidence
which they claim points almost conclusively
to Mitchell as the murderer. It is known
that Mitchell anil his wife had frequent
quarrels, during one of which she received a
black eye and was knocked down.
Mitchell
is a native of Malta, 45 years of age, and
carried on a plumber's business at his residence. He was arrested without any show
of resistance. He appeared cool and collected, and at headquarters chatted with the officers around him.
Suddenly his eyes rested
on the plaster cast of the dead woman’s face,
and he studied it carefully, then with a forced laugh exclaimed, “That’s not my wife;
that don’t look anything like her.” Then,
spanning the forehead w'ith his hand, he
said, “My wife's head was broader than
that.” The prisoner was then searched and
placed behind the bars. The detectives decline to make public several of the most
damaging facts in their possession at present. The case 1ms been in charge of Inspector Gerraughty, and has involved a great
amount of excellent detective work.

Yesterday Judge Duffy of Baltimore, isan injunction restraining S. W. Fort
Harry Allen from presenting the

“Mikado” at the

Academy of
The

Music in that
city to-night.
injunction is preliminary.
On the 15th instant three men visited the
residence of Mrs. McAuliff, on Herkimer

New Yoke, Aug. 17.—The board of aidertoday fixed the rate of taxation for the

fiscal year at 240 per centum as against 225
per centum last year. The aggregate assessment was #1,371,117,003.

Bright Outlook for the Iron Trade.
Pittsburg, Pa., Aug. 17.—The outlook in

the iron trade has not been more favorable
for a number of years than it is at present,
isigns of improvement are coming to the surface every day, and manufacturers are beginning to concede that the black mantle of
depression is being gradually lifted from the
staple industries of Pittsburg.
Orders are
increasing rapidly, and many mills are running on double time.
The worst feature
at present is the strike
among the nailers,
which, from present indications, does not
look as if an amicable solution of the difficulty was near at hand. The manufacturers
have decided to ignore the nailers until the
latter accept their terms, while the nailers
still present a determined front in their de-
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dispossess her of
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furniture which she
resisted,
severely injured her that she
died yesterday forenoon.
Her assailants
have been arrested for murder.
A portion of the Russian fleet will hereafter winter in ports along the coast of Finland because of the length of time the harbor
at Cronstadt is icebound.
Prof. C. A. F. Peters of Clinton, N. Y.,
announces to Harvard College observatory
the discovery of an asteroid of 12th magnitude. This is asteroid No. 249.
A story is afloat that Secretary Manning
does not like Washington and wants to
some

so

resign.

large gathering in ProvI., yesterday of representatives of

was

quite

a

idence, R.
military7 organizations

who propose

to form

national association.
Orders will be sent from the Navy Department in a few days directing that work shall
he resumed at all the navy yards.
Tlie Boston Manufacturing Co., of AValtham, Mass., has shut down operations in its
cotton mill for an indefinite period, thereby
giving about 690 employes a forced vacation.
The AValtham AVateh Tool Co. has also closed its shop, and 00 men are consequently out
of employment.
a

Old Orchard.

W. D. Cadwell, superintendent of the
Jackson
of
Manufacturing Company
Nashua, with his family, is stopping at the
Everett.
Mr. J. F. Phillips, general agent of the
Boston & Maine railroad at Lowell, is at the
Hotel Everett accompanied by his wife and
a party of friends.
Prof. Carmichael of Bowdoin College has
heeirattcnding the Holiness meetings here.
TTp

fn TyA

mtllrinrr

ovnnvin

o

ation of the prayer cure movement.
Vanderbilt’s private train went through
here at lightning speed at about 3 o’clock
this afternoon.
It was just two minutes

coming from

Pine Point to Old Orchard.
The private theatricals at the Old Orchard
Monday evening were very successful. The
well known comedy “My Tufn Next” was
presented in capital style with the following
east:
Taraxicum Twitters.Mr. E. C. Rutherford
Tim Bolus.Mr. R. N. Hanuaford
Tom Trap
.Mr. Crowley
Farmer wheatear.Mr. Nagle
Eydia.Miss Talcott
Cicely.Miss Slocum
Peggy.Mias Pierce
Following was a song by Mrs. Abbie F.
Hervey, an artiste of considerable note. The
entertainment concluded with tableaux.
The Salvationists at Scarboro.
“The redeemed slaves” of the Salvation
Army of Saco, led on by Capt. Garner, made
their first war cry at Dunstan’s Corner, Searboro, Sundayjaftemoon, Aug. 16. The Good
Templars’ hall, which has been rented for
the meetings, was quite well tilled, to listen
to ('apt. Garner, with his guitar, “Hallelujah
Canary,” and others of the army, who rattled their tambourines zealously.
The hall
in the evening was well filled with
eager and
interested listeners, and the meeting was
much more interesting than in the afternoon.
Meetings will be held at the barracks nearly
every

evening during

many weeks to come

provided they prove successful.
ments will come from

City.

men

over-

sued
and

advance.
Taxation in New York

frightened, jumped

board and was drowned. Ilis name is not
known. The others were arrested on charge
of having stolen the boat.
A convention of coal miners is to be held
in Monongahela City, Pa., on the 25th inst.,
to establish uniform rates of wages in the
river mines.

There

some
on

There were over 500 passengers,on the S.
M. Selton when the explosion took place today. The wrecked upper works took fire
This was
and a frightful panic ensued.
speedily checked by the coolness of a number of men. A large number were almost or
quite stunned by the shock. Some sisters of
charity were in no way excited or affected
by the accident. They passed quietly among

or

account of anything
it
may publish
touching any member of the Board in the
of
the
landed affairs of
management
on

clare that

gained ground that

Northern

SENSATION IN TEXAS.

GENERAL NEWS.

have cost about five dollars

Interesting Description of the
Fishing and Hunting Resorts.

The Hotels and Beautiful Scenery of

several persons upon Sunday, and offering it
to several others upon the same day.

fine of one dollar and costs.
This was all
done at the special request of the guilty parties to save themselves expense, as it would

An

in the

mines.

The Cholera.
LAW.

men.

cause

they distinctly noticed the odor of
gunpowder. There has been considerable
the Selton and other boats
between
rivalty
running to Wilmington, and the report has

A convention of coal miners will be held in

FOREIGN.

known.

that gunpowder or some similar explosive
was ignited on the forward deck, and several
persons who were standing on the pier de-

hand.

Saco,

as

Reenforee-

the

meetings

The Murderer Turns Poet.
The

following lines

were

scribbled

on

a

sheet of paper by the prisoner in his
cell during the last hours in confinement in
the lock-up in Gardiner:
Take my advice and never drink, for if
you do, it will ruin you in the end.
You
must keeji good hours at night and love one
another. This is my kindest wishes for the
young.
Remember me when this you see,
1 brough many miles
apart we be,
And it the grave lie first
my bed,
Kemember me when 1 am dead
—Wilbert S. Wood.
coarse

The following patents have been issued to
Maine inventors:
No. 323,914, F. Collins,
Anson, ‘Hoof-pad.” No. 324,308, C. Dodge,

Gardiner, ‘Car-brake.” Design lb,202. W.
h. Whitman,
Whole
Bangor, “Range.”
number of patents 450, designs 9, trademarks, 23, labels 15, reissues l; total issue
m.

WILDERNESS.

MAINE

Monongahela City, Tuesday, the 25th inst.,
to

Inspector of Fish—John Frates, Portland.
Taxidermist—E. Verrill, Dixfleld.

we

opposite
about IV*

18.

The indications for New England today are
light local rains, southwest winds and asliglit
rise in temperature.

.Justices of the Peace aud Quorum—Newman

FINANCIAL.

ltockland.Os & 4s
No. Pacific Gold..6s

WEATHER.

THE

.Medical Rooms 592 Congress St.,

liiand for last year’s scale. One thing noticeable as a result of the suspension of operations is the diminished stock of spikes on

MORNING,

TUESDAY

_PORTLAND,

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,

|
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With

a

Maine,

of the Crops in the
Kennebec Valley.

Report

With the view to a personal inspection of
the condition of the crops in that section of
Maine so long hitherto accorded the title of
the “Garden of the State,” the fertile valley
of the Kennebec, as well as to gratify a long
desire to penetrate the “Wilderness” towards
the lines of Canada, whither the “game” has
retreated in the march of civilization, I

accepted the invitation of David Jewett,
Es<p, of North Madison, to accompany his
old friend Dr. A. W. Smith of this city, on
such a trip with him.

Leaving the elegant cars of the Maine Cenat Skowhegan, we were met by Mr.
Jewett and conveyed by his fine team to his

tral

residence in Madison.

farmer, intelligent

He is a well-to-do
and thrifty, with a fine

wife and beautiful family—thoroughly conversant with all the characteristics of that

section—its hunting grounds and fishing
ponds, and having a taste for the rod and
gun. We were unusually fortunate in finding ourselves in such good hands to spend a
in the most advantageous
easy drives we reach Carratunk the first day, and, just to aggravate
some of our old sportsmen, I would say that
our three meals for the day were caribou
for breakfast, trout for dinner, and partridge
for supper, and with our boots greased with
bear’s oil, we were in good marching trim for
the “wilderness,” into which we had commenced to penetrate, but which is not reach-

ten-days vacation
manner.
Taking

ed in all its

grand

and

solitary surroundings

till you

seem to pass the civilization line at
the Forks of the Kennebec and penetrate to
Moose River, at least 70 miles north]of Skowhegan and near to the Canada line. The
road is known as the “Canada road,” and
runs parallel with the Kennebec most of the
uous chain
son pond.

of mountains after

leaving

Madi-

The sides of these mountains and intervales at the bases afford some of the finest
farms in the whole State, and even in the
most densely wooijed and mountainous sections quite extensive hay fields are found,
and all the farmers in this section with
whom we came in contact represent the haycrop as at least one-fourth larger than last

year. Fields were not all cut there on the
15th inst. Hay, as well as other crops, was
two or three weeks later than in the western
part of the State.
Oats are looking well as are also othergrains, and the acreage seeded is larger than
any previous year. Oats are the great crop
here, there being so many required for the
teams in the logging swamps, that this crop
has always ready sale at the door of the
farmer at good prices, and as the logging
business promises to be large the coming
season, crops are being already engaged the
same as the corn is in the vicinity of packing
establishments. Corn looks very fine, being in rank growth, and is earing out well
and only the contingency of an early frost
will prevent a large crop in the Kennebec

Valley.

The Canada road is a most interesting and
charming drive throughout nearly its entire
length, being through mountain passes of
dense forests, where there is scarcely a break
for twenty miles; a fine, hard road,'with frequent springs of water running from the
mountain sides, in the vicinity of which
whole families of Canadian-French will be
met with, bivouacked by the roadside, cooking their “chubs and milk.” A great many

of the French pass into the State from Canada, seeking work in haying time and during
river driving. This class of people live very
cheaply, and don’t mind “Gipsying” out under their cart wherever night overtakes
them.
There are good hotels, and very good fare
is provided, and most of the hotels are situated in attractive localities.
The Forks
House is very pleasantly located where the
Head River joins the Kennebeceasis, and the
Adams House also at Parlin Pond, on the
shores of this fine fishing place.
There are
lots of trout here, and Mr. George Savage,
who keeps this house, took us out in a batteau to snow us how trout would bite at the
“fly-,” and even George got excited the fish
leaped so high out of water, swishing his line
too close to our ears to be comfortable, he
shouted in his mad career, “Jehu-JeemsRioe-come-agin,”’ till a two-pounder took him
completely off his roost on the stem of the
batteau. The trout of Parlin Pond range
frmn firm
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best with a “fly.” The next best
“trout” is Carry Pond, in Township
No. 1, though it requires a four mile walk
over a rough mountain road, and all of one’s
luggage has to be sacked in and out; but it
pays to take the tramp, for this large lake,
high up on the mountains, over which Gen.
Benedict Arnold passed into Canada, yields
the largest and best salmon trout to be found
in Maine waters.
John Williams, whose
finely situated residence at the landing, just
where Arnold’s troops left the river to carry
across the wilderness, is a good guide to this
pond and the whole contiguous territory,and
besides John is a good, whole-souled fellow.
His house is a welcome home to all travelers,
and Clarinda can cook a French stew that
cannot fail to please any one, assisted by
Abby. A most inviting, sumptuous and well
cooked meal is always sure to be found at
John Williams’s. We shall never forget his
Trout can be caught
“good cheer” to us.
within ten rods of his house, and without
hope of fee or reward.
Moose River is the heart of the wilderness
and is the chief source of the supply to
Moosehead Lake about 25 miles southeasterly. There is a very good hotel at Moose
River settlement, and in view of the construction of tiie railroad from Lake Megantic
to strike the Bangor & Piscataquis road, a
large and commodious new hotel is being
built in anticipation of the great pleasure
travel that this locality must invite in the
event of increased and easier facilities to
reach this wild and picturesque
region.
There are a plenty of moose and deer on the
shores of Wood Pond close by Moose River
village. Abner Moore is the popular guide
for this region.
He took us into a birch
canoe and followed the shores for seven
miles. We did not happen to see a deer but
new made tracks were to be seen along the
shores where they came out to drink, and
flocks of plucks were in abundance in tiie
little tributary ponds which also abound in
trout of the most delicious quality, known
as the “yellow bellies.”
We found that
trout varied in quality in the different localities fished, and throughout the whole route
above Bingham
it
requires no “skilled
angler” to catch trout, even from bridges
across the main road.
The slopes of Mounts
Moxcey, Bigelow, Johnson and the Spencer
this
range along
route, abound in most all
kinds of game.
At Hayden Lake on our return, by the
courtesy of our good friends, Mr. and Mrs.

caught
place to

across

that famous sheet of water anil to

a

shore dinner, and then reluctantly took
leave of our hosts whose constant care and
attention contributed so much to the pleasure

and interest of the trip.
Returning to Sffowhegan we fell into the
hands of Uncle John Vosmus, a prominent
and well known business man of this town.
Skowhegan presents a vigorous and thrifty
aspect; indeed it is one of the beautiful
towns in Maine. It lias doubled its population in the last twelve years with a good
prospect of doubling again in the next dozen.
Its valuation is about $2,200,000, and its rate
of taxation the present year is only nine
mills. To tourists it is an attractive and inM. N. Rich.
teresting place to visit.

TEMPERANCE DAY.

Auspicious

Beginning

of the Third

Week at Ocean Park.

Yesterday was

busy day at Ocean
Park. Mr. II. K. Clark, musical director,
arrived on Saturday and held the first jubi,
lee rehearsal at 9 a. m. yesterday.
a

very

At 11 a. m. Dr. Dunn furnished a rich mental feast. The subject was “The constitution and duties of churches and denominations. “\Ve regret that
space forbids us to reproduuce, as far as possible on paper, the
Doctor’s brilliant rhetoric and aot simile
J he outline of the discourse was as follows:

1.—Churches are constituted according to general and not specific law.
-..—The church must be
organized from regenerate members.
There must be
in the time, meth,3- and
uniformity
ods
forms of worship.
4.—Uniformity of governments,
Members in small churches are moremalFPit5r'
useful in small ones. Thev are more
active and more liberal.
increases differences of opinion.
..dj-dntelligenee
never be accomplished
except by consummate
ignorance, tyranny or a continuous mirmUleuiuin there must need be
i;1
llle good of the church and
k'ory of find. Io.r
Human beings cannot be trusted witn the whole
swing of everything.
o.

™™

Under the head of duties

were

forbearance,
burden-bearing,
prayerfulness and courage.

mentioned

generosity

TEMPEI1ANCE.

Tlie assembly convened at 2
p.m. Rev. J-JHall presided. A service of
praise was led by
Kev. 1. 1. Moulton, with Mr. Nason of Boston at the organ.
Prayer was offered by Rev.
Mr. Church.
R(‘v- R- W. LeLacheur was introduced as
a man who
loves.temperance and who has
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worked and suffered for it.”
The speaker
proceeded to show from the Bible that intemperance is responsible for poverty, lust,
degradation of woman, ignorance and murder. Tlie books recommended by the State
board of health as temperance text books
were referred to and extracts presented. ‘‘A
little liquor makes a man feel comfortable
and gay.”
“Many men drink a liquor

throughout their lives and never suffer any
harm, etc.” Tlie speaker thought he did not
want his hoy taught that a little liquor would
make him feel comfortable and gay.

In answer to a question by Kev. Q. T.
Kev. Mr. LeLacheur said that it
was tlie usual custom for the school committee to introduce the books recommended by
the board of health, but that he thought in
tins case tlie people would raise such a storm
they would not do it. For his part he would
do all lie could to make it a tornado.
In
closing Mr. LeLacheur recommended moral
suasion for tlie drunkard and persuasion for
the drunkard maker.
The speaker was in his liveliest mood and
the audience responded rounds of applause
and shouts of laughter.
Hon. T. R. Simonton, who had been expected to speak, being unavoidably detained,
his place was supplied by Hon. Neal Dow,
the temperance oracle of Maine. “How to
get rid of tlie evils of intemperance,” was
tlie phase of the question chosen by Gen.
Dow for particular consideration.
□“There is only one way under heaven to get rid
of liquor and that’s through the ballot’’, said tlie
General. “As long as we vote for rum I defy any
one to gel rid of liquor.
I have done a good deal
of it in my time, but I’m not going to do so
any
more. I believed in the promises of tlie Republican party.
They had prohibition in their platform hut they were in league with the nnnaellers.
All this profession on their part lias meant nothing. “Prohibition is tlie national issue between
the two parties.”
By way of illustration the story was told of tlie
poodle who was made to roll over by the promise
of a biscuit and then deprived of his expected reward by his master who
shrewdly reserved tlie
biscuit for future use. “I have been the dog”
said Mr. Dow, “I have rolled over and over in the
dirt, hut I shall not do it any more.”
The Presidential
campaign was referred to and
the defeat of tlie Republican party attributed to
tlie prohibitionists.
The “Republican bosses”
and their alleged subservience to tlie liquor dealers in tlie late municipal election was commented

Moulton,

on.

A very tall gentleman on the front seat said,
"You voted tor a man who is totally opposed to

prohibition!”
"Totally opposed to prohibition,” replied the
speaker, “but in thirteen days every grog shop
closed.”
“Have you kept them closed?” said the tall

TEMPERANCE TEXT BOOKS.
The Board of Health and the Women’s Christian Temperance Union.

To the Editor of the Press:
The National Women’s Christian Temperance Union has been earnestly engaged for
several years in the endeavor to procure the
enactment of laws in every State for compulsory scientific temperance education in all
public schools. A newspaper came to me today from Chicago with the names of seventeen States where this system has been already adopted. Within five years—at most,
ten years—it is believed every State in the
Union will follow their example in this matter.

The W. C. T. Union in preparation for actual work in the schools in this |most important branch of instruction, has caused to be
prepared and published such text books as in
their judgment would be suitable and proper
to be put into the hands of pupils and teachers.
These books have been submitted to
the examination, and have the approval of>
medical men whose standing in their profession is second to that of no others in this
country. These books are not new from the
press, but have been widely circulated

throughout the Union, especially in States
where by law temperance instruction is immediately to be taken up in their schools,
and this without one word of unfriendly
criticism, except from the Maine Board of
Health.

This criticism has all the character of an
attack upon the W. C. T. Union,
especially
personal to those who have been active and
foremost in this project for temperance
teaching and in the preparation and publication and circulation of these books. All the
temperance men and temperance women of
the country who sympathize with the W. C.
T. Union in its great, generous, unselfish,
effective work in the temperance cause, and
who approve the books referred to, must feel
themselves included in this attack by the
Board of Health upon that great organization of cultivated, self-sacrificing Christian

was

women.

man.

The Board of Health might be justified in
such a rude way of dealing with this matter

“No, for tlie police force is not large enougli to
watch them, but we are going to do it.”
The General was admonished that there
were but three minutes more in which to
speak; he turned to leave the platform, but
n
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thorough Republican, and always have been,
but 1 cannot follow the party into rum.”
Major H. A. Shorey was the next speaker,
he sanl:
No man has a higher respect for Gen. Dow than
I have, but a large majority of bis statements can
not be sustained by facts.
Gen. Dow makes the
mistake of thinking that when the legislature
does not grant him everything he asks that the
Republican party has been “kicked out.” When
the people of Maine have asked anything from
the legislature of whatever denomination they
have invariably received it. It is an insult to the
State of Maine for Gen. Dow, or any other man to
stand before an intelligent audience in the State

Maine and accuse a great party .ike the Republican party or the Democratic party, of being arrayed against prohibition and temperance. Moral
suasion and legal suasion, hand in hand, Under
God, will finally accomplish what we all desire so
much.
Rev. 1). B. Randall followed in brief remarks in which he sharply criticised the position taken by Gen. Dow.
Mrs. L. C. Partington of New York and
Mrs. H. C. Estes, spoke of some of the work
for women in crushing out tlie demon of inof

temperance.

Short addresses

by Rev.

E. G.

were made in the evening
Wesley, Lowell, Mass., Prut

Kingsbury Bachelder, Hillsdale

and Rev. S.

D. Church.

SEVENTEENTH DAY, AUG. 18.
Lecture—By Dr. Dunn, 11 a. m.
Musical Convention—Afternoon and evening.

THE

STATE.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

Harry Miller of Lewiston has received this
week an Ulster County Gazette of January
180, containing an account of the death of
George Washington. The paper lias its rules
inverted in deep mourning.

Spaulding,

who is in Lewiston

jail

for wife

shooting, talks very little, the sheriff say s,
and has expressed no opinion concerning his
course.

AROOSTOOK COUNTY'.

The largest quantity of shingles that was
every made in the State In the same number
of hours, say the Iloultou Times, was done
at Titcomb’s mill in New Limerick last week
by Joseph Lawless, who sawed 100,000 cedar
shingles, on a Connell machine, in 3.V days,
or 4'J hours time, and the same were bunched
by Sidney Webb. In this Lawless beats his
former record of one hundred thousand in
five days, out of sight, and lie will be acknowledged the champion shingle sawyer of
the State.
CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

Gov. Robie at Gorliam has one of the finest farms that can be found in the Pine Tm.
State. Its area is upwards of .'100 acres and
it is kept under an excellent state of cultivation. This season the Governor has 20 acres
in grain, and 7 devoted to potatoes. Twenty
acres more he has recently added to the estate, and it is now being cleared up and placed in first-class condition. The crop of hay
this season reached 73 tons, although usually
it is much larger. A large bam, 80x42, has
just been completed on the farm.
W. W. Curtis, A. M., for the past three
years, principal of Gorham High School has
l>een elected principal of Holbrook High
School, Holbrook, Mass., at a largely inereas
ed salary. F. W. Davis, A. B., of Hiram,
Bowdoiu ’83, has been unanimously elected
principal of Gorham High School.
The new water company of Brunswick has
bought the fann of Capt. Morrison as a site
for their reservoir. They will begin operations on the works very soon.
HANCOCK COUNTY.

The elegant steam yacht Vedette, owned
by Wm. H. Vanderbilt, is now one of the attractions at Bar Harbor.
The Bar Harbor correspondent of the Ban
gor Whig says there has been considerable
real estate changing hands within the last
week, which indicates a building boom at
Bar Harbor sooner or later. There are many
rumors afloat that Wm. H. Vanderbilt has
bought a lot, that he intends to build a magnificent residence, etc., which are without
foundation. However, it is a fact that Mr.
Vanderbilt has been looking at some lots
and intends to buy if he can find one to suit
him.
The Harvard

Quartette is singing

Harbor audiences.

to

Bar

KENNEBEC COUNTY.
Rev. Mr. Bradlee of Augusta, preached an
emphatic sermon against the running of Sunday trains, Sunday. He objected to campmeeting trains on the Sabbath, and thought
that those who patronized them were as bad
as the people who traveled on sacred concert

trains.

Two Augusta men went to Togus Friday
night, and while drunk, beat a soldier and
relieved him of hie money.
The Deaf Mutes of Maine will have a
gathering in Waterville on the 29th and 30th
of this month.

The Salvation Army barracks at Augusta
were occupied for the first time last Saturday.
The Augusta Wrench company, have or
their new wrench. The wrenches will be
manufactured in that city, and some 700 of
them will be placed upon the market the 1st
of September.

Manchester is to have a free high school,
commencing August 31st. Fred L. Stevens,
a graduate of the State College, will be the

principal.

Mr. Win. A. Stewart who was found inin Lynn, Mass., last week and taken to
vVatervllle, has been taken to the asylum at

sane

Augusta.

I.INCOLN COUNTY.

A rough rock with a droll shaped figure of
a mail wearing a tall
hat, and the date 1610,
plainly and roughly cut, was found in the
ruins of the Old Fort at
Pemaquid. A brick
was also found with the
figures 1300 cut into
one side.
a
Quite quantity of other curiosities have been brought to light of late.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
Messrs. F. W. Ayer <& Co., shut down every
saw which was
running in the Prentiss at
Brewer or in the mills at Orono Saturday
night. Mr. Ayer says that he shall not start
the mills again until lumber is one dollar
higher or logs one dollar lower.
He also
states that at the present prices no mill man
°n the river can make
money.
a he amount of unsold ice on the Penobscot
is not 20,000
tons, and the whole stock on
the river, sold and unsold, is about 40,000
tons. The prospect is that every ton of ice
on the river will be
disposed of at fair prices, and that a good crop will be harvested
the coming winter.
SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

Charles Anderson, a Norwegian sailor tells
the Bath Times how lie was kidnapped at
Charleston, S. C.. a year ago, and went to
r
alinouth, Eng. lie returned, and with the
assistance of the Charleston Port Society
succeeded in having Philip Johnson, the
man who
drugged him, arrested and sent to
prison for twelve years. Anderson is now
Bath.

in

WASHINGTON

COUNTY.

<

alais is having a new hotel built.
A Lady Superior and four nuns have arrived at Calais to take charge of the convent
school, which will be opened about the first of

September.

WAI.DO COUNTY.

Here is a fish story from the Belfast Journal: (j. L. Field w as out fishing Thursday,
and caught a mackerel thirteen inches long,
that had a rubber bund around its neck just
back of the gills which had worn in onefourtli of an inch.

THREE

PRICE

if the books referred to contained erroneous
teaching in important matters by w'hich pupils w-ere liab’e to be misled to their harm.
But even in such case the better way would
have been to intimate to these ladies, pritrnU.B.

.. v.
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be corrected in matters very material to proper and useful teaching.
But instead of this,
the Board of Healtli stigmatized the W. C.
T. Union, through the press, as being entirely unfit to carry on the work which they have
so boldly undertaken.
This attack, however
intended, did in fact hold up these women
before the public as unworthy of confidence
and as unfit to act, much less" to lead in, the
great work of temperance education of the
young. If the W. C. T. Union should lose
tiie confidence and respect of the people,
their power for usefulness will be gone.
However intended, this result was sure to
follow the attack upon it by the Board of
Health, provided these ladies could be proved
to lack the knowledge, good sense and good
judgment which their work' required and
which the Board of Health charged against
them as not possessing.
These ladies were greatly moved by this
rude attack upon them by the Maine Board
of Health, not being sure but its learned
and astute chairman had found some dangerous, if not fatal, flaw in their books which
had escaped the careful examination of many
men of general intelligence and of learning
in medicine equal, perhaps, to that of most
men other than the members of the Board of
Health. The Board says:
“A book prepared under the direction of the
W. C. T. Union has too little instruction concerning care of the body generally, and gives a rabidly one-sided view of the alcoholic question,
hven children will detect the fallacy of many of
its statements, and will thus lose faith in ail associated teachings. Intemperance of speech is not
conducive to temperance in living.”
This is a very rude personal attack upon
the W. C. T. Union by name. Let us see if it
is justified by the facts in the case.
The President of the Maine VV. C. T. U.,
Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens, and Mrs. Mary II.
Hunt, Supt. of Dept, of Scientific Instruction
of the National WT C. T. U., waited upon Dr.
Uerrish, chairman of the Board of Health,
and anxiously inquired what were the “evident inaccuracies’’ in these books which had
escaped the observation of many able men
skilled in medicine, but which even “children can detect,” as the Board of Health declares. Mrs. Stevens, with paper and pencil in hand, wrote down Dr. Gerrish’s re-

plies

:

"Thebook does'not refer to the medical use
alcohol.”
2. “It does not sufficiently emphasize the fact
that very many people can habitually uso a moderate amount of alcohol and not be appreciably
injured by it.”
a. "It uenies that alcohol is food.
These were all the objections made by him
to the book “prepared under the direction of
the W. U' T. Union.” He did not urge “the
one-sided view of the alcoholic quesrabidlyixrlv
fisvn
1
r.y.,.Ko« 1 1 +1.
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and front of the offending of the W. C. T.
Union in the view of the Board of Health.
Let us look at these objections.;
l. There is no reason why children should
be taught the medical use of alcohol, whatever that may or may not be,t hat would not
apply to teaching as to the medical use of
arsenic, mercury, opium,tobacco, stry chnine,
or prussic acid, and all other drugs.
Such
teaching is for medical schools, and not for
children in public schools. Everybody can
see how absurd it would be in the W. C. T.
U. to attempt to teach the children all this,
as the Maine Board of Health thinks they
ought to do. This objection of the Board
will be seen to be simply an attack without
cause upon the W. C. T. Union.
No, the book does not admit the truth of
the affirmation of ;the Board of Health that
the habitual use of alcoholic drinks is wise
safe and harmless. On the contrary they affirm that such a practice is unwise, harmful
and dangerous, and they are abundantly supported in this by the most eminent medical
men in this country and in Europe.
The
whole temperance movement is founded on
that fact; and the Maine Board of Health in
attirminglthe propriety, safety and wisdom of
the habitual use of alcoholic drinks antagonizes the vast body of temperance workers
in all English speaking countries.
Dr. Muzzy, an eminent American physician says;
“Alcohol is a poison to the animal organization.
Alcohol is a poison in any form; mix it or cover it
up as you may. It is never digested or converted
into nourishment. Alcohol is classed among narcotico-aerid poisons.”
Prof. Pariera says:
“Alcohol is a powerful irritant and narcotic
-.

poison.”

Dr. C. A. Lee:
“All writers on materia medico- now rank alcohol among the powerful and fatal narcotic
vegetable poisons.”
Dr. McCulloch, of Scotland:
"Alcohol stands high in the list of narcotic poisons in all standard works on poisons.”
Prof. Yoomans:
“Alcohol is specifically a poison. It seizes with
disorganizing energy upon the brain, and it is tlds
fearful fact that gives society and governmenttheir tremendous interest in its use.”
Prof. Christian ranks “alcohol with nightshade, nux vomica and tobacco in the class
with double poisons.”
Dr. Alden says:
“On every organ it touches alcohol operates as
a

poison.”
rue
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than whom there is no higher medical authority, says in a public address :
"Alcohol is a poison. It is so regarded by teachers on toxicology.
Orphila Christianson classes it
with arsenic, sublimate and prussic acid. Introduced Into tlie system it induces a
general disease. as well marked and intermittent as snial
pox or lead poison.”
In a letter to Rev. Dr. Patton, Dr. Parker
says:
“Alcohol is the one evil genius, whether in wine,
whiskey or ale, and is killing the best of men;
stay tlie ravages of this one poison, the mightiest
worker of the devil, amt tlie millennium will soon
dawn. Alcohol is naturally a poison to the luiman constitution, and can never be
innocently or
safely imbibed except when medicinally presented as an antidote to some more dangerous ami
deadly evil which it is calculated to dislodge.”
Dr. Parker was of national reputation.
Sir Ashley Cooper says:
"I never suffer ardent spirits in
my house, believing them to be evil spirits. If the people could
see the white livers and the shattered
nervous
systems which I have seen as tlie consequence of
drinking they would ho aware that ardent spirits
ami poison mean one and tlie same
tiling."
Sir Henry Thompson of
London, extraorto
surgeon
the
dinary
King of Belgium, and
surgeon to University College Hospital, London, one of the four or live most eminent
medical men m England, says:
•*As the result of my experience in
many years
of practice m every rank and condition
m life,
from hospital practice up, 1 have found that a
large proport ion of the most painful and dancerous diseases have their
origin in what is continually called the moderate use of fermented liquors.
I have long had the conviction that there is no
greater cause of evil, moral and physical, than the
use of alcoholic beverages. 1 do not mean that extreme indulgence which produces drunkenness,
but such as is quite common in all ranks of society. which injures tlu> body and diminishes the
mental power to an extent which I think few peo-

ple

are

aware of.”

There is no higher authority on this subject than J)r. Wm. B. Carpenter of London,
M. !>., F. R. S., F. G. S., Examiner in Physiology in the University of London, and Professor of Medical Jurisprudence in University College. In his “Use and Abuse of Alcoholic Liquors,” he says:
“The habitual use
of
alcoholics in moderate
or
in
small quantities, is not
even
merely unnecessary for the maintenance of
bodily and mental vigor, but is unfavorable to permanent enjoyment ofhealth. The effectof the habit
becomes to the average man positively injurious,
if continued for a sufficient length of time to allow
of the development of its effects.”
I have abundant material before me as I
write, which would enable me to extend very
far this list of the most eminent medical men

in the world who testify in the most positive manner te the unwisdom, harmfulness
and danger of the habitual use of alcoholic
drinks. What I have said will he sufficient,
I think, to relieve the W. C. T. Union from
the odium sought to be fastened upon it by
the Maine Board of Health, whose position
in this matter is not unlike that of the man
who applied for the place of coachman. In
a question, he said he could drive
reply towithin
His
an inch of a precipice.
safely
Irish competitor said: “And is it how near
I would drive, your honor?
I'd
keep
Faith,
as far away as 1 could.”
The W. C. T. Union thinks that the wisest and best, while the
Maine Board of Health thinks it safe and
wise to shave the edge of inevitable destruction, if indeed, they admit there is any harm
or danger in the habitual use of alcoholic
drinks. I submit whether the Union is not
abundantly justified in failing to teach the

children of

our

schools that the habitual

[New York Sun.]
The United .States Treasury Department
has authorized the American Express Company to receive the baggage of passengers
from Europe upon arrival in New York to be
forwarded immediately in bond, without examination, to the principal ports of entry in
the United States and Canada, where the
duties, if any, will be assessed. This will
relieve travelers from the delay and annoyance attending the present system of examination at the port of New York.

use

While passengers were grumbling over the
delays of the barge office system at this port,
and steamship companies were urging the
Treasury Department to permit them to hasten matters by landing passengers on the

piers, there was a movement on foot to further hasten the journey of those bound to
the interior of the United States.
Ever
since this country has had laws to regulate
the passenger traffic with foreign countries
and the landing of baggage, the laws have
been construed to demand that every trunk,
parcel, or hand-bag should be opened as
soon as it was landed from the vessel, and
tile contents then and there examined by the
proper customs officer in order that he
might see that nothing Iwas imported free
that ought to pay duty.
When this law was
passed, and for very many years afterward,
no unnecessary inconvenience was experienced by travelers, because there were no
great interior cities, and the foreign travel
was confined chiefly to the seaport cities.
But within a few years the growth of the
West and the urgent desire, of people from
foreign countries to reach the interior at the
earliest moment possible after landing here
has set the transportation companies to devising means for expediting travellers

Sir Wm. Gill,

a {medical man of the highin England,{as a witness before
a committee of the House of Lords, inquiring
into intemperance and its cure, answers to
the Duke of Westminster, who asks him:
“May not a glass or two of wine be taken with
advantage by persons suffering from the stress of
overwork?”
“No. 1 often suffer from weariness of overwork
lint 1 never take alcoholics as a
remedy. For
many years my practice has been in such eases, to
eat raisins.”

position

through this city.
The greatest delay which most interior passengers experienced was the long, tedious
wait on the pier while the customs officers
examined the baggage.
Frequently the delay amounted to three hours, and occasionally to eight or ten. Even when delayed only
an hour or two on the
pier, passengers often

These three doctors are at the head of the
medical profession in England with Dr. Carpenter, Dr. Clarke, physician in ordinary
to the Queen, Dr. Kerr, Dr. Edmunds, Dr.
McCulloch, Dr. Munroe—who are all thoroughly in accord that alcohol has in it no
element of food and can supply no need of
the human system. The W. C. T. Union mav
sivieiy lollow the lead of such authorities and
not that of the Maine Board of Health. Dr.
N. S. Davis of Chicago, an eminent
physician, says:
“The steady use of alcohol shuts out the lifegiving oxygen from the vital organs and leads
them to premature decay and death.
Alcohol
cannot be made into flesh and blood; It debilitates
instead of strengthening and tears down instead
of building up. It is a fallacy that the human
system is ever benefited by alcohol.
I may safely leave the three objections of
the Board of Health here, (people will judge)
and take up the worst part of their attack
upon the W. C. T. Union. The Board says:
“The W. C. T. Union gives rabidly one sided
views of the alcoholic question and are
intemperate of speech.”

missed trains in that time, and were thus
compelled to wait over half a dav.
If the

naggage could be loaded on a truck and sent
or if the passenger could turn his
over to some one who would look
after it, he would escape the annoyance.
In
the way of this stood the law passed a hundred years ago.
There was a hope In 1880 that something
might be done, for an act was passed and approved, which provided for the immediate
transportation of certain kinds of freight to
the place of destination, without examination, provided the destination was a port of
entry, where the proper customs officers
could examine it. But when it was attempted to forward baggage under this act, the
treasury department, under the influence of
the custom house at New York, decided that
the act did not include passengers’ baggage.
The American Express Company hadbeen

forward,
baggage

urgently moving in the matter, and when the
new

To take advantage of
this ruling the
American Express Company filed bonds to
the amount of 81,000.000, and undertook to
forward the baggage in hond to any of these
cities:
Atlanta, Baltimore. Bath. Me.; Boston. Buffalo,
Burlington, Vt.; Charleston, 8. C.; Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Denver, Detroit. Galveston,
Georgetown, D. C.: Hartford, Indianapolis,
Kansas City, Louisville. Memphis, Middletown,
Conn.; Milwaukee. Mobile, New Haven, New Orleans. Newport News, Va.; Norfolk, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh. Port Huron, Mich.; Portland,
Me.; Portland, Ore.; Portsmouth, N. H.; Providence, Richmond, Rochester. San Diego, Am
Franciscm Savannah, St. Joseph,Mo.; St. Louis,
St.

Paul, Toledo, Wilmington, Del.; Wilmington,

N. C.

Hereafter when passengers are in a hurry
to get out of New York they have simply to
goto the ship’s purser any time before the
ship arrives in port, and ask that their ultimate destinations and descriptions of the
baggage be written in the manifest of passengers which each ship must carry. Then
as soon as the ship reaches the pier the
baggage must be pointed out to the agent of the
American Express Company who will be in
waiting, and thereafter no further thought
need be given to it until it reaches its desLUKiLiuii.

fortunate that a number of books written to supply the recent demand, and otherwise meritorious, should be blemished by such excess of assertion on the one hand and deficiency on the

cupiu

u>ing

the floor ofjthe House of

have suffered more from intemperance
than from war and famine combined.”
"We

Charles Buxton, member of Parliament,
said:
•‘There are hi this conutry more than five hundred thousand homes where home happiness is
unknown, as the result of intemperance, and hundreds of thousands of people in a condition of extreme misery from that cause.”
Temperance men and women the world
over, declare that the evils of intemperance
are vast as eternity and boundless as infinite
space; but the Maine Board of Health is
greatly concerned for the reputation of alcohol as, in its opinion, it is a safe, useful and
beneficial thing for people to take as an habitual drink.
Neal Dow

BASE

o’clock

AB.
5
5
4
McGarr, 2b. 3
Hawkes. ss. 2
Robinson, c. 4
Murphy, p. 4
Prince, rf. 4
Duval, 3b. 4

Foster, If.
Irwin, lb.
Slattery, cf.

consecration service

At 1.45 p. m., George L. Kimball conducted
social meeting in the Fryeburg cottage.
At 2.30 a large audience had gathered in
front of Chautauquan Hall.
After several
hymns were sung Mr. G. L. Kimball announced that the Rev. Mr. Cushman of Louisiana, who had been advertised to speak was
not present, as was expected.
The disappointment was great as many had expected
to listen to his address with great interest.
Mr. Greenhalgh said that he felt some embarrassed to speak when the audience had
come to listen to another.
The clergyman
then
able sermon from
preached an
Luke, xi :52, which was followed by an earnest exhortation by Mr. Kimball.
Notice was given from the stand that the
meetings would be closed with an old fashioned love feast, which was accordingly
held in the hall at 7.30 o’clock in the evening.
a

This closed the 14th
tha’s Grove.

campmeeting

in

Totals.35
AB.
4
4
Davis, 3b. 4
Baxter, rf. 3
Patton, ss. 4
Cudworth. cf. 4
Toffling, 2b....,. 3
McGunnigle, lb. 3
Sylvester, p. 3
..

Bignell.c.
Howard, If.

I

to twenty rods in length. Many of the main
roads are at present quite impassible and are
fenced up.
Holes and gutters averaging
from three to six feet deep are to be found in
a wide section.
A small mill in Denmark, owned by a man

Bennett, was swept away and entirely destroyed. The iron wheel was carried
half a mile down the little stream which in a

named

very brief space of time had beeoni" a surging river. A mowing machine stored in the
mill was a total loss, not a particle of it having as yet been found.

Rededication of Freedom Academy.
Our Freedom correspondent writes that
the new management of Freedom Academy
are putting forth their
best efforts to give
new life to this once popular and
flourishing
institution. They have caused the interior
of the old academy building to be extensively repaired and improved, and intend to pro.
cure chemical and
philosophical apparatus
for the use of the school, in the near future.
Saturday afternoon, rededieation exercises
were held at the
Congregational church,
Hon. S. L. Milliken delivered a lecture on
the Crusades of the Middle
Ages to a large
and appreciative audience. The lecture is
regarded as one of the ablest ever delivered
there.
At the benefit concert held at
Grange Hall,
in the evening, Miss Maud Milliken was
present, and rendered several musical selections m a manner that elicited much applause.

BROCKTONS 2.

R.

BH.

0
0
0
1
3
2
1
1
O

1
O
0
2
1
3
1
3
0

8

11

TB. PO.
2
3
O 12
0
3
3
1
1
0
3
5
1
l
8
0
0
2
13

27

A.
1
1
0
3
2
4
«
0
2

E.
1
0

19

~6

A.
2
O
3

E.

2
0
0
o
3
0
O

BROCKTONS.

Mar-

Severe Damage In
Denmark and
Waterford.
It will be several weeks-before the damage
to the roads by last Thursday’s storm in the
towns of Denmark, Waterford and
vicinity
ean be repaired.
It is calculated that Denmark sustains a loss estimated at five thousand dollars at the least.
In some places on
side hills the highway has been completely
swept away in places averaging from eight

8;

HAVERHILLS.

Greenhalgh conducted a social service in
the hall, and at 11 o’clock the public services
were opened in the grove, the same
clergyman preaching from the text found in Rev.
a

BALL.

There was an attendance of 900 at the ball
game at Riverside in Haverhill yesterday afternoon between the Haverhills and Brocktons. The
catching and batting of Robinson and batting of
Prince on the part of the Haverhills and
Toffllng.s
playing for the Brocktons were the features of the
game. The score;

Mr.

7:14, and at the close
was held.

convenient

GAME TO-DAY.

HAVERHILLS

At 9

places

The Lawrences will play the Portland this
afternoon at the Portland grounds. Game will be
called at 3 o’clock. The Lawrences are at the
head of the league and they will endeavor to
maintain their lead.

Fryeburg Camp Meeting.
Martha’s Gkove, Aug. 16.
Last evening a social meeting was conducted by Rev. Mr. Greenhalgh in the hall of
the lodging home. Today a large number of
the grounds.

in

to either of the above named ports of entry
can take advantage of this new order of
tilings by calling the most convenient ports
of entry their destinations and having them
written in the ship’s manifest.
The charges for this service are moderate.
Tlie rates from New York will be the ordinary through rates of the company, and no
charge will be made for bonding, brokerage,
cartage, &c., the only fees in addipermits,
tion to the through rate being 20 cents for
Custom House entry (which may include as
much of the passenger’s baggage as he sends
by express,) and Scents for cording and sealing each trunk.

other”

were on

in last March, ap-

Secretary Manning

a

ate transportation under these instructions, will
be completed at the barge office or other landing
place tor passengers within your district, and the
baggage delivered at such places to the express
companies for transportation.

work for good will be accomplished.”
The Board of Health greatly mistakes in
supposing the people of Maine will stand hv
unmoved spectators of its attempt to malign
and break down the W. C. T. Union.
The
people will inquire, who are these men and
what are they doing except to cry up habitual moderate drinktug and cry down those
who think it nnwise and unsafe.
The animus of the Board of Health I
think may be seen in this statement by the
chairman, speaking of the book.
“Overstatements of the injuries produced by alcohol and suppression or denial of its benefits
are,
to say tlie least, inexpedient. It seems to me un-

people

came

made to

was

decision in the matter whicli would expedite business at this port. In due time
this order was issued to the collector of this
port;
To avoid delay, entries of baggage for immedifor

mense

on

administration

plication

This is said of the bookjpublished by them.
I deny the charge, and say there is not one
word in it which can give the faintest shadow of coloring to it. It is a
calumny that cannot possibly have any motive but to injure
the Union in public estimation.
The book
is approved by Dr. A. B. Palmer, who is a
professor of pathology and practice of medicine, and Dean of the Department of medicine and
surgery in the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor, author of a treatise on
The Science and Practice of Medicine.”
Dr. Palmer says:
“I have examined the manuscript of this book
and find it covering more matter thau I think
should be taught in the elementary lessons on life
and health in the schools, than I have found in
other works, with similar objects, which I have
had occasion to examine.
It is free Irom the errors which have been noticed and objected to in several other works on
this subject designed for school use.
1 also think it free from sucli overstatements as
are likely to be produced by ardent zeal.
If all the facts contained in this little work are
firmly lodged in the minds of the pupils of our
public schools throughout the country, an im-

Mr. Gladstone
Commons said:

DELAYS.

HOUSE

The American Express Company Will
Take Baggage in Bond from the
Steamships to all Cities.

of alcoholic drinks is wise, safe and irarniless.
Tiie whole object of temperance teaching
in 4he public schools is to impress upon the
minds of the pupils the tremendous harm
and danger coming from the alcoholic habit.
3. Yes, the Union denies that alcohol is a
food, as the Board of Health affirms it to be,
and they follow in this, the teachings of the
most eminent medical men in England and
in this country, saving always the members
of the Maine Board of Health. There is no
higher authority than Dr. B. W. Richardson
of London. He says:
“Alcohol has no claim In a scieutllktscnse to be
considered as a sustainer either of bodily or mental life or work. There Is nothing In alcohol that
can build tip any tisue or supply
any force. Alcohol is the most useless and most mischievous of
all agents within the reach of men, and the showing up of this is to promote a good which extends
beyond our own time. I may be asked whether
there may not he some corresponding good coming
from these drinks, as an offset to the evils which
t have ascribed to them.
1 teply, their effect is
always bad.”
est

CUSTOM

NO

CENTS.

BH. TB. PO.
1
1
7
2
2
1
1
2
2

R.

0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
o

1
1
1
0
O
O
0
1
5

1110
0
0
2
1
0

0
O
2
1
o

2
1
2
10
l

0
0
3
O

12

8
9 27 20
Totals.32
2
»
Innings.1 23456789
Haverhills.O 41 0 0 1020—8
Brocktons.O 00110000—2
Earned runs—Haverhills, 4. Two-base hits_
Foster, McGarr, Davis.
Passed balls—Bignell.
Wild pitches—Murphy 3, Sylvester 1. First base
on balls— By Sylvester 4.
First base on errors—
Haverhills, 5; Brocktons. 1. Struck out—By
Sylvester, 5; Murphy, 4. Umpire-Quinn. Time.
*2 hour*
LAWRENCES. 8; NEWBURYPORTS 6.
Yesterday’s game between the Lawrences and
Newburyports, at Manchester, was common placa
aside from the catching of Conway, McAndless’
work at short and Butler’s second base play. Tn«
Lawrences won by bunching their hits and
superior base running. The score:
LAWRENCES.
A.B
„„

Kiley, If.
Burns, rf.
Bassett. 3b.
O’Connell, lb.
Brosnan, 2b.
Brill, p.
Fish, cf.

Conway,

5
5
5
5
4
4
3
4
4

c.

McAndless,

ss.

Totals.30

R.
1

TB. PO. A.
0
0
0
10
3
2
4
3 14
O
4
1
3
1
0
6

E.

1110

0
o

BH.

0

3

112
2
2
2
o
0
o
0

3
2
1
1

8

3

o
0

o
0

0
0

1
1

4

6
0

2
«

11

27

24

10

TB.

PO.
IS
1
u
2
4
3
o
2
2

A.
O
o

B.
O
O
3
O
a
X

X

NEWBURYPORTS.
AB.

F lis. lb. 5
,,

LIB ridge, rf.

5
Fish, cf. 3
Whlteley, If. 5
T. McDermott, c. 4
Phillips, 3b. 4
Bradley, ss. 4
M. McDermott, p. 4
Butler, 2b. 3

BH.
O
1
1
l
1
2
l
0
0

It.

1
1
2
o
o
0
o
0
1

0
l
1

2
1

2
2
0
o

o

1
3
1
4
7
6

3
1

O

Totals.37
6
7
0 27 22
Innings.1 2345R780

Lawrences.3

o

0

O

1

1

o

3

3

0—8

Newburyports.0 00101003—5

Earned runs—Lawrences 2. Two base hits—
Burns, O’Connell, Bradley, Wldteley. Passed balls
—McDermott. First base on errors-^ Lawrences,6:
Newburyports. 7.
First base on halls—Laws
Struck out-Law.
A1 ^Newburyports3 3 Double
n.Uo^:4;vN<l"ibur>p"l'ts’
Lmpne—V adeboncoeur. Time—2li. play-Butler.
STANDING OF THE EASTERN

N.

E.

LEAGUE.

of the clubs in tha
**.the
Eastern New England standing
League to date:
Won.
Lost.
Played. Per cent.

'ipo'y.'11!?

Lawrences.33
Brocktons.33
Haverhill*.20
Portlands.

10
20
27
30
33

.21

Newburyports..10

i,2
53

03 4

62:3

63

40.1
41.1
32.7

61
40

YESTERDAY’S

LEAGUE GAMES.
AT NEW YORK.

Dinings..1

New Yorks.O

Philadelphias.o

2 3
o
O
ou

460780

3

O

O

O

1

*_

000002
hits—Philadelphias, 7; New York.
*
Errors—Philadelphias, 6; New Yorks 8
Base

4

5

■!*
^

NOTES.

Chebeague on Saturday the Kids defeated
the Freeport nine 22 to Id. The Kids
played
eight innings; the Freeports nine. The flue hatting work of Peabody and Koss, and the base
running of H. S. Hamilton of the Kids were the
principal features of the game.
The Young Congresses challenge the Hancocks
to
play a game of hall upon tile paint factory
grounds Wednesday, Aug. luth, at 2.30 p. m.

The Gorham Streeters defeated
the oiaisjesstars v#*.
terday bv a score of 2a to 14

wsMsftssastg*h™Krockt<»*s
ttJwes T™t°hihe

has been released.

ss

THE
TUESBAY

MORNING, AUG.

18.

We do not read
anonymous letters and connunnoatious. 1 lie name and address of the writer are
In all cases
indispeusublu, not necessarily for publication but as a guarantee of
good faith.
W« cannot undertake to return or preserve
conununicatiens that are not used.

Gen. Giant’s war horses are beginning to
die. Meanwhile his|;body servants are ap-

pearing

one

by

one.

How do the people who are leaning
Democracy like to tiear their ruler
much about “My Empire?”

toward
talk so

The newspapers would do well to give Dr.
Newman a rest. Men have been known to
lecture on less provocation.

According

to present indication, if Mr.
Cleveland is elected in 1888 it will be by some
party not now In existence.

The Malidi died some time ago and now
the Mahdi’s successor is dead also, killed at
Khartoum during a revolt. Osman Digna,
however, has come to life again.
I\ W. Davis, of the famous Bowdoin crew,
has been elected principal of the Gorham
High School. The committee reasoned that
a man who can handle the ash can handle
birch.
It doesn’t seem to make the average Maine
Democrat half so mad to think his new administration has been [scandalized by the appointment of an embezzler to an office, as it
does to contemplate the grim fate that lights
on a Democrat in jail, who
#can’t take his
feed, and skips the scores outside who
can

and want to so

had._

John Roach’s schedule shows that he could
pay his debts, two to one, as he has himself
said, if he could realize upon his assets. They
fo»t up $4,571,742 against $2,154,909 liabilities. Some of the assets would shrink a
good deal, if forced to sale.
The Morgan
iron-works are put in at $000,000, the Ophir
farm at White Plains at $3GO,000 ; 2000 shares
hi the Brazil steamship line are put in at $25
per share. There are half a dozen steamers
and other Steamer stocks.
One of tho kernels which the Democratic state
committee found difficult to swallow at their late
Waterville meeting, was the commission of *300
paid by an *p riverDemocratic postmaster recently appointed, for the potent influence of the Maine
office broker, at Washington. This only added
fresh fuel to the Lincoluville matter.—Kennebec
Journal.

Who is the Maine office broker? Is there
any connection betw een this story and the
statement of the Bangor Commercial that
“some ugly rumors” are circulating in
gard to Chairman Brown?

re-

Tho Iewa State Register throws sonic light
upoh the kind of reform that has been intro.
uuceu

mxo xne

postomce at

Vinton

in that

State. Mr. Marine, the postmaster recently
suspended, was a one legged soldier, and
both Democrats and Republicans alike testified to his efficiency and freedom from offensive partisanship.
Yet the President removed him and appointed in his stead a Mr.
Pyne, who was once in jail for collecting
illegal pension'fees, and who was disbarred
for a similar offence.

The celebration proposed by the Women’s
Christian Temperance Union in Philadelphia, from the 20th to the 26th of September,
will he an event of no ordinary importance.
The anniversary will he the one hundredth
of the issuing of a temperance tract
Dr.

by

Benjamin Rush, one of the signers of the
Declaration of Independence, and one feature of the celebration will be to honor his
memory, as well as to recount the growth of
the temperance sentiment in the United States
during the past century.
The Democrats of Cuyahoga county,
Ohio,
at their county convention “mildly endorsed”

the administration, but adopted a resolution
demanding “our senator and representative
to hasten the removal of all Republicans in

office, and that efficient Democrats he placed
in their positions.” Some of the delegates
favored condemnation of the President, but
it seems to have been the opinion of the majority that that wouldn’t he a good way to
get offices, and so the “mild endorsement”
was agreed upon.
Unless the President
hurries up after he gets back from the Adirondacks we may he pretty sure that it will
soon be impossible to restrain tlie hungry
and

thirsty

of Ohio from open revolt.

The voice of Petroleum V. Tfasby is heard
land in loud lament because
the President has gone to the “Adirondax”
without signing his commission. For forty
long years, according to his testimony, he
lia» labored in the cause, dispensing whiskey,
colonizing voters, dodging the draft and
waiting for office, and now when he stands
with his petition all signed and everything
all ready the President carelessly goes off
fishing. He laments that Mr. “Hendrix”
was not elected to the first nlace on the
'“tikkit” and Cleveland to the second. Mr.
Nasby thus not only represents the feeling
of the what-are-we-here-for Democrats, but
of the whole party. They are willing he
should take a vacation, but they dislike to

throughout the

any let up in the
filling up the offices.
see

important

business of

Prof. Brewer of Yale College, who knows
something about horses, thinks that the next
generation, if not this, will see a two-minute
trotter. If it does, about one hundred years
Will have elapsed, while the trotters have
been towering the record one minute.
Since
1818 wlieh Boston Blue made the wonderful
time of three minutes the record has been
constantly dropping, slowly to be sure. In
1824 Tom Gallant gave to
an astonished
world the “2.40 gait” and at the same time
the current slang for speed.
In 1834 Edwin
Forrest went 'round the track in 2.31J, a record which was not beaten for nine years. In
1859 Flora Temple made a mile in 2.1($ to the
amazement of the wlwle country.
The exploits of Dexter, Goldsmith Maid, Rarus, St.
Julian and the champion Maud S. in later
days are familiar to this generation.
From
Maud S.’s record to two minutes is a big
drop, but there are hundreds of horsemen
who expect to see a mile made in that time
before they “pass in their chips” as they say.
RIEL’S ESCAPE.

hang or not to hang seems to be the only question which our neighbors across the
border are discussing with anything like animation. It is a curious and not very edifying spectacle, this division of the population
To

of a great and enlightened country into twro
hostile camps, one shouting lustily for the
execution of Riel, the Northwest rebel, and
the other demanding that his life be spared,
and threatening dire vengeance in case its
request is refused. The question of the condemned man’s innocence or guilt, of his san-

insanity, seems to have been entirely
lost sight of and his sacrifice is demanded by
the English press, apparently not so much
to satisfy the demands of justice as to gratify the hate which the* English speaking popity

or

ulation bear to the French Canadians.

The
roronto \Y orla declares that if Kiel is pardoned by Sir John A. McDonald at the intercession of the French, he will discover
that in

making one friend he will alienate
hundred, and precipitate a war of races.”
On the other hand Electeur,
a leading
French newspaper of Quebec, declares that
Riel i6 persecuted on account of his race and
‘-'•'that a reign of terror exists whicli recalls the
disturbed countries in the old world.
The
one

feeling between the two races has been a
good deal intensified recently by the
statement of
Father Andre that the
troops of General Middleton robbed the houses of the French in the Northwest and plunThe English are disdered everywhere.
posed to deny the truth of this assertion, but
Father Andre gives names and dates, and his
story is supported by others, who allege that
they were eyewitnesses of the scenes.
The situation is, of course, Jgiving the
Premier, Sir John A. McDonald, great uneasiness. The report that he had manifested an inclination to mitigate the sentence of
has given rise to a perfect storm
of protests from tlie press of his own
party, accompanied with threats to overthrow him unless lie allows the law to take
its course. It is a very disagreeable and
dangerous predicament he and Ills government are in, and how to extricate themselves
from it is a problem no solution of which lias
yet been discovered. To hang Riel is liable
to excite tlie French Canadians to open
rebellion. ;To commute his sentence is to alienate the Orangemen and overthrow bis
party. Which horn of tlie dilemma to choose
Sir John is at a loss to decide, and he is procrastinating in hopes that something will
turn up to absolve him from the necessity of
making a choice at alL
Riel

CURRENT COMMENT.

PBESS.

niMCGLLANEOUN.

HOPEFUL OF TAMMANY’S FUTURE.
N. Y. Sun.
It would not surprise us if Tammany Hall
in spite of all opposition and Hostility, should
soon become greater than ever.
BUT A FEW CENTURIES OUT OF DATE

Springfield Union.
How long will Democratic England endure
being told by a person who never does much
of anything, abuut "my empire” and what
“1" have been pleased to do for the
regulation|of the world in general and Great Britain in particular?
The Queen's egotism is
harmless.

ANNUAL COST SALE
Hats,

The rapidity with which Assistant Postmaster General Stevenson is accommodating
the rural Pennsylvania districts with post-

Stiff

masters in accord with the policy of the administration is enougli to tako away the
breath of the average reformer.
IIE ADMITTED THE GUILT

AND TOOK

Hats,

San Francisco did not come by telewas written in our office.
We notice the assertion only to say that its
author is a brainless ass and an unmitigated
from

A VISION

OF

There will be

and

Bags.

We shall commence our usual sale of our goods to-day,
and continue only a few days.
We do this to make
room for fall goods. Now is the time to buy, as we shall
sell at cost.
Gur stock is large, and sizes good.

PEACE.

shotgun

and

SILK HATS $2.25 IN EXCHANGE,

tissue

Republican in South
will stand on as good a social footing as
ills Democratic neighbor.
“Let us have

peace.”

197

PROHIBITION IN GEORGIA.

Atlanta Constitution.
I’roldbition presents the most important
issue now before the people of Georgia. In
many aspects it is a menacing issue. In every
sense it demands the earnest and immediate
consideration of every intelligent and patriotic citizen of the,State. The situation briefly is this: The Prohibitionists have carried a
large majority of the counties by voting in
each county under local option provisions,
and are now seeking to make local cover the
counties that have not yet acted. Up to this
time the prohibition issue has been kept out
of politics. Now, finding tlieir movement
delayed in the Legislature, they threaten to
carry the issue into politics. With this threat
they challenge public attention, and demand
prompt and decisive action from the Legislature. Justhereit will be well to examine
tins threat and see Just what it means. It
cannot bo denied that the result of forcing
prohibition into politics would be deplorable,
viewed-from a political standpoint. It would
threaten the integrity of the Democratic party in the State. Certainly it would impair
It might even temporarily
its discipline.
overturn it. We shall not underestimate tlie
evil that would come to the Democratic party from the prohibition issue if it is injected
into politics.

Black Walnut Chamber Sets.

$26.00.

Special Lot of Black Walnut Chamber Sets,
consisting of three different patterns, with tops ol
Italian Marble, Hudson Shelf or Lepanto. These
are Full Sets of Ten Pieces each, including French
Bureau, Landscape Mirror and Combination Com-

One lot of 50 Solid Ash Chamber Sets, of a style
entirely new the past spring. These are Full Sets,
and are warranted. They have a beautiful Marquetry Ornamentation, and were considered Low
at our former figure of $35.0#. We now. however, offer them for

mode. The stock is warranted KILN DRIED
Lumber, the style is the latest, and the workmanship of the very best.
The Former Frier of these sets was 933.00
As a Special Inducement, we offer them during tho
continuance of this sale, for

$42.50.

cities,

Sales of

in ten of the largest
$20,000 each.

same

at

STREET.

ecdtf

FRED R, FARRINGTON,
KEEPS THE BEST LINE OF

In smaller cities and
towns of the Union.

CLOTHING
-A-IST33

Gentlemen’s Furnishing Goods

fnnoral

in rmftS«ir

nw

days.
carpenters at 83.60 per day for 15
days...
400 sewing girls at §7 per week for 2

weeks.
Same expenses'in other cities.

863,000
10,500
5,600
31,000

Total. §110,100
The amount of money paid out
by residents
and visitors on Saturday for positions from
which to view the intrude, together with other incidental expenses, was estimated as follows :
■Windows alohg the route at from §5 to
§20 each.
§100,000
Heats on stands.
6,000
Seats on trucks and wagons.
7,000
Boxes, chairs and stools.
200
Positions on roofs.
600
hire.
5,000
Carriage
Refreshments, ear fare, etc.
050,000

Total.81,068,700
A gentleman familiar with the funeral arrangements from the day of Gen. Grant’s
death to that of the burial, furnished the reporter with the following estimate of the direct cost of the funeral arrangements, the
reporter having previously called at Undertaker Merritt s
place of bnsiness, and
learned that that gentleman was out of the
for
tlic day, and also that no actual figcity
uring as to the cost has yet been made by
him:
Work and preliminary embalming !of
Saratoga undertaker.
8100
Expense of Mr. Merritt and forty assistants two weeks.
500

Canopy at Saratoga.
Catafalque at Saratoga.

Casket and boxes.
Funeral car.
Netting for borses.
Badges and flags.
Linen scarfs for clergymen and bearers

Twenty-four picked hoeses

funeral
t § 10 each.

car, a
hail

City

500
200

1,000
1,000

Mahoganized

NEW STORE.

FRED R. FARRINGTON,
THE CLOTHIER AND FURNISHER,

Under Falmontli Hotel,

208 Middle

Street,

Jyl8

PORTLAND, ME.
7

Congress Street,

WATER

*2 non

5,000

Land is going for 25 cents per acre at sheriffs’ sales in two or three counties in Geor-

BOSTON & MAINE

We have the finest and only line of the
above Robes in this city. We have the exclusive agency for them.
They are of
Momie Cloth and are warranted not to fade.
We have a large assortment of them left,
and as the season is advanced we propose to
sell them at cost. No such goods ever shown
here.

Chandler's Baud will accompany the Excursion
participate in the Festival on that day.
Fare for the icoindikii- including admission to the Point of Pines. SJ.U.y.
Special Train leaves Portland at 7.00 a. m., arriving at Point of 1’ines at 11.00 a. m.
Keturning leaves Point of! Pines at 0.30 p.m.
d3t
augl7
and

AHead.!

FRIDAY, AUCUST 21,
Leaving Custom House Wharf at 8.30, Trefethen’s Landing 8.45, and Forest City Landing, Peaks’
Island, 9.00 a. m.; returning about 1.00 p. m.
S4.00 prize for tlie largest codfish caught.

Old Orchard Tourists
Are

FARE

A SOLUTELY

Invited to call at

U3t

GRAND

SIGN oft* GOLD BOOT

TROTTING

CHOICEST FLOUR
are

THE

ROBERT F. SOMERS & CO.,
Middle Street.

GENUINE,

which beat the stamp of
the makers.

eodtl

INETS

the

by

the

nearer

the

feet properly fitted at Sign of
Gold Boot.

TAKE

NEW ENGLAND

your wide, troublesome feet to 421 Congress St.,
and have them perfectly fitted.

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
Boston, Mass.,
Largest

OLDEST In America;
and Best Equipped in the WORLD—100Instructors, 1971 Students lust year. Thorough Instruction in
Vocal and Instrumental Music, Piano and Organ Tuning, Fine Arts, Oratory, Literature, French, German,
and Italian Languages, English Branches, Gymnastics,
etc. Tuition, $5 to *‘A>; board and room, *45 to *75
per term. Fall Term begins September 10,1885. l'or
Illustrated Calendar, giving full information, address,
L. TOUKJEE, Dir., Franklin Sq., BOSTON. Maas.

3e30

eod2m

ABBOTT FAMILY SCHOOL K?s.
BLTE, Furmiiigtou,

LITTLE

Vlniuu*

aug4eodl5t

Address 2V. H. ABBOTT, Principal*

Tuition

for

THE SHOE DEALER

1*1 weeks

days and 14
five evenings III
six

numerous

Hands

are

on

Congress

SICN OF COLD BOOT,
ang8

eodtf

BUSINESS COLLEGE,
$8
PORTLAND
O evenings U

money
The word

extraordinary

COLLEGE SONGS. Micros? of the
kind. A

Clasped

large number of merry stndeuts' songs,
with tlie true college rim to them, and including
the favorite nopnlar songs of thedav, as‘Rosalie,

every bar.

"My Bonny," "Solomon Levi." "Clementtne." etc.
PRICE 50 C!TS.

iirtHfrlnnOI

Mailed for the Retail Trice.
■

I

fPnrtPtc Q

SAMPLE
CARO, ^ vJ

styles of PENS, 6ent for trial,
on receipt of 12 two-cent Stamps.
different

We recommend these PENS as the BEST.
LORINC, SHORT & HARMON
474 Cougrew St., Portland, Me.
ie20
eodtira

CHAS. H. O'BRION,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

■

•

STTh&w

CRITEFl’L—COMFORTING.

BREAKFAST.

“By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
which governs the operations of digestion and
nutrition, and by a careful application of the fine
properties of well-selected COeoa. Mr. Epps has
provided our breakfast tables with a delicately
flavored beverage which mav save us many heavy
doctors’ bills. It is by tlie judicious use of such
articles of diet that a constitution may he gradually
built up until strong enough to resist every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies
are floating around us ready to attack wherever
We may escape many a
there is a weak point.
fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with
pure blood and a properly nourished frame.’’—
Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
only in half pound tins by Grocers -, labelled thus:
JAMES EPPS A CO.,
Homu'opnthic Chemists,
I.on.Ion, Fug.

Domestic Coals a Specialty, at Lowest Market prices.

COMBS,

NAUTICAL INSTRUMENTS
and a full line of Eye Glasses, Spectacles, Spy
Marine and Tourists’ Glasses, Linen Testers,
Reading and Magnifying Glasses. Goggles, Eye
Shades etc. Personal attention given to watch
repairing, and a record kept of the running of all
flue watches.

Brown’s Wharf, Portland, Me.
invl3

BY

TELEPHONE NO. 644.
dGin

SKETCHING MATERIALS
FINE ART ROOMS, 610 CONGRESS ST.

CYRUS F. DAVIS.
Fiuc Painting*.

jy3i

a

ns a

a

a

a

a

one

use

Picture Fra mew.
eodtf

a

a

u

a

mnn.

m

a

as

or

w

IRA BERRY, JR.,
marlO

—AND—

SMALL PROFITS!

family school.

inunction thorough and practical.
J«»th School
ear opens sept. 15th.
D. L. SMITH, Principal

;1UK(>__eodlm
MRS. PERRY’S

ex-

$5.00

84

Exchange St.
eod6m

School

delivery. Satisfaction guaranteed
in quality aud quantity.
on

SARGENT, DENNISON & CO.,
174 Commercial Street.

aug8

dt

First-class storage for Flour, Fish,
Cotton ami other merchandise in the
Portland Sugar House. Warehouse receipts given. Otis Brothers elevator.
Lowest rates of Insurance. Apply to
J. S. DOUGLASS, Ageut,
No.

397 Commercial Sard.

Maine,

A Home aud School for both sexes. Location one
idle from Brunswick. Delightful and healthy,

Low Price for
Coal!

per ton, cash

RING, ME.

Franklin
TOPHI!am.

Extraordinary

for

Children

—AND—

SEWIM CLASSES
Vill reopen at her residence, No. l lt> Winter St.,
eptemlier 21st.
Pupils received at the earliest school age and
tted for the Grammar School or .Mrs. Caswell’s
1 f desired.
CLASHES IN he WINIJ work on a tried

;

ystem.

STORAOE.

jylidtf

DEE

Pleasant location. Easy of access. Full Courses
if
Study, Academic and Collegiate. Students reeived 111 Common English Branches. Special adantages offered those preparing to teach.
Kx•eiises low.
Superior accommodations.
Three
erms.
Fall term begins Tuesday. Kept. s. Ad.»■ P. WESTON, President.
Iress
eodlm
iy31___

QUICK SALES

We are selling the best quality of coal at the
treme low price of

B S T II It O o It

SEMINAR Y & FEMALE COLLEGE

COATTjCOALl

Watches, Clocks, Charts
.

—

k> me common

STu&wly

mar7

C O A L
ORDERS

1

EPPS’S COCOA.

WRITINC

RECEIVED

The “Brained, Armstrong & Co.”
brand of 100-yd. Spool Silk is acknowl- Mrs. Caswell’s Parlor Classes
AND
edged by all dressmakers and consumers who hare ever used the goods to he SCHOOL FOR YOUNG LADIES &
MISSES,
the “Best in the World.” Being made
NO. 96 PARK ST.,
in a heavier and coarser thread than Will reopen Sept. 16,1885. Special attention lx
pveu
ana mgner English branchAritlinietie, Book-Keeping, etc. Classes will
any other brand of 100-yd. Spool Silk in 13.
-ecite twice week In the History of the Fngsupplement to theistudy of
the Market, it is proportionately strong- lish Lnnmmge
English Literature and English History; twice
week in the History of Art, beginning with the
er andfills a long felt want for a
of Architecture; three times
week in
strong- mbject
General Literature, beginning with the
Odyser thread in Colored Silks. All ladies w ho tey and reading
analytically the Iliad, the .Eneid,
Paradise Lost,the Inferno, etc.; four times
three times
week in
have never used these celebrated goods week in l’hyNiology;
lecture a week in JlinerUeoloxy, and
with the study and free
of
collection
R/°*y»
are respectfully requested to give them
>f 300 specimens and models; four times
week
class fitting fur college;
a trial.
Usual retail price same as for three times beginners’
week each in French and «ierSpecial students will be received in all
classes. A large collection of Iphotographs
cheaper makes. For sale in Portland by these
will be used
the teaching of history, mythology
English pronunciation
*P<}. geography.
speA. LITTLE & CO., at wholesale only,
In every class. So far
consistent with
cialty
the plan of the school, the
of the public
discipline
EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT,
ichools is maintained. Seats for day pupils and
places in the family may be secured by personal
J. M. DYER & CO.,
tpplication until July 1st and after Sept. 1st,
y letter at any time. Children under twelve
fears of age will not be admitted unless
J. II. FITZGERALD,
they
niter existing classes. Number of
pupils limited.
Letters must be addressed to 96 Park Street.
C. E. BEAN.
le27
augSeodlm
sod toe 1
can

IMPORTANT

& CHARACTERISTICS.
UNIFORMITY. DURABILITY,
SUPERIORITY OF METAL

cessions

Will commence % September 1st.
For full inform
ation, address,
L. A. GRAY, Principal, Portland, Me.
augll
eodlm&weow2m33

—

.T.

«^*revival of military
patriotic feeling typified by the increase and
energy of Grand Army organizations, has brought
this collection Into very groat favor. It contains
Songs for the Camp Fire and the March, Memorial
Songs, and in fact the choicest of all that (without
bitterness) awaken memories of the great war.
Everv family should have a copy. Choruses are
for Male Voices, and there is an accompaniment
for Plano or Organ.
PRICE 50 CTS.

more

Ollfrlfl

Evening

Collection of Nacred and Secular JYIn*ie,
JVlnlc C'horu* and Quartet Choir*,
Club*, College*, and Singing Societien;
couMi*ting of quartet*. Gooprl Song*, AntheiuK, Chant*, C31ecs, Song* and Patriot-

and

imitations that

3 mos.,

$10 for Stenography & Type Writing.

dtf

The

at

421 CONGRESS ST., TELEPHONE 502.

Street.

UTAH
W 111k

See that you get this
and not accept any of

WELCOME and the

(12m

narrow

BROWN.

H. TJENNY, a composer who has had great
success in this style, his music forming an attractive feature In many very popular hooks.
ICO large Octavo pages, 100
pieces. Choirs containing Male Quartets will find the book a treasure,
and all social singing circles will find in it Sacred
and Secular music to their taste.
Price in;Boni d* $ I ,or $9 per doz. Paper «©e

TEEL PENS
SPENCERIAN

jy2»

ST.

GENTLEMEN’S

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

By

in the

Laundry Soap

pay the grocer
to recommend.

FRANK B. CLARK, 515 Congress St,

EDUCATIONAL.
CATHARINES HALL,
AUGUSTA, ME.
DIOCESAN *C1KM*I, EOR GIRI.N.
The Kt, Kev. H. A. NEELY, D. D., President.
18th year opens Sept. 24th, Terms $250 a year.
For circulars address the Rev. Wm. O. Karlin! M. A., Erin.
jylleodlOw

Fine Stylish Shoes for little or no profit for the
next 30 days.

ic Piece*.

production than any

dot*

angler_

genuine hand sewed custom made Donga seamless
button for your wide troublesome joints.

FOR A FEW WEEKS 0\L1.

for

PUREST

STOCK, and is sold

Soap,

TOILET SOAPS,
BRUSH BROOMS,
SOUVENIRS OF PORTLAND,
A Splendid Cream Note Paper for 25 cents per pound,
Best 10 cent Soap in Portland.

Wentworth’s, Congress St., Wednesday morning.
Races Galled at 2 O'clock p. m.
Admission 25c.

THE

THE AMERICAN MALE CHOIR.

original compound,

an

makers and dealers

the

JAPANESE FANS,
POCKET BOOKS,
PHOTOCRAPH ALBUMS,
HAIR BRUSHES,

A SILVER CUP
offered to gents’ driving horses, free of entry,
mile heats, best 2 in 3 to wagon; entries open to
time of starting. Cup on exhibition at Atwood &

keep Boyd’s Fine X. Y. Boots, in all the leading styles. Boyd’s Fine X. Y. Boots, sold only at
Sign of Gold Boot.

$5.00 Per Dozen.

A

market.

PAPER,
ENVELOPES,

races,

REMEMBER

PANELS!

mas’29

other

SPECfAL BARGAINS IN

119.ug linger u.
CONDITIONS:
best 3 in 5 to harness, according
to National rules.

.l.ujci,

Trotting

for five

cost of

Summer Specialties.
Cashmere Shawls.
Cliudda Shawls.
Knitting material.
'Thin (Jnderw'ear.
Bathing Suits.
Embroidery materials.
Writing materials.
German Favors.
Progressive Euchre Sets.
Faces and Ribbons.
Japanese Decorations.
Tissue Paper for Flowers.

tt.

should know that we have the exclusive sale of A.
Garside & Son’s fine N. Y. Boots. A. Garside &
Son, successors to Woodmansee & Garside.

PHOTOGRAPHER

But is

FROTHINGIIAM.

W. H. Snell, ns. br m Birdie S.
D. Pride, ns.rn m
Messenger Girl.
m Carrie T

Fred Boucher, 11s.br

is

SXWWV

PAYS NO
FANCY PROFIT

22.

PURSE $400.00

YOER

For more than four score years the Crackers,
have been unequaled for excellence and their
superior keeping qualities. They are sold by ttrstclass grocers everywhere.
BENT & CO.,
may21-Th8&T3m
Milton, Mass.

made from
A.

Presunipscot Park, Saturday, August

| Everybody to know that *ur rent and expenses are
! only about one-third as much as our competitors.
\ These facts euabte us to sell Fine Stylish X. Y.
Boots Tor less money than you can buy them elsewhere,

long, sliru,

EMINENT PHYSICIANS
both sides the Atlantic
Get only

MATINEE

—AT—

WASTED

PURE.

Hand Made from

$1.00.

IzineN and Knit FurniMhed Free.

augl«

BOOTS AND SHOES.

$4.50 Per Dozen.

514

W.

EXPRESS

the Forest City Steamboat Company,
will make a

jf

^

Guaranteed

Light Stiff and Soft Hats.

F. SOMERS.
Jy28

RAILROAD,

DIVISION.

EASTERN

we

Recommended by

Total.*2,214,355
Many additiens are to be made to this outpouring of money by the people, which it is
impossible to estimate at this time. Among

gia.

CA

They

Total.
§7,000
It is estimated thatjthe monument to Gen.
Grant will have $500,000 at least for its construction, and Gov. Cornell is of the opinion
that without ,'any
difficulty $1,000,000 can be
raised for the purpose. The four physicians
who attended Gen. Grant during his last illness were promptly paid by generous friends
$1500 each, making a total of $6000. A table
of the totals of the amounts thus far estimated would therefore be as follows:
Goods for decorations. §512,000
Work of putting up decorations, etc...
110,000
Paid for seeing procession, etc. 1,068,700
Cost of temporary tomli.
7,000
Actual funeral expenses.
10,655
Paid to physicians.
0,000
Cost of monument.
500,000

these are the hotel expenps of visitors to this
city and tlieir railroad fares; the money paid
out for badges and programs on the
(lay of
the funeral; the expenses incident to the arrangement of the parade, and the, transportation of troops to Mt. McGregor and their
supplies; the ceremonies of the day in other
cities, and the contributions to the monument funds, which
many of them have already established. With such items as these
added, it is safe to say $5,000,000 would not
cover the grand total of the amount of
money
expended in connection with Gen Grant’s
death. From what can he learned at the
present time regarding where the money to
pay the expenses of the funeral is to come
from, the expectation is that congress will
appropriate the necessary amount at its coming session. An estimate made to-day of the
money left in this city during last week by
strangers, places this sum at fully $5,000,000.
The estimate is based on a figuring that the
500,000 strangers who were here spent an average of $10 apiece* in various ways, some
from 50 cents to $1 each, and others from $50
to $100 each.

VIA

EVERYBODY

Easy of Digestion.

R.

THE—

POINT OF PINES,

of

FI3NTB

CRACKERS,

IMPORTED LAP ROBES !

Total.
810,655
At the office of the park commissioners the
cost of the temporary tomb and grading
portions of Riverside Park was estimated as
follow's:
Material and workmen for tomb and
construction of same.

—TO

STEAMER

BENT & CO.’S

200
15
200

Riamg runaways ana otlier improvement* at park, at least.

GRAND EXCURSION

Fun

cor.

[G8TABL1SHEO 1SSI.]

232

u4t

THURSDAY, AUG. 20,

N. H. STUDLEY,
No. 499
Brown.

Straw and

Admission 25 Cts.

Game Called at 3 O'clock.

aiigTS

$38.50.

eodtf

240
200

1,000

AT PORTLAND BASE BALL GROUNDS.

—FOR THEI R—

200

and transfer of same.

Expense of embalming.
Steel case for casket, and labor of men

TUESDAY ami WED.YEMDAY,
Augiml IS and I!),

dUo 1 UN.

I

100

5,000

PORTLANDS,

$45.00.

This is the finest nn«l most elegant finished
Corset ever put in the market, to be offered
at retail at the low price we shall name.
The above named Corset is as good as any
we have ever seen offered at 75 cts.
©nr
for
this
as
a
leader
be
will
5©
cents
price
per
pair. See window corner Brown and Congress streets, and make no mistake.

200

Five hundred carriages, at *10 each..
One hundred pairs black kid gloves...
Thirty pairs white gloves.

—VS—

$22.00.

■••

for

catafalque.

One

$18.00.

Very.

200

LAWRENCES

CROCKERY DEPARTMENT.

lot of 115 Painted Enamelled Chamber
In tills Department we have made a sweeping
Sets, dark and light panelled, with Landscape ; twenty-five per cent, reduction.
Mirror, Combination Panels and Handsome Orna- ! We offer an English Dinner Set of 12 l Pieces of
mentation. Reduced from $23.00 to
tin- hew square shape for 99.00.
CHERRY CHAMBER SETS.
An English Decorated Tea Set of 44 Pieces 93.30.
An
English Dinner Set of 112 1'ieees, 910.30.
One lot of 25 Solid Cherry Chamber Sets, warThese are Full Size Sets of Ten Pieces, well
ranted. These sets have French Bureau, W'ith
Terms of Credit on above Sets, to residents
and attractive looking.
of Portland, $3 down ami $1 per week until paid,
Landscape Mirror, the Commode has three drawers j made
Term* of Credit on above Sets, to residents : or $4 per Month, if
and a side door, and the drawer pulls are of the
purchasers are paid Monthly.
favorite square shape, in solid brass.
These sets l of Portland, $4 down and $1 per week until paid, |
Our Crockery Department is fully stocked, and
or $4
are unquestionably the best bargain in genuine
the variety of Designs is fully matched by the cut
per month if purchasers are paid Monthly.
We have Forty Other Different Styles of Paint- t prices at which the Sets are marked. We have
cherry sets ever offered in this country.
ed Enamelled Sets Constantly on "Exhibition at
Former Price $53.00. Special Cut Price,
Dinner Sets for from *12 to $50, and Tea Sets
our Warerooms.
Those above mentioned are Enfrom $8.50 to $12.
been
for
New,
designed
having
tirely
expressly
our Spring Trade, and are not shown anywhere
STOVE DEPARTMENT.
TeriiiN of 4 « «lit on these sets, to residents of
else in Boston.
Portland, $5 down and $1.25 per week until paid,
TVe ask particular attention to this portion of
or $5 per month if purchasers receive their Pay
onr establishment.
PARLOR SUITS.
I
One lot of 100 Donble Oven Ranges, complete
Monthly.
with ware, reduced from £25 to
One lot uf 75 MOHAIR PI.USH Parlor Suits,
Chamber Sets.
SEVEN PIECES complete, including GENT’S
EASY CHAIR,
LARGE ARM NOISELESS
One lot of 100 Elegant Mahoganized Chamber
BACK
PLATFORM ROCKER, TWO-PART
One lot of 75 singleoven Ranges, complete with
Sets, of Ten Pieces Complete: Curly Maple or Ma- SOFA and FOUR LARGE SITTING CHAIRS. ; ware, reduced from
8-26.00 to
hoganized panels, French Bureau, with Bevel The FRAMES are BLOCKED and DOWEL LED,
Landscape Mirror, Commode with three drawers and are manufactured from WARRANTED
and side door, gilt or nickel bar pulls. Former
KILN DRIED LUMBER.
REDUCED from
Besides these special designs, we furnish the celFricc $33.00. Reduced to
$55.00 to
ebrated Tfalker, Magee ami New Hub Ranges at
I very low prices. Every range we sell is warranted
I to bake. Illustrated catalogues of our ranges mailOne lot of 55 PARLOR SUITS, upholstered In
We furnish these sets with best Italian, Lepaned anywhere in New England on application.
to or Hudson Shell Marble Tops, when desired.
first-quality Hair Cloth, with frames of solid Black |
Terms of C’redat on above ranges, to residents
We have several other patterns of Mahoganized
Walnut, and of the very best make. This Set con- of Portland, $4 down and $1 per week until paid,
sists
of
Seven
not
Window
and
CorSets, equally low in price, which we have
Pieces, including
or $4 per month if purchasers are paid monthly.
ner Chairs, Large
Arm Rocker with Western
space here to enumerate.
Spring Attachment, Easy Chair, Two-Part Back
HOLLAND SHADES.
Sofa, and two Reception Chulrs; reduced from
ASH CHAMBER SETS.
We have a line of Holland Shades on genuine
*15.00 to
Hartshorn
Fixtures, hi to different colors, which
One lot of 40 Solid Ash Chamber Sets, Ten
we shall offer in connection with the above sale at
Pieces complete, with Landscape Min or and ComEACH.
63c
bination Commode.
Terms of Credit on above Sets, to residents
Former Price $26.00.
Now offered at
of Portland, $5 down and $1.25 per week until
WE MUST ENLARGE! GOODS MUST BE SOLO!
paid, or $5 per month, if purchasers are paid
CataUgnto and term* of household goo*!*
Monthly.
[ nenl
One lot of 33 Solid Ash Chamber Sets, of the New
In addition to these two special offers we have
by moil upon application. Order** by
Square Design, Ten Pieces complete. These were on exhibition Parlor Suits In almost endless varie- 1 moil for any of the abort- good** promptly
considered a bargain at $30.00; but we have
attended to. IVo charge for pne-kiug. bood«
ty, ranging from $50 to *150 Each, made from
marked them, to close, at
new and fresh Rbring Designs. Upholstered in a
delivered in l’ortlnud free of charge.

fVwx si™

timate of this expense for the city alone:
600 decorators at 87 a day for 15*

EASTERN NEWIENGLAND LEAGUE GAMES.

I

75,000

In the employ of those persons there
were many carpenters, sewing women, and
others whose help was required for the work.
One ef the decorators having a number of
persons in his employ made the. following es-

yard.
We have also a large variety of Roxbury, Lowell. Brussels and Moquette Carpets, together with
a full line of Rugs and Mats, all at
prices largely
reduced from former figures.

FASHION CORSET.

to be found in the market, and is selling them
low as first-class goods can be bought for.
I
don’t advertise to sell a customer twenty dollar
suits for ten dollars, but will guarantee to give
every customer his money’s worth. All goods
warranted as represented.

50,000

75,000

fyStearaer Cadet’s 20 cent tickets to Peaks’
admits to Garden. Children 15 cents.
C. H. K NOWLTON.
JyGdtf

W. H. HERVEY & CO., No. 5 Union St., Boston.

$112,000

Total. $512,000
In this city, especially, professional decorators were employed most of the two weeks

ZOOLOGICAL GARDEN,
Ami All Attrm:tioii» under One Admission.

CARPET DEPARTMENT.

Painted Enamelled Chamber Sets.

Celebrated Hand-made

200,000

THEATRE, RISK,

$22.00.

wil-

same

PEAKS' ISLAND.

One lot of several patterns All-Wool Carpets at
6«c. pci- yard. One lot of 50 Pieces All-Wool
Extra Supers at 63c. per yard. One lot 75
Pieces Tapestry, of standard make, at 63c. per

$30.00.

We have also a very Large Variety of other Black
Walnut Sets, varying from $50 to $150, all of
which are marked at reduced figures.

ability

Sales of

Greenwood Garden,

Combination of Colors of Embossed Flush, Spun
Silk or Hair Clotli, on which wo announce similar
cut prices to those above mentioned.

We Defy Competition in these Special Sets
above enumerated, Quality of Materials, Workmanship and Price being together considered.

$27.00.

lingly and voluntarily contributed on the occasion of Gen. Grant’s death, together with
tlie approximate cost of the funeral expenses.
A superintendent of one of the largest retail
dry goods houses of this city, when questioned by a reporter for tlie Mail and Express to-day, regarding the amount expended for black goods for tlie purposes of decoration, made up the following table, with the
comment that the amount would in all probexceed that given:
Sales of black goods! for decorating
purposes during the last two weeks
by fourteen of tlie largest houses of
this city, at an average of $8,000
each.
Sales of same by some of the smaller
bouse* of the city.
Sales of same by Brooklyn houses.

DiMrict iflec'tint; from
18 to 22.
Fare round trip from Portland 45cts; be sure and
ask for 45c tickets.
auglO
<12w

Aug:.

$17.00.

[N.
Express]
The complete absence of any thought or
inclination at all approaching parsimony
when tlie real heart of the people of this
country is once aroused, was never so fullyillustrated as during the past few weeks. It
is safe to say that not only throughout this
groat city, but over the whole country as
well, scarcely an instance could be found
where any degree of calculation entered into
the plans of those who, through decoration
or otherwise, desired to show in a public
manner their feelings of sympathy and reAn interesting
spect for the dead hero.
subject, therefore, is an estimate of tlie larg-

people

w,1‘b"d

$42.00.

_

Y.

items of expense to which the

MIDDLE

JT11

What the Funeral Cost.

er

KERSEY HATS $3.00,

COE, THE HATTER,

Ku-Kluxing, no more
ballot business, and a
Carolina or Mississippi

no more

Rev.Mr. McDonald, McLean, Short, Gill,Wood, Cullis, Luce, Mnnger and others will be in attendance.

make room for mechanics to work, in effecting
*«•Tlies* sp“c,al Ba,«ains

person

One

liar.

Cincinnati Commercial-Gazette.
Now that the last vestiges of the rebellion
are buried, and the reconciliation of sections
complete, we suppose there will be no further objection, In any of the Southern States,
to allowing any citizen, white or black, to
vote the Republican ticket unmolested.

To

3—Every purchaser off $5© worth of goods will have his FARE
PAID ROTH WAYS B Y BOAT and goods delivered FREE.
8—In the ease of purchasers of $1©© worth and upwards, FARES
will be paid ROTH WAYS, the goods delivered FREE, and parties can
pay $1© down and take OYE YEAR in which to pay the remainder.

Hammocks,
Trunks,

Louts Globe-Democrat

graph at all, but

great and ever increasing volume of Its business.

ORCHARD,
Aug. II to 18.

FREE in Portland.

Soft Hats,

THE WILD WEST.

The Globe-Democrat will, perhaps, he expeeted to take some notice of the allegation,
several times repeated in yesterday’s Republican, that certain matter published in our
columns as having been received by telegraph

the

from

purchasing $35 worth of goods will be PAID HIS
FARE TO BOSTOY BY BOAT, and the goods will be delivered

“perfectly justifiable.”
St.

AT OLD

I’ortlaml

MEDICINE.

•JOURNALISM OF

J^elf cramped for space ill which to transact

1--Any

THE

Cincinnati Commercial Gazette.
When Li«ut. Mullen put in a plea of guilty
in locking up more than one hundred qualified colored voters, and holding them in confinement until tlie election was over, he did
not qualify it by pleading “misapprehension
of his duty in the premises,” nor assert that
his action, under the circumstances, was

ENLARGEMENTS!

MTIOMI IIOUB
CAMPMEETING

till the SECOND I'ltlK within less than
eighteen months, the GKEAT HOUSE FUKh'IHHING FIBS1 of

mills

PENNSYLVANIA REFORM.
North American.

AMUSEMENTS.

W. H. HERVEY & CO., OF NO. 5 UNION STREET, BOSTON,

-OF-

Straw

mnCBLLMBOir*.

Given to private pupil* by tire

J.

W.
7

jan24

subscriber,

An Advaurrd Class in Hewing will be
armed to learn the use ol patterns, cutting and
nishiiig. To enter this class pupils must underA few pupils in
laud ordinary plain sewing.
ewtng will be received during Aug. aud Sept,
dtoctl
jyii

COLCORD,

BOYD

STREET.
dtf

HERMITACE.
SCHOOL FOR BOYS. Location
high
HOME
and healthful. Adddress. HERMITAGE

augfidSw

West Minot,

Maine.’

PRESS.

THE

TUESDAY MORNING, AUG. 18.
THE PRESS.
be obtained at tli« Periodical Depots of N.
May
G. Fessenden, Marquis, Armstrong, liodsdon,
Robert Cestelio, Giipatrick, Jewett. Peterson,
Starks, Strange, Gould, Lanagan, Wade, Boston
& Maine Depot, and Chisholm Bros., on all trains
that run out of the city.
Auburn. Willard Small 9c Co.
Augusta. J. F. Pierce.
Bangor. Bangor News Co.
Bar Harbor, F. S. Jordan.
Bath, J. O. Shaw.
Biddeford, F. M. Burnham.
A. L. Jellerson.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennison.
Cumberland Mills. F. A. Verrill.
Damariscotta, E. W. Dunbar.
A. Mitchell.
Freeport, W.
Ffyeburg, A. F. Lewis.
Fairfield, E. H. Evans.
Farmington, D. 1L Knowlton.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorlwm. Jas. H. Irish & Oo.
Hallowell, C. L. Spaulding.
Lowiston. Chandler & Estes.
Long Island. T. M. Glendenning.
Livermore Falls, G. D. Hughes.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, E. A. Thomas.
Norway, S. L. Crockett, A. 0. Noyes.
Old Orchard, Geo. E. Fogg, A. L. Jellison.
Richmond. G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. 8. Andrews.
Sabattus, E. H. Johnson.

Saccarappa,

A. H. Adams.

Saco, H. B. Kendrick & Co.
Spring vale. C. H. Pierce.
So. Paris. A. M. Gerry.
Thoinaston, S. Delano.
Vinalhaven. H. M. Roberts.
Waldoboro, CL Bliss.
Waterville, C. H. Hayes.
Yarmouth, A. If. Seanury.

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
June 28, 1883.
OFFICE HOURS:
From 7.30 a. m. to 8.00 p. in., Sundays excepted.
Sundays, open lor Carriers and General Delivery,
from 9 to 10 a. ui.
ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE OP MAILS.

Boston and intermediate offices—Arrive at 12.06
p. in. Close at 8.15 a. in.. 12.00 and 9.00 p. m.
Boston ami the West—Arrive at 12.05,6.16,8.25
and i 1.10 p. UI. Close at 8.15 a.m., 13.00, 5.15
and 9.00 p. m.
intermediate or Way Mails, via Boston & Maine
Kailwav—Arrive at 12.20 and 8.25 p. m, Close at
8.15 a.m. and 12.00 p. m.
Great Southern & Western—Arrive at 12.05,5. IB,
8.25 and 11.10 p. ill. Close at 8.15 a. m., 12.00,
5.15 and 9.00 p. hi.
Bangor and connecting routes—Arrive at 1.10
p. m. Close at 11.45 a. m. and 9.00 p. m.
Augusta and connecting routes—Arrive at 9.00
Close at 11.45 a.m., 4.40
a. *i., and 1.10 p. m.
and 9.00 p. m.
G rand Trnnk Kailway
North
western.via
Morning
—Arrive at 8.45 a. m. Close at 9.00 a. m.
Lewiston and Auburn—Arrive at 2.05 and 9.00
Close at 0.15, 11.45 a. m.,
a. in. and 1.10 p. m.
A

111 and (1

till

lv

market closed active and strong; prices generally
figures of the day.
Stock Exchange aggregated 400.314 shares.
The following are to-day's closing quotations of
Government securitirs:
United States bonds, ..1031
United:states bonds, 41 s, reg.111%
United States bonds, 4%s, coup.113%
United States bonds, 4s, reg.122%
United States bonds, 4s, corn*.122%
Pacific Os. ...
The following are to-day’s closing quotations of
at or not much below best
The transactions at the

Stocks;
Chicago & Alton.130%
Chicago & Alton preferred.150

Chicago,Burlington * (jifincy.129

Erie,. 18%

Erie preferred. 38
Illinois Central.134%
Bake Shore. 74%
Central. 08%
Michigan
New Jersey Central. 51%

Northwestern.103%

Northwestern preferred.138%
New York Central.101%
Hock Island.121
St. Paul. 81%
St. Paul.preferred.113%
Union Pacific Stock. 50%
WestemUnion Tel. 70%
American Express Co. 97
Adams Express Co.142
Alton &|Terre Haute. 29
Alton A Terre Haute preferred. 75
Boston Air Line. 90
Burlington & Cedar Kapids. 68
Central Pacific. 38%
Canada Southern. 38%
Del. & Lackawanna.102%
Del. & Hudson Canal Co. 85 ys
Denver A K. G. 13%,
E. Tenn., Vir. & Ga.
0%
do preferred.
10
Hartford A Erie 7s. 20
Missouri Pacific. 94ys
Houston A.Texas.‘j29
Hannibal A St. Jo. 38
do ureferred. 88
Kansas A Texas. 25%
Lonis A Nash. 48%
Lake Erie a West.
9
Morris A Essex.
..125
Mobile A Ohio.; 13%
Metropolitan Elevated.12o
Manhattan Elevated.; 95ya
New York Elevated.144
Northern Pacific common. 23%
do preferred. 50Vs
Oregon Nav. 81
Pittsburg A Fort Wayne.ISO
...

Pittsburg.141

Pacific Mali. 49%
Pullman Car.12C
Richmond A Danville. 72
22%
Reading.
St. Paul A Omaha. 29V»
St. Paul & Omaha preferred. 80%
St Louis and San Francisco. 20
do 1st preferred. 83
do 2d preferred.
35%
Union Pacific Os.115%
Uniou Pacific L. G. 7s.107Va
Union Pacific Sinking Fund 8s.121
St. P. M. andjM.100Va
Wells Fargo Express.114
U. JS. Express Co. r>2
New York

ivv

East port, via each steamer—Arrive at G.00 a. m.
Close at 4.40 p. m.
Foreign Mails, via New York, day previous to
sailing of steamers—Close at 8.15 a. m.
Express, Augusta, Bangor and the Hast—Arrive
at 2.05 a. m. Close at 3.00 p. m.
Skowliegan. intermediate offices and the North—
Arrive at 1.10 n. m. Close at 11.45 a. in.
Skowliegan also closes at 9.00 p. m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. !{.-■Arrive at 12.45 p. in. Close at 12.45 p. in.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward's Island—Close
at 11.45 a. in. and 9.00 p. m.
Swautou. Yt..and intermediate offices, via F. & O.
li. It.—Arrive at 8.15 p. m. Close at 7.45 a. m.
Bartlett, N. II.. and intermediate offices, via P. &
O. li. R.—Arrive at 9.00 a. m. Close at 11.45 a. m.
Worcester, Mass..--and intermediate offices, via
P. A It. K. It.—Arrive at 1.00 p.m. Close at 13.30
p. m.
Itoahester, N. II.,and intermediate offices, via P.
& R, It, K.—Close at 7.00 a, m.
Carriers’ deliveries are made daily (Sundays excapted) iu the business portion or the city at 7.00
and 10.00 a. m., 12.20, 1.40 and 5.00 p.m. In
other sections at 8.00 a. m., 1.40 and 6.00 p.m.
Collections are made on week days at 7.00 and
On Sundays
1 l.oo a. m.. and 4.00 and 8.00 p. m.
at 0.00 p. in.
WIT AND WISDOM.

news, “I am afraid we are short
supper. Hadn’t you better call out
the preserves?”
reading flic

(By Telegraph.)
Colorado|Coal..15
Ontario.24
Quicksilver. 4
Quicksilver preferred.23

Order L ACT ART of your Druggist or GrocerRefreshing and delicious—25 and 50 cents.
Mrs. Fogg,don't you know
Don't you know that it is naughty
to make a'kite to-day?” "But, my dear,” interposed Fogg, “don’t j’ou see that he is making it
with a religious paper?” “Oh,” said Mrs. F., “I

“Tommy,” exclaimed

it’s Sunday?

didn’t notice that.”

“Quincy troubled|me for twenty years. Since I
started using Dr. Thomas’s Eclectric Oil, have not
attack. The Oil cures sore throat at once.”
Mrs. Letta Conrad, Standisli, Midi.

had

an

Keep a

hard

like

man in
an egg

hot water, and If he becomes
liis fault.

it is not

Congress Yeast Powder jiossesses all the good
Qualities of a baking powder, while it contains
none of their injurious ingredients.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.
PORTLAND DAILY WHOLESALE MARKET.
PORTLAND, Aug. 17, 1885.
Business is a little more active, hut food proas rule, are less firm and in some cases

ducts,
liuvBr

PMnur

dull Mini

favnr

in hnvpr«

whil**

02
00
00
00

I*oto»i. 1
Bodie.1 95
Silver. 2 10
Con. Cal. &Va. 2 15
Chollar—. iy2
Horn

California

Mining

Stocks.

(By Telegraph.)
SAN FRANCISCO.’Aug. 17.1885.—The follow
ing are closing official quotations of mining stocks
to-day:
Best & IBelclier. 214

Bodie.
Could & Curry.
Hale & Norcross.
Opliir.
Savage.
Utah.
Con. Cala.&Va.
Yellow Jacket.
Crown Point.
Sierra Nevada.

17/8
1%
014
114

3
1
2

1%
li/8
13/8

Boston Produce Market.

war

for

sauce

Stocks.

NEW YORK, Aug. 17, 1885.-Tlie following
arc the closing quotations for mining stocks:

“Mamma,” said Johnnie, who had Just been

of

Mining

BOSTON, Aug. 17, 1885.—The following are today’s quotations of Provisions, etc.:
Pork—Long cut 13 00@13 50: short cuts 13 50
@14 00; hacks 13 50 m 14 00; held hacks 12 50@
13 00; lean ends 13 05@13 60; prime mess 13 00
@13 50; extra prime 11 OOffill 60; mess 11 SO®
1175.

Lard G14@7>4c p ib for tierces; 71/2@7:i4c for
10-lb pails; 7%@8e for 5-lb pails; 8@814e for 3-lb
pails.
Hams at 10@10*/2e 1 > ll,, according to size and
cure; small ll@liy2C.
Batter—Northern creamery, good to choice new,
20®21 c; fancy higher; New York and Vermont
new dairy 10@17»; extra Western
fresh made
creamery —ia,20c: common to good at 17@19c;
Western ladle packed 10312c; do fair to good 0®
lie; imitation creamery, choice, 12®12y,e. Jobbing prices range higher than these quotations. ,3
Cheese—Choice Northern at 7y8c; lower grades
according to quality; Western at 7@7*4c.

HEggs—Eastern oxtras:tGy2@17c; (Eastern tlrsts
15@lGc ;New York and Vermont at lG@lGy2c;

at

Nortli 15c;Western 34®34y2 ; Island 15</15v»c.
Beans—Choice large hand picked peas at 1 45®
1 £0 p bush; choice New Y’ork small hand picked
do l(60i®l G5; fancy-; small Vt. hand picked peas
1 60@1 65; common to good 1 40@1 45c ; choice
screened do at 3 40;hand picked mdat 1 40 5,145;
choice screened dr, 1 30@1 40; common do, 3 3 0
@1 20;choice improved yellow eyes at 1 70@1 75;
old fashioned yellow eye* ut 1 G0@1 66; red kidneys 1 80f@l 85.

Fruit—Evaporated apples 6y2®7y2cp tbjfancy

8c, and North and East quartered and sliced 4c.
Messina oranges 4 50@5 00; Palermo do 4 00®
4 60. New apples 1 50®2 00 p bbl.
Ilay—Choice prime Hay $22@$23: fair to good,
$20®$21; choice East tine $10@$20; fair to good
$1G®$18; poor do $15. Rye straw, choice $20®
21c.

_

change of consequence Is reported in figures.
Grain is unchanged in prices, lmt a trifle easier at
the West. Sugar firm and tending upward. Beans
no

are

Butter is dull and easy.
steady and firmly held.

Mackerel

lower.

are more

The following are the closing quotations of
Flour, Grain, Provisions, etc.:
Flour.

Clraiu.

Superfine and

High Mixed Coru.58@59
grades..3 25®3 50 No 2 do, car lot.s..57®58
X Spring ami
Corn, bag lots
G0<®G1
XX Spring. .5 00®5 25 Meal, bag lots
58®59
Patent Spring
Oats, car lots
43,®44
Wheats.5 75®>G 50 Oats, bag lots—44®45
Cotton Seed,
Michigan Winterstraights4 7fr®5 001 car lots..27 00^27 50
do roller
5 50®5 75 Cottonseed,
St Louis Winbag lots.. 28 00'®29 00
straights. ..5 25ti5 50 Sack dBr’n,
do roller_5 75®G 00
car lots.. 17 50@18 00
do bag.. .18 50® 19 00
Winter Wheat
Patents.5 75®$ 25; Midlings,crl8 00®21 00
Fifth.
do bag.... 20 00®22 00
Provisiouft.
Cod, p qtl—
Large Shore3 25i®3 50 Pork—
Backs—13 75o*14 00
Large Bank 3 75 ®4 00
Clear.13 00&13 60
Small.2 75 a/ 3 00
Mess.12 00®12 50
English Cod3 50t/4 00
Pollock.1 T5 « 2 50} Mess BeeL.l 0 50&li:00
Ex. Mess.ll 00®U 50
Haddock.1 60&2 00
Plate
11 7&»12 00
Hake.1 75&2 25
Ex Plate.12 25®12 50
Her ring—
low

—
—

Chicago

-M.

Sheep—Receipts

slow: natives
Lanins 1*006.3

Medium.2 50®3 501

OH.

Small.2 25®3 00 i KeroseneProduce.
[Port. Ref. Pet. G*/4c
I Water White. 93Ac
Cranberries—
Cape Cod...
j Devoe Brill’t.12 vie
Maine.
|Pratt’s Astral...12®14c
1 «>5®1 75|Ligonia.1014c
Pea Be.ms
Medii ,:js—1 go®1 701 Silver White. 9y>c
German ind.l 40®1 50 Centennial.10V4c

YellowEyesl

—

—

—

—

75

®1 851

Meed*.

3 00® 3 251 Red Top.2 25 ®2 37
Onions
45 3.50 Timothy Seed2 00®2 10
Potatoes, bush
1G cfJ 7c lClover.10y2@ll c
doz..
Eggs
Itaiftln*.
lb
Chickens
18®20e
Fowls p lb.
13(&15c Muscatel.3 00®4 00
>G
50
London
#0
S.Potatoes.
00®
Lay’r 3 00a;3 35

10^13 c
Valencia.Gys@l0y2
Ondura.

flSuticr.
Creamery y lb 22®23c
Gilt Edge Ver 20;®22c

Apple*.
Choice... 18.®20c New n crate 1 00® 1 50
Good. 15®lGc Evaporated,lb
8@llc
Store. lo®12«‘ [Dried Apples. 3 Vi @4 Vi
Cheefte.
Sliced do
4y2®5
Vermont...
Ornugc*.
8Vi®9e
Mesina..*.4 00(®;4 25
N. Y. fact’y SVs ^Oc
[,tmon«.
Siiynr.;
Granulated y lb.... G Vi ci Palermo.G 50S>7 50
Extra C.G3/«cl

3000 lliead; (shipments 250;
2 0024 10; Texans 2 0023 GO.
50.

Domestic Markets.

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. Aug. 17, 1885.—Flour market
Receipts 14,043 bbls; exports 2773 bbls;heavy
and 5® 15
bbl lower with very little doing ;sales

bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 406,3 50; Superfine
Western and State at 3 25(23 70; common to good
extra Western and State at 3 66®4 00; good to
ohoice do 4 052,5 6 ;0 eommon choice white wheat
Wes extra, 4 75®5 25: fancy do, 6 30®5 60;comiiii* to good extra Ohio, 3 65®5 25; common to
choice oxtraSt. Louis, 3 0525TSO; patent Minne
sota extra, good to prime, 5 0025 30; choice to
double extra do. 5 BOAS 60, including 2500 bills
city mill extra at 5 00@6 10;JG50 bbls fine dolat
2 40®3 50; 800 bbls superfine at 3 2523 G5 ;10(KI
hills extra No 2 at 3 60<2 4 00 ; 350 bbls winter
wheat extra at 3 60®5 50; 3700 Minnesota extra
at 3 60®5 50, latter an extreme. Southern flour
ratiier weak. Rye flour steady. Wheat—receipts
119,700 bush ;exports 1G,287 bush; y2@lVi lower, closing shade above bottom rates; export demand very moderate; speculation fairly active;
sales 112,000 hush on spot; No 2 Chicago 87y2c;
No 1 Northern at U2<4®93c; No 3 Red at 92V2c;
No 2 Red at 95®9riy2c; No 1 Red State at 102;
No l White 95c. Rye ncminal. Fora is a shade
stronger and quiet; speculation quite moderate;
receipts 179.000 bush: exports 75,413 bush; sales
144.000 bush,on spot; No 2 at 53y2c; No 2 White
54c.■Oats Vi®%c lower and moderately active;
receipts 204,600 flush; exports 30,305bush .sales
72.000 bush spot; No 3 at 31c; do White at 34c;
No 2 at 32®321.ie; No 2 White at 35A35%c;
Mixed Western 33 235c ;Wliite do 37®42c;White
State 40®41c. Coffee nominal, hugur steady and
quiet; relincd steady; C 5 3-lG@54se; Extra 0 at
5_V2@5 11-lGc: do White 5% c; Yellow at 4%®
@5Vsc; off A5%@6c;Mould A Cy2c; standard X
at Gy8c; granulated atGfi-lGc; Confectioners A
0 6-lG®6%e; cut loaf and crushed 6% jpowdered
US/8 20%c; Cubes G:t,+ c. Fetroleiiin—united at
il'.ii/sc.Tallosv dull.Pork firm; mess at 10 50:2
14.050

family mess at 1150. Beef dull. Lard
opened weak, closing steady ami quiet; contract,
grade spot quoted at 6 57 y2 ; refined for Continent
(5 85; S A at 7 30 q.7 35. Butter firmer; Western
at 9220; State 14®21. Cheese is quiet.
11 OOt

22
22
22
22
22
Advance.New York..Rio Janeiro Aug 20
of Rome.New York.. Liverpool.. Aug 20
Helvetia.New York.. Liverpool... Ausf 20

ST VINrENT.CVF. Brig Proteus—151.780 ft
lumber 232y2 M shingles and a miscellaneous

cargo. 1

_

Railroad

Receipts.

PORTLAND “Aug. 17, 1885.
Received by Maine Central Railroad, for Portland 33 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for con83 carsj miscellaneous merchannecting roads,
dise.
_

The following are Portland quotations on Hides
and Tallow:
Ox and Steer Hides no ps and over, oy2c $> lb
e p lb
Ox and Steer Hides under 90 lbs— G
Cow Hides, all weights.G c jj? ib
c p ib
Bull and Stag Hides, all weights— 4
p lb
SCalf Skins.10
x.Sheen skins.50c@Sl each
Lamb Skins.40 a45c each

Light .and Deacon Skins.25&35C each
Rendered Tallow.» c p ib
Rough Tallow.
2y2c a> lb

Daily

Press Stock List.

Descriptions.

Par Value. Offered. Asked.
State of Maine bonds.109
111
Portland City Bonds.Municipal_100
115
Portland City Bonds, aid R. R.194
120
Bath City Bonds.100
102

Bangor Gtty Bonds, 20

143V2

111
107
54
169
145

120
142
1°°
58

144
102
60

years.109
103

Calais City Bonds.'.
CumberlandNational Bank.. 40
Canal National Bank.100
First National Bank.100
Merchants' National Bank.. 75
National Traders'Bank.100
Portland Company.
Portland Gas Company. 50
A. *!K. If. R. Bonds..'.
Maine Central R.R. Bonds 7s
Leeds & Farmiupi’tn lf.lf. bd 100
Portland & Ken. R.li. Bonds 100
Rumford Falls & B.R.R. Receiver 1st 7s.
Portland Water Co. Is.
“•
2s...

3s.

52%
167

105%
121%
108
109

105
103

i06
108

122

107%
123
110
111

107
104
108
110

Boston Stock Market.
The following quotations of stocks are received

daily:

(By Telegraph.)
A.T.&8.F. 69%

Mexical Central 7s. 41%
New York Sc New England. [21%
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred.'13%
Flint|& Pere Marquette common.
Eastern Railroad. 58%
Boston & Albany Railroad.
New York Stock and

Money

(By Telegraph.)

Market.

YORK. Aug. 17, 1885.—Money on call
continues easy at 1 </ 2 per cent, closing at 1 y2 ;
prime mercantile paper 4 a5. Foreign Exchange
continues dull and unchanged at 4 85Yz and 4 87.
Governments have been more active and strong
for 3s and 4s. State bonds more active quotations
steady, except Arkansas 7s and Tcnn. and Com.,
which arc 2 to 5 per cent higher.
Railroad bonds
fairly active and prices about steady. The stock
NEW

under Saturday; August at 81 o82c; No 2 Spring
2 itea at ksc;no 3 at
i/.bzc; no .>;ai
83c. Corn weaker at 456/s 5 LOS/ic.
Oats steady
at 26l4@25»,4c. liye Is easy;No 2 at 56y2. Pork
closed steady at 9 20@9 30. Lard higher ti 2214
@6 25. Boxed Meats steady—shoulders at 4 15®
4 30; short rib 6 45 g 5 50; short clear at 5 90

@5 95.

Receipts-Flour 10,000bids;
corn

Hides and Tallow.

Portland

Chicago, Aug. 17. 1885.—Flour market quiet;
Southern Winter 4 50®5 25; Wisconsin at 4 50®
5 00; Michigan 4 50®5 00; soft Sirring at 3 50,«
4 50; Minn. Fakers 3 50 6 4 69; Patents at 4 75 2
5 50; low grades 2 00@3 00.
Rye flour at 3 40
23 70. Wheat opened panicky and closed 114c

wheat 21,000 bu;
253,000Jbush,oats 108,000 bush, rye 10,000
bush, barley 7000 bush.
Shipments—Flour ; 9,000 bbls, wheat 49,000
bush, corn 403,000 bush, oats 43,000 bush, rye
5000 hush,barley 1000 bush.
ST. LOUIS. Aug. 17,1885.—Flour easv;XXX at
3 00®3 1*; family 3 35@3 45; choice 3 75®8 85;
fancy 4 35 5 4 75; patent at |5 1 Ob;5 40. Wheat
lower; No 2 Red at 92y»®92%c. Corn is lower;
No 2 Mixed 43y8«441/2c.
Oats are firm. Lard
at« 12Va bid.
Receipts—Flour 4000bbls. wheat 149,000 bush,
eorn 101.000 bush,oats 05,000 bush, rye 4000 bu,

barley 0000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 15,000 bbls. wheat 5,000 bu,
corn 149,OOOpjusb,oats 44,000 bush, rye 1000 bu,
barley 0000 bush.

DETROIT.Aug. 17.1885.—Wheat weak;

No 2

Red 9014c; No 1 White at 87Vic.
Receipts—Wheat 61,800 hush.
NEW ORLEANS, Aug. 17,1885.—Cotton easy;
middling 9% c.
MOBILE, Aug. 17,1885.—Cotton nominal; middling 9 11-16c.
SAVANNAH, Aug. 17, 1885.—Cotton nominal;
middling 9% c.
CHARLESTON,Aug. 17,188.—Cotton nominal;

middling 10c.
MEMPHIS,Aug. 17.1885.—Cotton
dllng lOe.

is

quiet;mid-

_

European Markets.
(BY Telegraph.)
LONDON, Ang. 17,11885.—Consols 100 3-16.
LIVERPOOL, Aug. 17, 1885—Cotton market
dull; uplands 5y2d; Orleans 5 9-16d; sales 7000
hales; speculation and export 500 hales.
LIVERPOOL, Aug 17, 1885—Winter wheat is
firm at 7s57s 2d; spring wheat 6slOd®7sOOd;
California average 6s9d®7slld; club at 7s Id®
7s 3d; Corn 4s 6lid; Peas 5s 8d. Provisons, etc—
Pork|55s; bacon Sis Od for short clear and 30s Od
for long clear; lard,prime Western 33s 6d;checse,
good to fine 38s Od. Tallow 27s.
LONDON, Ang. 17, 1885—[Beerholnn’s report
to Merchants’ Exchange.] Floating cargoes o
wheat, doll. 'Cargoes on the passage of wheat
inactive, and corn steady. At Liverpool wheat
dull, and corn quiet.

City

FROM

FOR

...

A. M.
8.011

...

I>.

A. M.
8.30
10.30
11.40

M.

12.15

10.00
11-16

2.15
3.30

P. M

12.40
2.45
4.15
6.30
8.00
10.30

5.00
7.30
9.30

3STEWS.

©APT. JOHN

MONDAY, August 17.
Arrived.
Steamer Cumberbind, Thompson, Boston for
Eastport and St John, NH.
Sell Jas R Talbot, Crocker, Baltimore—aoal to
C H O’Brion.
Sell Emma, Littlejohn, Boston.
Sch Elbe J Siumious,Bulger, Beverly, to load for

WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.
Leave Portland.
Leave Forest. Citij LandA.

Philadelphia.
Sell Mabel, Strout, Millbridge.
Sell Sarah, Rice, Prospect Harbor.
Sell Willie Seavey, Simmons, Rockland—lime to
L C Cummings & Co.
Sell C M Gilmore, Teel, Rockland—lime to C W
Belknap & Son.
Sell Romeo, from Roekport^lime to L C Cum-

POWDER

Leave
Portland.

Pure.

Absolutely

A. M.

This Powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, ami cannot be soldin competition with the multitude of low test, short weigh
alum or phosphate powders.
Hold only in cans
Royal Baking Powder Co., 100 Wall fit., N. Y
mar7

dly

W & C R

CATHARTIC

FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.

uuss.

tis. from New York nr 15th* Siumnnr 1?
l’oak. from Cardiff, (both to load at Yokohama
and Hiogo for New York.
Ar at Shanghae July i, ship Frank N Thayer,
Clark, New York.
At Hong Kong July 10, ships Highland Light,
Norcross, for San Francisco; Oneida, McGilvery,

for London;

Raphael. Sherman; Rufus E Wood.
Gilkey; Benj Sewall, Ulmer, Reporter, Bagiev;
Frank Pendleton, Nichols, and St Nicholas, unc;
barque Belle of Oregon,Matthews, for Phillipines;
C D Bryant, Coleord, and Penobscot, Chipman,
unc; sen Heraldine, Tibbetts, for Manila.
Ar at Palermo 6th iust, brig Harry Smith, Adams, Bangor.
Ar at Cadiz prev to Utli hist, sch Mary Lord,

Smith, Savannah.
Ar at Queenstown 13th, barque Niphon, Patten,
San Francisco.
Ar at Liverpool 11th. shin M F Grace,Williams,
San Francisco; 13th, E F Sawyer, llinsmore, Sau
Francisco.
Ar at Nanaimo 7th iust, ship Astoria, Anderson,
San Francisco.
Ar at Aspinwall 2d lust, sch White Sea, Lee,
Pascagoula.
Sid 4th, sch .1 A Hatry, McDonald, Ship Island.
Ar at Oporto 8th, sell St Thomas, Otis, from
New Orleans, for a Northern US port.
Ar at Tort Spain July 27, hark Shetland. Haskell. Barbadoes. to load at La Brae for North of
Hatteras.
At Bermuda 13th inst, sch Georgia, Coffin, from
New Y'ork, ar 12th, disg.

Spoken.
June 22, lat 4 N, Ion 28 W, ship Wm H Starbuck, Reed, from New York for Shanghae.
July 8, lat 32 S. Ion 11E. ship Mary L Cushing.
Brown, from Calcutta for New York.
July 19, lat 44. Ion 30, sch Annie Stuart, Thomas, from Figurira for St John. NB.
June 23, lat 16 S, Ion 36 W, barque Harvey
Mills, from Antwerp for San Francisco.
No date, &c. slop
Brown Brothers, Goodell,
from Sydney, NSW, for San Francisco, 60 days
out.

BATCHELOR’S CELEBRATED HAIRDYE
ESTABLISHED 1831.
Best in the world.
Harmless! Reliable! Instantaneous! No disappointment, no ridiculous tints; remedies
fho ill effects of bad
dyes; leaves the hair
soft and b e a u ti ful
Black or Brown. Explanatory ciroulars
sent postpaid in sealed
envelopes, on application, mentioning this
paper. Sold by all druggists. Applied by experts at, BATCHELOR’S Wuj Factory, 30
East 10th St.,N.Y city.

eodlynrm

on or

P. II.
2.00
3.15
4.30
6.00

A. M.

1’. II.

7.60

2.20
3.35

9.20
10.50

M.
6.05
7.25
9.25
10.55

LINE.

Leave Forest City
Leave
Little Diamond.
Landing, P. I.
A. M.
P. M.
P. M.
6.10
1.15
0.20
1.20
7.30
2.30
7.40
2.35
9.30
3.45
3.50
9.35
11.00
5.00
11.10
5.10
6.35
6.45
8.00
7.45
8.30
10.25
10.30
10.15
will he run right down and back on foggy nights and the
A. M.

A.

II.

P. SI.

7.66

2.25
3.40
5.30

9.25
10.55

5.40

A. SI.

I’. SI.

2.30
3.45
5.35

A. SI.

P. SI.

7.45

2.35
3.50
5.45

9.35
11.05

Diamond Island and Diamond Cove,
STEAMER ISIS.

ror

and after Monday, June 22d, this new and
staunch steam yacht will run as follows:
Leave Diamond Island at C,20, 7.30, 8.30,
9.30, 11.30 a. ill., 1.30, 2.45, 4.15, 5.45, 0.45 p. in.
Leave Burnham’s wharf, city. 5.50, 7, 8, 9,
10.15 a. ill., 12.30, 2.10, 3.15, 5.00. 0.15 p. m.
The 10.15 a. ni. and 3.15
p. m. trips are sailing
trips to Diamond Cove, (touching at Diamond island.
On

Arrangements
eveniug sailing parties by applying to the Captain on board.
FARE: Round Trip 15 cents. 10 Round Trips $1.00.
for

dtf
je22__
WALDO STEAMBOAT COMPANY.

St., Portland, daily, as follows: For Long Island,
Little Chebeague and Jenks Landing at 9.45 a.
m., 2 and 5 p. m. For Great Chebeague east end,
at 5 p. m. RETURNING, leave Great Chebeague
at 6.45 a. ni.. Jenks Landing at 7 a. in., 12.15 and
3. p. in., and Little Chebeague at 7.15 a. m., 12.30
and 3.30 p.m.. touching at Long Island on all
trips. For further information, apply on hoard to
CAPTAIN R. BREWER.
jy3dtf

_

250—MUSICIANS—250

SO-Soloists-SO
Including the most noted talent of the world.
The following organizations will take part in the
Festival:

GREENWOOD GARDEN

THE BOSTON CADET BAND,
THE WORCESTER CADET BAND,
HIGGINS BAND,
CARTER'S BAND,
COLT'S ARMORY BAND, of Hartford,
THE METROPOLITAN BAND,
THE LYNN BRASS BAND,
THE SALEM CADET BAND,
THE NATIONAL BAND, of Lynn,
and CHANDLER’S BAND, of Portland.

tated my system, that I was obliged to give
up work. After being under the doctor’s
care for two weeks, without getting any
relief, I began taking Ayer’s Pills. My

The steamer MAY FIELD will leave Franklin
Boston boat wharf for Peaks’, as follows: 8.15,
9.45.11.15 a.m., 2.30.4.00, 5.00. 7.40.10.00 p.in.
Leave State street wharf for Peaks’, as follows:
8.00, 9.30 a. in., 2.15. 6.L5 anil 7.30 p. m.
or

Returning, leave Peaks'for Franklin wharf, 8.35,

10.10,11.35

appetite and strength returned, and I was
soon enabled to resume my work, in perfect health.”

9.30, 11.00 a. m.;
Leave Franklin
3.30, p. hi.
Returning, leave Peaks’ for Franklin Wharf at
4.15 p.

m.

Tiekels, admitting

Portland.$2.65 Biddeford.§2.05
Scarboro. 2.05 Kennebunk. 2.65
2.65 Wells. t.65
Pine Point
Old Orchard. 2.65 No. Berwick. 2.50
Saco. 2.65 So.Berwick Jiuict. 2.25

PREPARED BY

Co., Lowell, Mass.

Kteaeinbling

JAMES T. FURBEE,
Gen’l Manager.

that of Ocli. Oram.

Some ten years ago I had a scrofulous sore on
my right hand which gave me great trouble, anti
under the old-time treatment healed up, but it had
onlv been driven into tlie svstem hv
iwd
of
potash and mercury, and in March, 1882, it broke
out in my throat, and concentrated in what some

of the doctors called cancer, eating through my
cheek, destroying the roof of my mouth and upper
lip, then attacked my tongue, palate and lower
lip.destroyingthe palate and under lip entirely and
half my tongue, eating out to the top of my left
cheek bone and up to the left eye. I could not
eat any solid food,but subsisted on liquids, and my
tongue was so far gone f could not talk. Sueli
was my wretched, helpless condition tile first of
last October (1884), when my friends commenced
giving me Swift’s Specific. In less than a month
tlie eating places stopped and healing commenced, and the fearful aperture in my cheek lias
been closed and firmly knitted together. A process of a new under lip is progressing finely,
and
tlie tongue which was almost destroyed is being
recovered, and it seems that nature is supplying a
new tongue.
I can talk so that mv friends can
readily understand me, and can also eat solid
food again. If any doubt these facts. I would refer them to Hon. John H. Traylor, State Senator
of this district, and to Dr. T. S. Bradfield, of LaGrange, Ga.
MRS. MARY L. COMER.
LaGrange, Ga.. May 14. 1885.
N. Y„ 157 IV. 23d St.
Drawer 3, Atlanta, Ga.

janl
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Leave Franklin Wharf 9.30, 10.30 a. in., 12.30,
2.00,3.00 p.m. Leave Peaks’Island 9.45,11.00
a. in., 1.00, 2.15, 5.00 p. m.
Leave Cushing's Island 10.00, 10.45 a. m.. 12.45. 2.30, 4.45 p. in.
No trips to White Head on Sunday.
J. B. COYLE, Jit., Manager.
auglSdtf

after June 28,1885, Steamer “Gordon’

On and after Monday, June S3,
the new Steamer

will leave daily from Custom House Wharf,
Portland, asifollows, viz:
For Long Island, Little Chebeague, Jenks and
East End Gt. Chebeague and Harpswell, 0.30 a.m.,

H A

Oi l’s Island 0.30 a. m.
Returning for Portland leave Orr’s Island 12.50
p. m.; Harpswell *6.15 a. m., 2.45 p. in.; East End
6.45 a.m., 3.15 p. m.;
Jenks’ 7.00 a. m., 3.30
Little Chebeague 7.15 a.m., 3.45 p. m.;
in.;
Island
7.35.
a.
4.05
m.,
ong
p. m. Arrive at Portland 8.15 a. m.. 4.45 n. in.
leave
‘Monday mornings
Harpswell 0 a. m., other landings 15 minutes earlier than schedule time.
6.00 p. m.;

»

ECZEMA,

>

CURE?
to

TETTERS,

2.

Chic

HUMORS,

*

"e INFLAMMATION, MILK CRUST,

f

s
m

!?

ALL ROUGH SCALY ERUPTIONS, 1
DISEASES of hair and scalp 2

SCROFULA, ULCERS, PIMPLES,S'
AND TENDER ITCHINGS on all =

of the body. It makes the skin white,: *
(j parts
soft ancl smooth; removes tan andfrecklesr
and is the BEST toilet dressing IN THE WORLD
Elegantly put up, t>*so bottles in one package, consisting both of internal and external treatment.
All first-class druggists have it.
$1 per package.
my!3
domnrm
w

and 5.00 p.

SCJiBAT TRIPS.
Leave Portland 10.00 a. m., 2.00 p. m. Leave
lor
Portland 12.00 ill., 4,00 p. ill.
Harpswell
Round trip tickets to Harpswell Sundays only
35 cents. Jenks’ and Long Island 25 cents.
For further particulars apply on board to
CAPT. J. L. LONG.
Je29tf

BILIOUSNESS.

Bilious symptoms invariably

indigestion, such
sick

jyl4

headache,

captain

the

on

CARDS.

^elluloidT
Walerproof COLLARS anil CUFFS whole-

AUSTIN’S,
PORTLAND, ME.
eodlm

03 EXCHANGE ST.

eodlm

STEPHEN BERRY,

Socfr-j j'oh

and (gaid

ffidndclj

No. 37 Plum Street.
ennate

m

tunouKienv iu

jionnijUicinAi

GEORGE A. CLARK, 31. D.

WOLFE’S
SCHIEDAM ARO

TIG

SCHNAPPS
As

—OF—

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS,
No. !):{ Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
SES^All business relating to Patents promptly

ana

VO UK.

LIFE, ONLY §1.00

POSTPAID.

8I8W THYSELF,,
A limit Medical IVark an Manliaad.

ten.

H. it. SARGENT,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger nf the Court of Infor
said
Countv of Cumberland.
solvency
augu&i8

Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility, Premature Decline in Man, Errors of Youth,
and untold miseries resulting from indiscretion
or excesses.
A book for every man, young, middle-aged and old. It contains 125 prescriptions
for

BONDfl
and
M
,7/TL
iecuritiesImortgageO

all acute and chronic diseases, each one of
which is invaluable. So found by the Author,
whose experience for 23 years is such as probably
never before fell to the lot of any physician.
300
pages, hound in beautiful French muslin, embossed covers, full gilt, guaranteed to he a liner
work in
every sense—mechanical, literary and
professional—than any other work sold in this
Country for §2.50, or the money will he refunded
in
every instance. Price only $1.00 by mail, postpaid. Illustrative sample 6 cents. Send now.
CfOlcj medal awarded the author by the National
Medical Association, to the President of which,
the Hon. P. A. Bissell, and associate officers of
the Board, the reader is
respectfully referred.
The Science of Life should he read by the young
for instruction, and bv the afflicted for relief. It
will benefit all.—London Lancet.
I he is no member of
society to whom The Science of Life will not be useful, whether youth, parent. guardan, instructor <»• clergyman—.-trgmumt.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or l)r.
W. H. Parker, No. 4 Bulfincli Street, Boston,
Mass., who may be consulted on all diseases requiring skill and experience. Chronic and obstinate diseases that have baffled If ip 4 T the
skill of all other physicians aspeci -H-H^-^-H-lalty
Such treated successfully with- rrt
IfVCrTr
put any instance of failure. A XT X. kjlj JJ J:
Mention this paper
jan31eod&wly

NEGOTIATED BY TUB

FIRST NATIONAL

413 Fore Street.

dtt

BANK,Corning, Iowa

(Successor to Geo. W. Frank & Darkow
Choice First Mortgager* in tbe best T annin;*
Districts in Iowa, Missouri, Kansas and Nebraska.
Inter eel paid at your own home in jV.
Exehan

^TWELVE YEARS’ EXPERIENCE

in loaning for Private Investors and Trust 3'uinis
“>OT HOW MUCH, BUT HOW WlXl./
in our Motto In Loaning. Send for circular
giving full particulars as to loans, references, eta
Interest from Drfte of Receipt of Money.
IB*- CORRESPONDENCE
4oLlCITFf>
CFA8.0.NoRTON,Cush*r. Lew E.DAKBOw.rroB’fc
Gilman, Sob h Co., Bankora, N. Y.Cw,
ttcier10 J>
MEKTHAKTa- NafarvaL Bam*. Guicago. Ulinafc

UOV20

TTSly

VltiTITI IH'ored
MM1
! Unit*
!M.

without the

me

of the

WILLIAM REEl) (M.
Harvard, 1842.) and ROBERT
KEEI) (M. D., Harvard, 1870.)

Fvuiim Hoiimc. 175 Tremout
IXU
»t., Boston, treat FI8TI LA,
PIM NmihI \l t, DlMGAgEH
OF THU RGTTUltt without
!
I
¥
¥1
Ci
from business.
detention
Refer||
given. Send for pamphlet.
r
11
a.
m.
to
4
Hours,
'AOffice
i
p.m.

MINERAL WATER.

RCNDLETT BEOS., Proprietors,
je23

SAFEV

II mi Viences
I 11 I
*-**mAK71 (except Sundays).

K

I
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i THIS PAPERSiBSSSSfflKSte
Bureau
where
Advertising
(10 Spruce Street),
ad vert is.
ing contracts may be made for It IN NEW YORK.*
1
Jyr
dtf
t

and

day train between Portland and
OFFICE:

St., and Depot Foot of India Street.
TO

—

Chicago, Milwaukee,
Cincinnati, Ml. Coni*. Omaha. Maginan
Mt. Paul, Malt Cake City,

Denver,

Man Francinco

JOSEPH HICKSON. General Manager.
WM. EDGAR, G. P. A.
J. STEPHENSON. Sup’t.

dtoctl
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Portland and Worcester Line.

Runiford Falls and Buckfield Railroad.

Portland & Rochester R. R.

ARRANGEMENT~OF

Summer Arrangement,

TRAIIS.

On

..Porlluad at 7.30 a. m., aud
“l.lOp. m., arriving at Worcester
at 2.16 p. re. and 7.26 p. m. Returning leave
Union
Worcester, at 7.30 a. in. and 11.15
a. m., arriving at Portland at 12.&0 p rn. and 6.40
p. in.
For Clinton, Ayer Junction, Fitchburg,
NumHiim, LswHI, Windham, and Epping
at 7..TO a. «• and 1.10 p. m.
For .HaurhcNirr, ( ourcrd and points North
at 1.IOp. m.
For Rochester, Hpriagrvale. Alfred, Wateruoii
/.>iv
a.
nifrr)
m., i.itf
n. m. and (mixed)
at «.:!« p. m. Returning
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6,46 a. m., 11.00 a.
m. and 3.38 p. m., arriving at Portland (mixed)
9.40 a. m., 12.50 p. m. and 6.40 p. m.
Far (lorhnm, Hnernriippn, Cumberland
mills, %Veslbraok and W ondford's at 7.30
a. m.. 1.10, H.20. and mixed at *0.30 p. m.
The 1.IO p.m. fri>m Portland connects at
Ayer Junrl. with Hoomk Tanned Haute for
the West, and at Union Ibrpat, Woreester, for
Hew Tork via Norwich l,ine And nil mil.
Via Mpringftcld, N. V. A N. JB. It. It.
(“Steamer Maryland Monte") for Philadelphia,
Hnltimare, \Tn>hia|ioa, and the Seutk ana
Willi Boston A Albany B. R. for the Beat.
Drawing room ears on train leaving Portland at
l. 10 p. m. and train leaving Woreester at |7.30 a.
m.
Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through train of Maine Central R. R.,
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through tickets to all points West and tienth
nay be had of 8. H. Hellen, Ticket Agent. Portland & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Mt., and
of Rollins A Adams, No. 22 Exchange St.
•Does not stop at Woodford's.
J. W. PKTEB8. Supt.
]n26dtf

Depot,

MAINER.

R.

PA99KHCSKR NiHVICB
in effect Woaday, JmXj 99, 1999.

WESTERN DITISI9N
TRAIN*

LEAVE

P9BTLA1V9

3.30.6.00, 6.30, G.10.*8.05p. m. Keunebunk 8.16,
8.45 a. in., 12.45, 3.30, 5.00, 6.30, •8.06 p.m.
Kennebunkport 6.16, 8.46 ft. in., 12.45, 3.30,
5.00, 5.30 p. m. Old Orchard Reach for Port
land 7.69, 9.30, 11..36, 11.67 a. ra., 2.36. 4*05,
(from Bcarboro Crossing vi» Eastern Division) 4,3j3,
4.45. 7.15, 7.43, 9.34 p. ra. Well* 6.16,8,45 ft. m.,
3.30, 6.00, 5.80 y. in. North Berwick 6.15, 8.45
threat FalU
a. m.. 12.45, 3.30, 5.00, 5.30 p. m.
and Rover 6.15,8.45 a. ra., 12.45, 3.30, 5.00, 6.30
p. m. Kxeter, Haverhill, FnwreneeandFowell 6.16, 8.45 a. ra., 12.46, 3.80, 6.80 p. m. Rackester, Farmington and Alton Bay 8.46, a. m.,
12.45, 3.80 p.m. 'H olfboro and Center Harbor

m.
Wetrsund Fake Tillage
across the Lake 8.45
ITIanchester and Concord (via Newmara. m.
ket Junction) 6.15 a. m., 3.30 p. m.; via Lawrence
8.45 a. HI. SUNDAY TRAINS for Boston
1.00, 6.30, p. in. Arrive 6.30,10*00 p. m. Boston
for Portland 8.00 p.m.; arrive 10.16 p.m. For
Pine Point, Wrarboro and Old Orchard
Beach. Macs and Biddeford 10.00 a.m., 1.00,
3.00 (mixed), t3.80, 4.16. 6.30 p. ra. Rover and
Cireat Falls 1.00. 8.30
6.30 p. m.
♦Stops at Old Orchard 1 hour 52 minutes. tStops
a.

Train* North

(mixed)

Av/ilviv/l

1

hmip

RD Mil.

•‘Tl.o

» •

AN

connects with Sound Lines for the South ;»d
West; the 5.30 with Ball LInesfor New York. Parlor cars on trains leaving Portlaad 6.15 and 8.46 a.
im., 12.45 and 5.30 p. m.; on trains leaving Boston 8.30 a. m.t 1.00,3.80 and 8.00 p. m.
train

EASTERN DITISION.
TRAINS

LEAVE POBTLAJfB
Daily, {Night Pnllman) for
Mnco, Riddeford, Kfttery, PsrUaimilh,
JVfwbnnporl, Nulfni, l.yna and HmIor,
arriving al 8.20 a. m. AT 9.0© A. M.: For Cape
Elizabeth, Mrarboro, Wert Nearbeet. Mmco,
Biddetord, Hennebenk, Well., do rib Berwick, Conway Junction, (connecting for all
stations on Conway Division,! Kittery, Porte
mouth, lYewburyport, Mnlem, Olouceater,
Horkport, Lynn,t beheiiand Boston, arrivingat 1.16p.m. AT 1.00 P. HI.: For Bfddeford. North Berwick, Conway Jneetimi
(stops only to leave passenger*). Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn nud
Boston,arriving at460 p.m., connecting with
Sound and Rail lines for points South ana West.
AT tt.OO P. VI.: (Express for Boston and principal Way Stations, arriving in Boston at 0.30 p.
m.. connecting with Rail lines for New* Y’ork.
TRAINS LEAVE BOUTON at 7.80,9.00
a. m„ arriving at Portland 11.60 a. m., 12.25 p.m.;
at 12.30p, m. runningfrom North Berwick to Searboro Crossing via Western Division, stopping at
"Kennebunk, Saco, Riddeford and Old Orchard,
arriving at Portland at 4.30 p. m.
At 7.00 p.m. daily, arrivingat Portland at 10.45

a.

m.|

44

West Minot.11.30

3.37
3.40
3.65
4.08
4.15
4.30
4.40

Simmer.12.60

44

Hartford. 1.10
Canton. 1.30
Oilhertville

Ar.

•*

p.

1.30 p.

3.16

m.

44

j
!

44

..|

m.

44

44
44
44
44

Stage connections daily with passenger train at
West Minot for Hebron Academy; at Buckfleld for
West Sumner. Chase’s Mills ana Turner ; at ('onton for Fern, Dixfleld. Mexico and Kumford Falla;
also for Bretton’s Mills.
L. LINCOLN. Supt.
jyOdtf

PORTLAND&OGDENSBURGR.R.
SUHIVIER ARRAAOE.TIENT,

COMMENCING MONDAY, JUNE 29th, 1885,
until further notice, Passenger Trains will
Leave Portland as follows: N.‘J5 a. w., lor
Fabyann, Bethlehem, Littleton, Lancaoter, Wooduville, Montpelier, Nt. Johnsbnry, Newport, Montreal, Quebec, Burlington, Nwaulon, Ogdenmburgh, and all
points on connecting lines.
PJ.40 p. u*. -Express for all points in White
Mountains, arriving at Fabyans 4.30, Bethlehem 5.10. Profile lloune 6.00, flunnil
Mt. Washington 6.30 p. in. This train will
not Stop at Mouth Windham or Hiram.
6.00 p. in., for Bartlett and intermediate stations.
9.45 a. u»., from Bartlett and way stations.
13.35 a. in., from all While Mountain points.
5.45 p. m., from No. tonway ami way stations
9.00 p. III., from Montreal, Burlington and
all points on through line.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
Jmie 27,1885.je37dtf
NT FAME BN.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Eastport, Me., Calais, Me., St. John, N. B.,
Halifax, N. S., &c.

Summer

Arrangement,

Commencing May 19, 1995.

Ter

trips

3

Street.

JAS. T. FCRBER, Gen’l Manager.
J. FLANDERS, Gen. P. & T. A.
JeJSdtf

Boston & Maine RR.

week.

NTEAMERM OF THIS
LINE
WILL LEAVE
RAILROAD WHARF,

fopBE'lp:—*

foot of State street, every Monday, Wednesday
and

mritfc

Friday

at 6 p. m., for

and St. John.
Eastport
1>.cj*

Pnl.iia

drews, Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock, Grand
Menan, Campobello, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst,
Pictou, Shediac. Bathurst, Dalhousie, Charlottetown, Port Fairfield, Grand Falls, and other sta-

on the New Brunswick and Canada, Interand Annapolis, Western
colonial, Windsor
Counties Railroads and Stage Routes.
Tickets
issued
and Baggage checked
Through
to destination.
received
WFreight
up to 4 p. m., and any Information regarding the same may he had at tho
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes,
Tickets,
State Rooms and further information apply ac
Company’s Office, First National Eank Building,
corner Middle and Exchange streets.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
myl8dtf

tions

REDUCED OCEAN TICKETS.
the largest, fastest and best passenger and

BY mall steamers between America and Europe.

Bates: First cabin, *00 to *100; second cabin,
*40 to *60; intermediate, *35 to *40; steerage,
outward and prepaid, to and from British ports,
*15, round tnp *30; steerage, outward and preto and from; Continental ports, *17 to *26.
candinavian and Sterling sight checks at lowest
rates. Apply to J. L. FARMER, 22 Exchange 9t.
dtf
Jel9

gaid,

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.
TO CALIFORNIA
JAPAN, CHINA,

rn.

"Stops to leave passengers taken West of North
Berwick only. P11X.EVIAN PARLOR EARN
on trains leavtng Boston 9.00 a. m., 12.30, T.OO p.
m.. and Portland at 9.00 a. m.. 1.00 and 6.00 p.m.
PUT, I. VI AN NI.EEPINii
THItOl'BH
ears on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m.
and Portland 2.00 n, m.
Through tickets to all points South and West for
sale at depot ticket office; also at 4© Exchange
D.

9.30

Mechanic Falls.11.10
Hebron.....11.66
Buck field. 12.30 p. m.
44

44

a. in.

I'Alis'n

Portland (G. T. Ky)...

Lv.

m., 12.45 p.

fll.T

a.m.

•*

via Alton Bay and steamers

of

PAM'B
9.25
9.35
9.60
9.56
10.16
10.35
10.37
10.60
12.35

ARRIVALS.

For Boston at 6.15,8.46a. m., 112.45, 3.30.15,80
p.m. Arrive at Boston 10.30a.m., 1.18,4.68,8.00,
9.25 p.HI. Boston for Portland 7.34),8.30 ft. iu.,
1.00, 3.30, 6.00 p. m. Arrive at Portland 13.0ft,
Rcarboro
12.25, 6.04), 8.08, 10.00 p. m.
ami Pine Point 8.15, 8.45, 10.25 a. ra.. 2.00,
3.30, 5.00, 6.10, •g.OS p. ra. Old Orchard. 9aco
and Biddcford 6.15,8.45,10.36a.m., 12.45, 2j00,

8.45

MIXED

Lv. Gilbertville.
Canton.4.30
Hartford.4.50
Sumner.5.05
Buckfield.6.46
Hebron. 6.00
West Minot.6.20
..6.40
Ar. Mechanic Falls
Portland (G. T. Ky).6.35

wuiw

BOSTON*

Injffect June 23,1886.

Trains Month

and after Monday, Jaae‘.19,
t# 1885, Passenger Trains will leave
_

Sandwich Islands. New Zealand and Australia.
Steamers safl from New York for Aspinwall on
the 1st. 10th and 20th of each month, carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named
ports.
Steamer of loth does not connect for San Francisco.
Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly for
Japan, China and Sandwich Islands, New Zealand
ana Australia.
For Freight, Passage, sailing lists and further
Information, apply to or address the General Eastern

Agents.

E.

A.

AOAVIM

A-

CO.,

115 Utale Nlrfd, Cor. Brand Mi., IIomiom.
feb8
dtf

BOSTON
—ANI>—

PHILADELPHIA
Direct Steam-.hip

Line.

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY.
From Long Wharf, Boston, 8
in.
From Fine Street Wharf
Philadelphia, at In a. m.
Insurance one-half the rates*
sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Fenn. R. R.. and
South liy connecting lines, forwarded free of eenv
mission.

p.

MM CENTRAL RAILROAD
nnd Connecting Steamboat Lines.
On and after

Insolveury.

Tills

dly

"llRIGO

JulSdtf

Court of Insolvoneyfor tbe County of Cumberland,
btate of Maine.
August lOib. A. D., 1885.
In ease of JOHN L. MeINTYRE and EDWARD
E. TV HER, individually and as members of the
Arm of McIntyre & Tyler, both of Portland, in
solvent debtors.
is to give notice, that on the tenth
day of August, 4. D„ 1885, a Warrant in
Insolvency was issued by Henry C. Peabody,
Judge of tlic Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against the estates of said
JOHN E. MeINTYRE and EDWARD E. TYLER,
individually and as members of the firm of McIntyre & Tyler, both of said Portland,
adjudged to be Insolvent Debtors, on petition of
said Debtors, which petition was filed on the
tenth day of August. A. D.. 1885, to which date
interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said
Debtors, and the transfer and delivery of any
property by them are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the Creditors'of said Debtors,
to prove their debts and choose one or more
assignees of their estate, will ho held at a Court of
Insolvency, to be holden at Probate Court Room,
in said Portland, on the seventh day of September
A. 1)., 1885, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above writ-

IS BEAVER STREET,

Iced water ruins digestion; Dirigo Water improves it; is
always palatable, refreshing and
healthful. Delivered daily, cool and refreshing
from the spring. Our
improved cans will keen the
water cool from 36 to 48
hours; use of cans free;
water per gallon 10 cents.

executed.

In

UDOLPHO WOLFE’S SON & GO.,

RV IIAII,

faithfully

la.,
and

Northwest, West and Southwest.

Sunday Passenger Trains will leave Portland
for Searooro. Pine Point and Old Orchard Beaches. Saco and Biddeford at 10.00 a. m., 1.00, 2.00,
3.00 (mixed) 3.30 stops at Old Orchard lh. 50m.,
4.15.5.30 p. m.
Returning leave Old Orchard
Beach 6.52, 10.24 a. m., 2.S6, 8.00. 7.30,9.49 p.
m. Fare to Old Orchard and return, 30 cents.
JAS. T. FtJRBER, Gen. Manager.
D. J. FLANDERS, G. P. & T. A.
JlysAdtf

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

at.,

a.

and all points In the

[®“Prompt attention given to all orders by
mail, telephone and telegraph.je25dtf

Briggs,

8.35

7.20 p.

Detroit,

Cnaaila,

to trains

Commencing July 26, 1885, and every
Snnday after, until Sept. 1st?

Herbert G.

general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition orotber causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, Ac.,
the Aromatic Schnapps is superior to
every other preparation for these purposes. A public trial of over 30 years
duration in every section of our conntry
of Udoiplio Wolfe’s Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement hy the medical
faculty and a sale unequaled hy any
other distillation have insured for'it the
reputation of salubrity claimed for it.
For sale hy all Druggists and Grocers.

THE SlIEME OF

attached

now

PORTLAND, ME.

a

NEW

Exchange

Homoeopathist,
439 CONGRESS STREET,

ir-

making healthy bile and pure
oiood, and opens the culverts
sluiceways for the outlet
of disease. Sold
everywhere
and guaranteed to cure. *

STREET,

to

9.30

TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED RATES

PORTLAND, 1.10 P. I.
Je30

p.

as

filter or sieve, to cleanse impurities of the blood. By irregularity in its action or suspensions of its functions, the bile
is liable to overflow into the
blood, causing j aundice, sallow
complexion, yellow eyes, bilious ^diarrhoea, a
languid,
weary feeling and many other
distressing symptoms. Biliousness may be
properly termed
an affection of the
liver, and
can be
thoroughly cured by tho
grand regulator of the liver
binary organs, BURDOCK
BLOOD BITTERS. It acts upon the
stomach, 2 bowels and liver,

189 MIDDLE

freight apply

IICNINENN

regular bowels. The liver secretes the bile and acts like a

».

or

board. Carriages in attendance upon the. arrival
of passengers for Freeport and vicinity.
Will
touch at Cousin's and Littlejohn’s Island both
ways.
jel7d3m

furred tongue, vomitingof bile,

giddiness,

m.

For passage

Charles A. True,
ATTORNEY
AT LAW,
j

marlo

arise from

IDEE,

CAFT. II. B. TOWNSEND,
will leave South Freeport daily, (Sundays excepted) for Portland at 7.00 a. m. and 2.30 p. in. Returning. leave Burnham’s Wharf at 10.30 a. m

£

on

TICKET

35

AT 9.00 A. M.:

are a

BENSON’S

Is Wnminted

—

#500.00.

and sexual excesses. This food can recover the
whole field. Though harmless as milk, inside of
eleven weeks, in Lowell alone, it lias recovered
305 cases of nervous and mental exhaustion from
one to twenty years standing. Some were helpless, two mentally lnbecile, three had paralysis,
one was blind.
Two cases of insanity were cored
in Boston, but the friends will not allow use of
names, both in high life. It makes healthy people clear-headed, vigorous, and able to stand
twice their usual labor with less fatigue.
Continued, it hinders exhaustion of brain and
nerves from excessive labor.
It stops nervousness, and gives an immense appetite.
Lowell,
alone, lias taken 33,000 bottles in ten weeks. As
we have no room for t est imonials, we offer #500.00
to any person wiio can show our statements to be
untrue. Eleven old drunkards say it stops tlie
rum thirst. For sale by all apothecaries and grocers. 35 cents a quart bottle, $3.50 a dozen
Double extracts, 50 ots.. and $5.00 a dozen. People say it is the best beverage in America. Tlie
Soda Fountains have it.
MOXIE NERVE FOOD CO.. Lowell, Mass.
eod&w!2wnrm
jy28

DR.

permitting):

H'lVDAY TIBE TABLE.

people
with worn out nerves, abused with stimulants,
drugs, morphine, severe mental labor, excitement,
as never

(weather

2.45, 3.30, 4.45, 6.60, 8.00, 9.45 p. m. Leave
White Head 6.10, 9.30 a. m., 2.30,4.55, 6.40 p. m.
Bound trip tickets with admission to the Garden
for 20 cents; children 15 cents.

“Delightful Sail Twenty Miles down Casco Bay Among the Islands.”
ami

follows

as

1.25,2.20, 3.45, 5.05, 6.25, 7.45,10.20 p.m. Leave
Cushing’s Island 6.00, 8.15, 9.45,10.46 a. III., 1.15,

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.
OX

run

Leave Franklin Wharf at 6.45. 7.45.9.00,10.30 a.
m., 1.00, 2.00, 3.15, 4.30, 6.10,7.30.9.30 p. m.
Leave Peaks’ Island 6.20, 8.00,9.20,11.00 a. m.,

W. SANBORN,
Supt. Eastern Div.
d4t

Tlie results from the use of the extract of the
Soutli American Moxie Nerve Food Plant hare
excited medical and observing New England tlie
last ten

OlCdUlCI

CADET

I).

Supt. Western Div.

I'OR

The elegant, staunch and swift

I). J. FLANDERS,
Gen’l Pass. AgU

WILLIAM MERRITT,

Jy23dtf

cents.

AND CUSHING'S ISLANDS.
GREENWOOD GARDEN LINE.

will leave Portland at 7.00 a. in., Scarboro Beach
7.17. Pine Point 7.22. Old Orchard 7.28, Saco
7.38, Biddeford 7.41, Kennebunk 7.56,',Wclls 8.06,
No. Berwick 8.20.

Cancer of the Tongue.
A <!»*«•

—

A SPECIAL, TRAIN

Sold by all Druggists.

Garden, 20

Star Line Steamboat Go.

—AS FOLLOWS—

Dr. J. C. Ayer &

to

1.15

From Chicago, and Montreal 12.25
б. 30 p. m.
From Quebec, 12.25 p. in.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on night train

leaving

Leave State St. Wharf for Peaks’, 9.00,10.30

Thursday, August 20, 1885,

Ayer’s Pills,

Are

m.,

for State St. Wharf,
2.80, 6.30 p. m.
Wharf for Peaks', 10.45 a. in.,

mixed.

—

m.,

2.00,3.15p.m.
Returning, leave Peaks’

fiow I,:1 wiston ami Auburn
12.25, 3.15 and 5.60 p. m.
Front Oorhaui, 8.35 a.m. and

Parlor Cars
Montreal.

WORCESTER,

a.m.;

will be sold, including Admission to Grounds,

DEPARTURES:

AYER

2.50, 4.30, 8.00 and 9.30 p. m.
for State street wharf at
4.30, 8.00, 10.30 p. ni.
NrNDAY TIillG-TABLE.
a.

a.

—

—ASD—

Returning leave Peaks’

8.35, 11.35

TICKETS

TRIP

ROUND

TIME TABLE

1888

June 29,
fallows:

run as

Ear Auburn nnd Uewistoa, 7.15 a. Dl.,
and 5.25 p. m.
for Gorham, 3.30 and 5.25 p. m., mixed.
Ear Dortinm,Montreal and Chicago,
а. m. and 1.30 p. in.
Ear Quebec, 1.30 p. m.

NASHUA,

Leave Forest City
Landing, P. I.
A. SI.
p. SI.
8.15

6.25

THE—

FOB

P. M.

8.00
9.30
11.00

MONDAY,

Truism will

ARRIVALS:

Trefethens.

P. M.
1.10
2.25
3.40
4.55
6.40
7.55

6.20

_

P. O., York Co., Out.,
I hare used Ayer’s Pills for the
last thirty years, and can safely say that I
have never found their equal as a cathartic
medicine. I am never without them in
C, I). Moore, Elgin, 111.,
my house.”
writes: “Indigestion, Headache, and Loss
of Appetite, had so weakened and debili-

Portland,

aug5dlm*

PORTLAND AND WORCESTER

Leave

Leave

Evergreen.

A.

CHANGE Or TIME.
On and niter

ROCHESTER,

On and after July 4, 1885, the above steamer
leave Burnham’s Wharf near foot of Franklin

sale and retail, at

arish is about to close tip its
as.
affaiis and dissolve. GEORGE F.
JUNKINS,
fieasurer, 30 Exchange

M I N N E H A H A

will

“

writes:

against Plymouth
»»P?irionsJ™vL1}£ demands
must

payment

rT

(IRANI! TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

43m

Drawing Room Gars

STEAMER ALICE.

Hannah, Gormley

""notice.
present them for
before the fifth day of September.
8aid 1

JeSO

Take the hest train between Boston and
New York, leaving either eitv at 3 1*. SI.,
arriving at the other at9 P. M.
Buns on
time II eek Days and Sundays, every day
in the year.
je22d3m

m.

P.

9.25
11.15

The 7.30 p. in. trip ol Steamer Minnehaha
9.00 o’clock trip wifi be omitted.
SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave.
Portland.
Little Diamond.
Great Diamond.
Evergreen.
Trefethens.

—AT

“For a number of
years I was subject to violent Headaches,
arising from a disordered condition of the
stomach and bowels. About a year ago I
commenced the use of Ayer's Fills, and
have not had a headache since.” W. P.

£

Ports.

Anekland, NZ, June 23d, brig Motley,
Harper, Port Chalmers, (and sld 20th for New
York.)
At Yokohama July 17, ship John C Potter. Cur-

M.
1.50
2.60
5.00

A. M.

4.30

muinatMi, layer,

ham, Mass., writes:

Ar at

raan6

euuiuiuic iuu

purely vegetable compound, and may he
taken with perfect safety, either hv children or adults. E. L. Thomas, Framing-

Domestic Ports.
GALVESTON—Ar 16tli, brig Chas Dennis. PerBath.
ry,
PASCAGOULA—Sid 13th, sch Dora Matthews,
Brown, Philadelphia.
APALACHICOLA—Cld lotli, sch J B Holden,
Scott. Philadelphia.
ST AUGUSTINE—Sid 14th, sch Etliel M Pavis,
Davis, Fernandina.
JACKSONVILLE—Cld loth, Sell J R Boflwell,
Metcalf, New York.
CHARLESTON—Cld 15th, sch Stephen G Hart,
Rivers. Fernandina.
Sid 15th, seh Muriel S Havnes, Ganurge, Wilmington, NC.
GEORGETOWN, SC-Sld 14tli, sch L C Kaminski, Woodhurv, New York.
RICHMONl)—Sid 15tn, sch Mima A Reed, Eaton, Boston.
Arl3th.sehs Hattie M Crowell, Chase, Kennebec; I) H Ingraham, Mullen, Roekland.
NORFOLK—Ar I4th, barque Olive Thurloiy,
Corbett, lqnique, (in Hampton Roads.)
Sid 5th, ship John Bryce, Murphy, San Fran-

Foreign

Autry

Bowels, to healthy action, assist digestion, and increase the appetite. They
combine cathartic, diuretic, and tonic
properties of the greatest value, are a

Memoranda.

Winterport.
Sid 16th, schs Abby Walker, Dobbin, for Vitialhaven; Lyra. Lowe, Deer Isle.
PORTSMOUTH— Ski 15th, schs H L Curtis,
Hodgkins, for Bangor; Setagawa, Pendleton.
Rockland; Helen J ilolway, Thompson, Machias.

10.30

and

X) K Arey, of Winterport, from Hoboken
for Somerset, with eoal, put into Newport 15tli
leaking 2,000 strokes per hour. She was run on
the flats for examination.

uoiii i>e\v

12.45
2.00
3.15
4.30
(i.10
7.30
9.00

Headache, Nausea, Dizziness, ami Drowsi-

Sch

v^iuei,

9.00

ANNUAL MUSICAL FESTIVAL!

CURE

Laguna.
Ar at Hiogio loth inst, ship St Clond, Patten,
Philadelphia.

xum, incus ajii

2.45
4.15
6.30
9.45

P. M.
1.30
2.30

A. M.

—TO T1IE—

Ar at Calcutta nrev to Aug 14th. shin Alice D
cooper, naming, Liverpool.
Ar at Queenstown 16th inst, ship J B Brown
Portland, O.
Boyd,
Ar at Liverpool 15th, barque Amelia, Burgess,
Baltimore.
Sid fm Liverpool lDtli, ship Baring Bros, Pascal,
San Francisco; Gen Knox, Henry, do.
Ar at Macassar June 27, barque John M Clerk
Conant, from Hong Kong for New York.
Sid fm Aspinwall Ang 3, brig Haven, Handy, for

York lor Eoekland; Willie L Newton, Hoboken
for Boston; Lucy M Collins, Amboy for Saco.
Passed tile Gate 16th, sells Judge Low, from
Hoboken for Pembroke; Alabama, Weehawken
for Boston; Nellie Eaton, Port Johnson for do.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 14th, sch Olive Elizabeth,
Randall, New York.
FALL RIVER—Sid 14th, sch Fred Gray, Littlejohn, New York.
Passed down 15th, schs Dolphin, Grover, and
Julia Martha, Hopps, from Somerset for New
York.
NEWPORT—In port loth, sells Lizzie Carr,
Brown, from Apalachicola, disg; Louisa A Boardman, Boardman. for New York; Freddie Eaton,
Aylward, from Bristol for New York ; Kendrick
Fish, Hart, from Calais.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 16th, sch Ralph Sinnel,
Pinkham,Norfolk.
Kid 16th, sch 11J Cottrell, Blake, Philadelphia,
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 14th, sch Jed Frye,
from Philadelphia for Belfast.
Sailed, schs M E Higgins. Jas A Brown, Challenge, Princeton. Diadem, Florida, J O’Donohue,
Onward. Susan, Siubad, Eliza S Potter, Joseph
Oakes. Ruth Darling, Fair Wind, Mary Sands,
Hunter, and others.
Ar 16th, brig Elizabeth Winslow, Locke, Philadelphia for Portland; schs A W Ellis, and Forest
City. Rondout for Boston.
Sid 16th, ship Geo Skolfleld.
Ar 15th, sch Jennie Lockwood, Poland, Pensacola for Boston; Keystone, Wilder, Bo Amboy for
Portland; Marion Draper, Bailey. N ew York for
Gardiner.
Bid 10th, lirlg Elizabeth Winslow; schs Irene K
Meservey, Jennie Lockwood.
BOSTON—Ar 15tli, schs Maggie Smith, Bennet;
Baltimore; Georgie Clark, Bartlett, Philadelphia;
Corvo, AverllL New York; Sylph, Rines, Woolwich; Frank. Crediford. Kennebec.
Ar IGtli, sells Fred A Carle, Condon, fm Turks
Island; James A Brown, Sanborn, Elizabethport;
Victor, Jenkins, Weehawken; Josephine, Bonier,
Machias; Sadie Corey, Marshali. Dresden; John
Girard, Smith, and Atalanta. Hinckley, Rockland;
Lucy Baker. Kent, and Wm McLoon, Bradbury,
do; Laura T Chester, Beal, Rockport; Fannie It,
Tate. Kockport; Lewis H Smith. Leach, liiicksport; M L Varnny, Weeks, Bath; Emily A Staples. Coleman, Saco; Pemaquid, Wheeler, from
Boothbay; Minnie Daais, Davis,Friendship; Stella Lee, Treat, Deer Isle.
Ar 17Ui, brig Carrie E Pickering. Marshall, fill
Apalachicola; schs Charier Oak, Greenleaf, Wiscasset; Polly, Perry, Rockland.
SALEM—Ar 15th, sch Maria Foss, Dodge, from
Wellfleet for Bangor.
Sid 15tli, sells Lamartine, Smith, for Deer Isle;
Loduskia. Alley. Ellsworth; Abby Tliaxter, Lowe,

12.40

New York & New England Railroad.

K

Leave Portland 8.25 a. in., 1X40 and.6.00 p.
Returning, laave bridgnm 6.00 and 10.10 a. ut.,
and 5.40 p. m. arriving iu Portlaud at 8.45 a. in..
12.35 and 8.00 p. m.
Stage connects with every train for £(o. RrUlgtofi and Harrison, and with train leaving Portlaud
at 12.40 for Waterford.
W. r. PERRY Sapt.
J. A. BJENNETT, Passenger Agt.

TIWIIKK, JR.
SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
Leave Portland.
Leave Forest City Landiny, Peaks’ Island.

GRAND EXCURSION

W1SCASSET, Aug 13—Ar, sells Sadie A Kimball. and Cock of the Walk, Lewis. Portland.
Aug 3 4—Sid, schs Charter Oak, Greenleaf, and
Sadie A Kimhail, for Boston.
Aug 15—Sid, schs Rate Lilly, Lewis, Boston.
Aug lfi—Sid, sell Cock of tlie Walk, Lewis, for
Boston.

dence; Joseph Oakes, Bangor; Maggie Slulvey.
Frankfort; I reddle Eaton, Bristol; AT Rowland,
Bangor; Mary Sands, Augusta; Louisa A Boardman, Calais; Julia Martha, Hopps, from Calais; J
Whitchouse, Long, Carver's Harbor.
Ar 17th, barque EminaT Crowell, Pendleton,
Liverpool.

P. M.

Summer Arrangement in Effect Jvm 29tk
Connections Yla Portland ft 0|diiubui| K.

EXPRESS.

BUSTUN & MAINE RAILROAD.

Willie, Weed, for

from Bangor.
Ar 16th, ship Geo Skollield, Hall, Boston; sells
M A McCann, Turks Island; Hattie, Lowe, Provi-

A. II.
10.30

6.15
6.40
SSfTickcts over this line, which includes admissiou to Kink, Holler Coaster or Pavillion, 15c.
rides
81.00.
Twenty
Excursion parties and parties for deep sea fishing furnished with boats at reasonable rates.
junSOdtf
B. J. WILLARD, President.

SACO, Aug 15—Ar, Sarah L Simmons, Allen,
Cld, sqhs Leonora, Bonsey, Ellsworth; A Hav-

Boston.
NEW YORK—Ar IStli, A L Mitchell, Bunker,
Bangor; L M Strout, Kelley, and JW Woodruff

6.45
7.00
9.00
10.30

10.30

Philadelphia.

GEORGETOWN, DC-Ar 14th, sch Thomas R
Pillsbury. Pillsbury, Boston.
BALTIMORE—Ar lBtli, schs S G Haskell, Eaton, Bangor; Nina Tilson, Achorn, Georgetown.
Ar 16th, seh Milford, Flanders, Viualhaven;
Eben Pislier, Beynolds, Norfolk.
Cld 15th, barque Charles R Lewis, Strout, Portland; schsW Abrahams, Snow,.Bosto»; Carrie
A Norton, Hedgdon, Salem.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 15tli, barque Harriet S
Jackson, Bacon, Kennebec; sch Adelina, Ersklne,
Bangor.
Ar 16th. sch Augustus Hunt, Baker, Boston.
CU115th, sobs W J, Bradley, Chase, for Bangor;
Adell, Westcott, do; Gen S E Merwin, Sawyer,

Leave
Great Diamond.
P. M.
A. M.
1.05
6.15
2.20
7.35
3.35
9.20
4.50
10.60
6.30
7.50
10.20

P. M.

A. II.
7.30
9.00

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.

Charlie &

Peaks’ Island.
A. M.
P. M.
0.10
2.10
3.25
7.25
9.25
6.10
0.30
11.15
9.00

2.15
3.30
5.00

©APT. M. J. ©RAIU.
WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.

Milliken.
Sch Anna Frve, Nickerson, Philadelphia—E G
Willard.
Sch Perseverance, Willard, New York—E G
Willard.
Sch A H Waite, McCumber, Bangor, to load for
NC—master.
Wilmington.
Sch Cinderella, Nichols, Round Pond—N Blake.
Sell O B Kimball, Kimball, North Booth bay—
N Blake.
SAILED—Barque Ada Gray; brig J Welch.
Sid 16th, barque T L Sweat.

ford, Jones, Belfast;
Rockland.

1.45
3.00
4.30
0.10
8.00

S T E AM E

Cleared.
—

1>. M.

P. M.

It A11,RO ADS.

BRIDGTON & SACO RIVER R. R.

—

mings & Co.

Brig Proteus, Emery, St Vincent

ing,

M.

5.45
7.00
9.00
10.30

A. M.

10.00
12.15

7.30

S T E A M E R

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Steam-yacht Florence, from New York jfor Mt
Desert, (and proceeded.)

CITY.

©APT. A. 8. OLIVER.
SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.
Leave Portland.
Leave Portland.
Leave Forest City LandLeave Forest City Landiny, Peaks’ Island.
ing, Peaks' Island.

MINIATURE ALMANAC.AUGUST 18.
Sunrises
5.26AM
4.68
watM.
'vatef j
5.45 PM
Sunsets. 6.41 M
I
8 ft 3in
I
Length of days.... 13.53
Moon sets.11.84 “'S111
}... 9 join

Sell Cinderella, Webber. Round Pond.
Sell Elm City, from Kennebec for Washington.
Sells J S Glover, with 76 bbls mackerel: Mattie
T Dyer, 400 do; Elizabeth WSmith, 250 do; Gertie May. 350 do; Jas Dyer, 140 do; David J Adams, 275 do.

FOREST

STEAMER

....

MARINE

RAH. HO ADR.

On and after July 1st the Boats will runasfollows:

Eider.New York..Bremen.Aug20
Amerique.New York..Havre.Aug 27
Parisian.Quebec
Liverpool... Aug 29

SAILINC DAYS OF STEAMSH I PS.
Wyoming.New
Aug 18
Claribel .New York..Liverpool
York. Jlayti.Aug 18
St Laurent.New York.
.Havre.Aug 19
.New York..Bremen.Aug 19
f;!n?
York..
Laguayra... Aug 19
n5SS?elph,a.Ne'v
Cclll9.New York..Liverpool...Aug 20
York.
.Hamburg
Aug 20
”1'°'Ia.,.New
City Alexandria..New York. Hav&VCruz Auc 20
Uty of Chester...New York..Liverpool...Aug 22

KXCTKMION*.

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT CO.

....

Freights firm; Wheat steam 3d.

lOl

|

MISCELLANEOUS.

...

x <»acu mu

(-,1

CHICAGO, Aug. 17,1885.—Cattle—Receipts 9,OOO head; shipments 2800 head; shipping steers
4 20@5 97 y2 ; stoekers and feeders at 3 00@4 10;
cows, hulls and mixed 2 00®4 00; Texans 15®
25 lower at 2 0024 00; Western rangers weaker ;
natives and half half breeds 4 25@5 16.
Hogs—Receipts 11,000 head; shipments4500;
steady: rough and mixed 3 90@4 25; packing and
shipping at 4 25@4 GO; light at 4 00®4 85; skips
3 00@3 90.

—

Scaled
bx...!4®18c Lard—
Tubs p fb..7 @7V4c
No. 1.12® 15c
Mackerel \v bbl—
I Tierces.. ..7
Snore 1, 10 007x13 501
Pails.7V4&8 c
No. 2, d oom 6 501 Hams y lb. loy2 vTiic
covered
..13
3s.I
® 14c
i,arge

Cattle Market.

Moravia.New York.. Hambm-g
Aug 22
Wcsternland.New York..Antwerp ...Aug 22

Neckar.New York..Bremen.Aug
Sarmatian.Quebec.Liverpool.. Ang
Aurania .New York.. Liverpool... Aug
Auo
Ethiopia.New York.. Glasgow
Clenfuegos.New York.. Clenfuegos.. Aug

NONDAV, Jnne 29,
1885, Passenger Trains leate
Portland as follows:
For Bangor, Vanrrboro, St. John, Hall

fax,und the Prov inces, St. Stephen nnd
Aroostook Comity, 12.30 p. m., via Lewiston, 12.35 and Hl.lSp. m., via Augusta; and
for Itangor at 5.15 n. m.; for Bangor A- Piscataoni* K. It., nl.15 p. m.. for Skew hr
gan, Belfast nnd Be* ter, 12.30,12.35, til. 16
p. rn.: Waterville, 6.45 a.m., 12.30, 12.35,
0.15 and til.15 p. m.; for Augusta, Ifni
lowrll, (lardtaer nag Rrnnswlrk, 6.44
a. m.,
12.35j 5.15, tn.lop.m.; Bath, 6,45 a.
m., 12.35, 6.15 p. m., and on Saturdays only at
11.15 p. m.'. Rockland and Knox A Lincoln K. It., 6.46 a. m., 12.35, and on Satur-

days only

at 5.15

a.

m.. Anbnrn nnd

Lewis-

at 8.20 a. m., 12.30, 5.10 p. tn.; Lewiston
Brunswick, 6.45 a. tn., 211.15 p. m.j
Farmington, Monmouth. Winthrop and

ton

Pnssmsr Ten

II

11

*«u

!Meals and Kooin included.
For freight or passage apply to.
K.

B.

31dtf

70

NA7IPNON, Agent,
l.ong Wharf, BmIcu.

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY
For

New York.

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesday*
and Saturdays at 6 p. m.
Returning, leave Pier
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
Saturdays at 4 p. in.
J. B. COYLE, Jr.,
sep21-dtf
General Agent

via

Mnrnnnrook. 8.20 a. m. 12.30 p.m.: Oak
land
nnd
North
Anson. 12.3.0 p. tn.;
Farmington vin Brunswick,6.45 a. nt,
12.35 p. m.
F'rom Congress Street at 12.113 p. n..
Fast express train for Ellsworth and Rnr
Harbor,stopping at Brunswick, Gardiner, Hal-

ami

lowell, Augusta. Waterville and Bangor only
This 1111111 must be taken at Congress Street sta
tion as it is a through train from Boston to

Harbor.
The 11.15 p. m. train also runs through to Bar
Harbor a and may be taken at Portland station.
tTlie 11.15 p. m. train is the night express w ith
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sun
days included, but not through to Skovvhegan on
Monday mornings or to Belfast and Dexter or
beyond Bangor, excepting to Bar Harbor, op
Sunday mornings.
Trains are due in Portland as follow s: The morning trains from Augusta and Bath 8.36a. tn.;
Lewiston, 8.40 a. m.; the day trains from Bangor and all intermediate stations and connecting
roads at 12.50 and 12.55 p.m.; the afternoon
trains from Maranaeook. Waterville, Augusta
Bath, Rockland and Lewiston at 6.35 p. m Flying Yankee at 5.45 p. m.; the night Pullman Express train at 1.50 a. m.

Portland, Bangor, Mt. Desert and Machias Steamboat Company.
COMMENCING MAY 1, 18S6.
CITY OF' RICHMOND
TUESDAY aud FRIDAY
at U.oo p. m after arrival of
night train fromBewton.for Knelt Inna, Castinr, Deer Isle,
Merig" V“* Hlllhov. R„r
Harbor,
w'mw
Millbringe, Jonrsport unit Muchinaport:
or parties for last three
named points desiring to
do so can proceed
by rail to Ml. Desert Ferry
on days steamer sails from
Portland, cross to B*r
flarbor by
lorry Boat and connect with the Richmond there, as it does not run to Mt.
Desert Ferry
on Eastward trips.
UETLRNINOi Leaves Maehiasport every
Monday and Thursday morning for Mt. Desert
Ferry, and there connecting with trains for Bangor, Portland and Boston, and leaves the Ferry
same forenoon for Portland via all
landings and
connecting vvitli night Pullman and early nuirniug
trains for Boston.
Limited Tickets, first and second class, for
nil points in the Frorinees on sale at reSTEAMER

Leta,T^ortlattd..e>ery.

duced

rates.

PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Geni Pass, and Ticket Agt.
Portland, June 25.1885.
Je26utf

Summer

Arrangement.

BAY ANB NIGHT TRIPS.

FARE
—

ONLY

—

One Dollar
The Elegant New Steamer TREMONT, and tha
favorite Steamer JOHN BROOKS, will on an<
after June 22d, make HAY and NIGHT TRIPS,
leaving FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland, ever*
morning at 0 o’clock and every evening at 8 o’clK.

(Sundays excepted.)

RETURNING,

leave INDIA WHARF, Boston,
and 7 p. m.
PASSAGE
gives opportunity for »
7he,.pAY
splendid OCEAN TRIP, and of viewing the Charon
ing COAST SCENERY.
V. S. Last day trip Saturday, August 22.
State rooms secured in advanee.
e20dtfJ. B. COYLE, Manager.
at 8 a,

ill.

I HIPOKTED

WINES ami LIQUORS
OF

ALL

KINDS,

IN THE ORIGINAL
FOR

PACKAGES,

SALK BY

R. STANLEY & SON,
NO. 410 FORE ST.,

Importers,
ME.

PORTLAND,

Also Gsueral Managers for New
England for tha
Celebrated

SUMMIT MINERAL SPIUNG WATER
** \
ItltKON, JIAISTB

•

_.■■?u_

TELE
TUESDAY

THE

PRESS.
AUG. 18.

Railroad

NEW ADVERTINEITIENTN TO-DAY.

Alder street was referred.
The Board then proceeded to the consideration of tire petition. The plan of the proposed track as drawn by City Civil Engineer
Goodwin was exhibited.

Wanted—Girl.

All Wool Tricots—N. H. Studley.
For

Hale.

You should have a case of LACTAUT sent direct to your summer resort. You will find it a
paying investment. Sold by Druggists and Gro-

cers*'
Aug 11

eod&w

BRIEF

Cigars sold by all

JOTTINCS.

C. E. Lindull won the second prize for cornet playing at Nantasket last week.
The arguments in Orr’s Island bridge case
were made yesterday, and the Commissioners have not yet made their decision.
The tide of summer travel lias turned
homewards, and the trains are crowded witli
tourists returning from their vacations.
The steam yacht Florence of New York,
was in the harbor yesterday, bound to Mt.
Desert. She coaled at Sargent, Dennison &
Co.’s.

Cox,

John

of this

city,

took the

prize

of

$350 for securing 4280 tags Spearhead tobacco, and A. T. Ilall a prize of $250, having secured 3000.
The MaoRae expedition has departed Jin
search of the treasure buried by Capt. Kidd,
on the coast of Labrador.
They may be expected back in about six weeks.
A man was severely bitten by a dog belong;
ing to a man named Miller, on Congress

street, Saturday afternoon. Officer Thurston immediately drowned the dog.
Today the I7tli Maine reunion will take

place at Long Island,

the boat leaving Custom House wharf at 9 a. m. This will be the
only boat during the day to the reunion.
The funeral of the late Gen. Henry K.
Oliver took place from his former residence
in Salem yesterday.
The family of the late

Hon. J. B. Brown of this city

were

in attend-

ance.

The l-10-29tli regiments, with their families, will go on their annual excursion to

Long

Island

Wednesday, leaving

Custom

House wharf at 9.30 a. m., in the steamer
Gordon.
Fourteen people went on the deep sea fishing trip of the Express yesterday. Fred
Johnston caught a fish weighing 12J pounds,

largest

the

caught,

out of the 223

and won

the prize of $3.
The schooner yacht Resolute, of the New
York Yacht Club, was in the harbor yesterday, and the English steam yacht Amy stopped to leave a pilot at Simonton’s Cove, and
then proceeded to Newport.
*
Civil service examinations will be held in

larger

the

cities throughout the country
19tli or 20th of September, to fill

about the
the new postal messenger sendee for the
special ten cent delivery of letters.
Since the annual picnic some of the grocers of this city have been discussing the advisability of forming a grocers’ association,
and it is hoped that something may be done
towards it soon.
There will be another musical treat at
Lake Maranocook, under the auspices of the

Maine Central next Sunday.
ver s oana oi Aumirn ana

Quartette

This time Glo-

Mendelssohn
of Lewiston will furnish enjoytue

ment to those present.
It is rumored, that fences will be recommended by the Massachusetts Railroad Com-

missioners,

,•

similar to those in use by the
Albany. It is currently stated

Boston &
that the Boston & Maine railroad will increase its freight facilities in Lynn, by enlarging its freight yard.
The hearing before the County Commissioners for the setting off a landing place in
this city for the People’s Ferry, will be
heard at their rooms this morning. Cleaves
& Cleaves and Drummond & Drummond
will appear for the Ferry Company, Strout &
Holmes for the laud owners, and Judge Symonds for the city.
The Seventh Day Adventist campmeeting
committee has arrived and is making active

preparations

for the coming meeting. A
copy of a neat little paper called the Campmeeting Herald is being placed in every
house in the city, and the people far and
near will know of the gathering to be held

w

pn

Munjoy Hill, Aug.

20 to

Sept.

4.

PERSONAL.

family.
Major Raymond, U. S. A., Light-house
Engineer, was in the harbor in the Myrtle
Sunday, end sailed eastward.
First pilot Charles Ililyard is to succeed
Capt. David Larcom as Captain of the steamer State of Maine.
This appointment gives
general satisfaction in Eastport, as Captain
Hilyaru is a native of that town.
F. B. Ilelwin and wife, Indianapolis; J. B.
Brady, Jersey City; W. S. Wheeler and wife,
Washington, D. C.; Hon. F. E. Richards,
Camden; F. G. Smith and wife, Brooklyn,
his

among the

night.
Rev.

guests at the Falmouth last

Benjamin Peavey,

who was the first

white child born in Clifton, Maine, and was
at various times in his life of 67 years clergyman, farmer, postmaster, lumberman, mill-

merchant,
service as a preacher extended over thirtyeight years, and he died greatly lamented.
Mr. Wm. E. Sargent, A. M., a graduate of
Bowdoin College, class of ’78, and for the
past five years principal of Freeport Free
High School, has resigned his position and
has accepted a similar one at Hebron Academan

5

'—-

and

on

Mr. Wood, in response to a question by the
mayor stated that it was the intention of
the company to build as far as the Maine
Central railroad crossing this year, ultiinately extending their track to the Deering line.
On motion of Alderman Denison a recess
was taken subject to the call of the chair that
Alderman Noyes and City Clerk Burgess

might draw up

an order authorizing the company to build their track iu conformity to the
provision of the order and the plan.
The Board was called to order at the conclusion of the recess by the Mayor and the
following order was read by the city clerk:
Ordered, That the consent so far as the Mayor
and Aldermen are authorized by law, be ana is
hereby given to the Portland Railroad Company
to lay rails for a horse railroad with one track at
grade with Hie traveled way on Congress street;
at the present terminus of said road on
beginning
said Congress street near the easterly side of
street,
thence running westerly across
Vaughan
Vaughan street and clown Congress street near
the centre of the street to a point about six hundred feet westerly from the westerly line of
Vaughan street; thence on a curve to southward,
about two hundred feet, keeping the northerly
rail about forty-tliree feet andLpue-lialf from the
northerly line of the said Congress street; from
tills point running westerly along said street, as
faras the crossing of the Maine Central railroad
company, keeping throughout within the above
named limits as set off from the northerly line of
the said street. From the present terminus of
said railroad track near the easterly side of
Vaughan street, the said extension shall !>*■ laid
for a distance of six hundred feet witli flat rail
and witli T-rall as far as Gilman street and from
this poiut westerly witli such form of rail as this
Board may hereafter direct.

Portland Railroad Company shall he subject to
written orders and directions of the commiton streets, sidewalks and bridges, in locating
and constructing said horse railroad, and shall at
all times hereafter keep the same in good order
and repair, and conform to all orders hereafter
from time to timejmade by this board in reference to the form of rail used by said Railroad
Company on said street, and to paving or changing the grade or pavement about the same.
Provided, nevertheless, that the board of mayor
and aldermenlshaU hereafter at any and all times,
have the right to change or In any way modify the
the
tee

hereby given.
Tlie order was passed unanimously with
no one objecting to the proposed extension.
In regard to the petition for a turnout on
Portland street, the following order received
consent

unanimous passage:
Ordered, That the Portland Railroad Company
be, and it is hereby authorized to construct a
turnout on Portland street, near the junction of
Portland and Oxford streets, beginning at said
junction and extending about four hundred feet
easterly, said turnout to be constructed under the
direction and to the satisfaction, in all respects,
of the committee on streets, sidewalks and
a

bridges.

The lietition for a turnout on Congress
street between Vaughan and State streets,
was not acted upon, and the board ad-

journed.
ISLAND

NOTES.

An excursion from

Rochester, N. H., will
visit Peaks’ Island Wednesday.
Rev. Mr. Crosley conducted services at the
Place Mansion, near Trefetlien’s Landing,
Sunday.
Mrs. W. S. Hall of Chicago, and A. Parker
and niece of California, are at the Peaks’ Island House.

The yachts Monarch of

Boston, and the
Alert of Newburyport, are off the island;
the former having been as far as Booth
the arrivals at the Union House
the past week were Rev. E. M. Smith and
child of Kent’s Hill. Mr. Smith is president
of the Kent’s Hiil Seminary.
It is now the best season of the year to visit the islands, the hot air being tempered
by the cool breezes from the sea, making the

atmosphere delightful.
Camp Rush, Peaks’ Island, was blown
down, during the heavy storm of Friday, and
iue memuers uau u> ruan arounu

pretty

A young man was arrested by Officers
Trott and Brackett, Saturday night, for being drunk and disorderly, and he will be ,put

before court today. It is about time that an
example was made of some of the persons
who go to the islands and create a disturbance.

Thompson’s Band of Canton, gave a concert in the Forest City Rink Saturday forenoon.
The excursionists, with whom the
band came, were in the hands of the Forest
City line, Mr. Ii. C. Bradford of the Rumford Falls and Buekfield Railroad, being in
charge. A good time was enjoyed by those

died on the 7th inst. His

Mr. S. is an accomplished scholar and
exact teacher, and will make Hebron
Academy second to none of its kind in the

my.
an

State.

A little girl witli her parents was watching the roller coaster from the platform a
day or two ago, at Peaks’ Island, when suda

glimpse

grating in
window, she ex-

of the

front of the ticket office
claimed, “Oh, papa, I want to see the monkey” at the same time pointing towards the

grating.

The father explained to the little
what the grating was for, and the young
lady cashier joined in the laughter heartily.
one

Dan

Carpenter.

Mr. Dan. Carpenter, who was taken home
from Messrs. Rollins & Adams’ office the
other day, suffering from an attack of par-

alysis and heart trouble combined, died at
his late residence, on Congrsss street, last
night.
Mr. Carpenter was born in Pawtucket, R.
I., in 1800, and was consequently in his 7‘Jth
year at the time of his death. He was a machinist by trade, and came to this city
many years ago to become the superintendent of a manufacturing company at Westbrook, located where the Banner Mill now
stands. Later he accepted tlie position of
Superintendent of tlie York & Cumberland,
the Portland & Rochester Railroad.
He then went into the insurance business
with Warren Sparrow, and afterwards joined
now

Messrs. Rollins & Adams in the same business, having been with that firm some fourteen years. For the past year his health has
not been good and, for a month or two he had
not been to the office

to transact any busi-

ness.

Twenty

Visiting Bicyclists.
members of the Capital Bicycle

Club, of Washington, 1). C., arrived in Bos-

Sunday by the Baltimore steamer. They
to make an extended tour of New England, staying in Boston a day as guests of
the Massachusetts Bicycle Club, and starting
yesterday on wheel for Brockton. There
they will take the train for New Bedford
and there proceed by steamer to Cottage
City. After two weeks’ outing at this resort
ton
are

m

tltey will sail for Portland, and from hence
ride to Springfield via Boston, to attend the
meeting there. Their vacation trip will continue until Sept. 12th.
Creenwood Carden.

Yesterday at the garden Mr. Joe Hart the
banjo soloist failed to put in an appearance,
but the Happy Hottentots almost filled the
bill without anything else. They were wonderful. They put themselves in shapes that
seemed almost impossible. Every one should
them.
for today
see

Mr. Knowlton lias fixed
that every one will be

the

bill

pleased.
Tonight will be ladies’ night at the rink
during skating session, then will come the
regular Tuesday night dance. Garden steamers

will

so

run

to accommodate.

Sunk at Her Wharf.

Sunday night the small steam water boat
Sebago, belonging to Mr. Charles Goud sunk
at her moorings at the end of Long wharf. It
is supposed the boat sprung a leak and filled
She was raised yesterday
during the night.
afternoon and towed up the dock

where she
the damage

The extent of
beached.
ne to her machinery by the salt water and
i cause of the leak connot be ascertained
Jtil low tide this morning.

was

Mr. Carpenter was treasurer of the Mechanics Association—which body he joined
in 1871, and had served as treasurer fifteen
years—and of tlie Citizens’ Relief. He was
a member of Ancient Landmark
Lodge and
Mt. Vernon Royal Arch Chapter of Masons,

and, if

we

not
church.

are

State street
esteemed and
and daughter.

mistaken,
He

respected,

was

a

member of

a man

highly

and leaves a widow

Trotting at Presumpscot Park.
Presumpscot Park next Saturday afternoon the public will be given an opportunity
of witnessing some good trotting races. A
purse of 8100 is offered for which four good
horses have been entered, tlie race to be best
three in five according to national rules. A
silver cup is offered to be contested for by
gentlemen’s driving horses, free of entry and
entries open to time of
-ting. The cup
on

exhibition at Atwood & Went-

worth’s, Wednesday

morning. The pro
gramme for the afternoon published in an'
other column is a good one and likely to
receive good patronage.
Vanderbilt’s Train.
Mr. W. H. Vanderbilt and party passed
through tliis city yesterday afternoon on the
way from Bar Harbor to New York. The
party occupied Mr. Vanderbilt’s private car
and were on a special train. The train did
not run into tlie depot but stopped at the
transfer station where Mr. Wm. K. Vander-

bilt took the Portland and Ogdensburg train
for tlie White Mountains. The train bearing
Mr. Vanderbilt and party made tlie run from
Bangor to Portland, a distance of 130 miles
in just three hours.

Special Delivery.
following is a list of Maine post
in which tlie special delivery will
A

Saccarappa

Meeting.
meeting was held

Town

proved very disastrous if it had not have
been for the excellent facilities afforded by
the company in regard to fighting fire, the
prompt action and hard work of the employes, and the attention of the watchman

duty.

About 11.30 o’clock as the watchman made
his hourly inspection he found that there
was fire existing under good head-way in
the second story of the new treating house.
This

building

two-storied and 40x55 feet
in size. The first floor was devoted to the
ovens, and from this floor the pipes radiated
over the second floor which was the treating
room.
The treating room is divided into
four compartments and each compartment
was filled with pails, as the company had a
It is thought
large number of orders to fill.
that the pipes had not been properly carried
through thu roof and that the accumulated
gases took fire from the excessive heat and
lack of ventilation.
The company had 12,000 pails on hand in the treating rooms which
all destroyed as was the treating house,
and the old treating house adjoining which
were

30x40 feet in size and two storied. As
have said the splendid work of the employes with their engine and hose saved the
rest of the buildings and averted a disastrous

Tlie

The adjourned town
yesterday in relation to the outlet for Bacon
street sewer. The selectmen were instructed to find a suitable outlet for the sewer, and
to relay the sewer at a cost not to exceed
$5,000 for that purpose. Meeting then ad-

Brunswick, Cape Elizabeth, Calais, Camden,
Leering, Eastport, Ellsworth, Gardiner,
Lewiston, Portland, Rockland, Saco, Water-

journed.

ville.

offices

NEW

GREAT CASH SALE

by the tire on the stock will be about
$2,000; on machinery it will be very light;
on buildings about $4,000.
We regret to
The loss

learn from Mr. Brown that the insurance is
small as not to be worth mentioning. The
company will rebuild at once.

REMNANTS AND ODD LOTS!
taken an inventory of our stock we have selected all the
Remnants and Odd Lots in each department,namely:

Gloves, Hosiery, Buttons, Embroideries,
Dress Goods, Silks, Dress Flannels,
Shirts, Ladies’ Underwear,
Summer Underwear,
and many other articlesnot mentioned here. We shall offer the above

Oct.
1st:
inaugurated
Auburn,
Augusta, Bangor, Bath, Belfast, Biddeford,
be

OF

AT TUE LOW PRICE

O

STUDLEY,

UINAGKK.

490 CONGRESS ST.,

d2t

augl8

Every article that is included will be marked and ticketed with a YELLOW TICKET that every one can readily make selection.
All our regular goods w ill he put back to make
room for our specialties during the day.

RULES CONTROLLING THIS SALE

:

NO GOODS LAID ASIDE!

undersigned, hereby gives notice

that

no

anonymous letters or communications addressed to him either as Mayor or Chairman of
the Board of Health will receive attention, but
citizens having complaints to make, should do so
either in person, or over their own signatures in
order that thev may receive proper eonsideration.

Portland, August 18,1885.

&

UAT

HAIR

MILLETT & LITTLE.

Sir Knight Commander Sabin, headed by
Glover’s band, with the committee from
Ivanhoe Lodge of Portland, will do escort
duty. Then will follow Hub Division of
Boston, Sir Knight Commander Lindsay, and
Winthrop Division of Lynn, Commander
Fuller.
The route will be
to
Ex-

DRESSERS!

Wharf.

TO
LET-Pleasant
TOGRESS
STREET.

MERRY, THE HATTER,

at

rooms,

CON-

773

18-1

Saturday Next, Aug. 22.

OF

Our Fall Silk Hat will be issued

on

that

day.

32 years.

In Bath, Aug. 14, Robert L., soil of William A.
9 months.
In Gardiner, Aug. 9, Arista Richardson, aged
38 years 2 months.
In Gardiner, Aug. 9, Jane H., wife of Benjamin

Ray, aged

Douglass, aged

48 years.

Your

Vacation

May do you much good, but if you wish to get
yourself into thoroughly good condition, strong,
active, and healthy, ready to work hard when you
return, you should aid Nature in her efforts to do
you good, by taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla; it will
take all the impurities from your blood, create an
appetite, promote healthy digestion, and give you
strength in place of weakness. Xry it now.
"1 have been using Hood's Sarsaparilla and am
greatly improved in health. It has toned up my
entire system, enriched my blood, and given me
Jas. O. Cavin, New Albany, Ind.
an appetite.”

Needed

a

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

Sold by all druggists. $1; six for $6. Prepared
by C. I. HOODS CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass,
400 Doses One Dollar

aug5

eodtsepl

St., Portland, Me.
SAFE—At

second-

slaughter prices,
FOK
hand Phaetons,
Coupe Rockaway,
two

one

and one Top Box Buggy, two Ccncord Wagons, three Express Wagons, one Milk Wagon all
in good order; also one new Canopy Top, 2 seat
Side Bar, one Side Bar Box and one Corning, all
my own make and first class. C. (1. ROBINSON,
30 Preble St.
2o-2
NAEE—The residence of the late W. F.
FOR
Phillips, No. 103 STATE ST., Portland. Enthe

premises.15-4

on

inis been kept by the present proprietor for 16
years, is in good repair, and doing a good business.
14-8
Inquire on the premises.
SALE-Steamer “Lizzie.”
FOR
is 35 feet long. 8 feet wide
last
steel

Said steamer
over all; hull ne w
boiler and engine new this seasseason,
on, and everything first- class; will speed 10 to 12
miles per hour. For further particulars, enquire
of JAMES QUINN, 41) Commercial St.
14- 4

ROOMS TO LET.

4,208,602.74
to

dol-

year of

UNION MUTUAL recognizing its mutuality, is tile most liberal company in its
dealings with its policy-holders.

THE

$1.25 Good Dress Silks at 75c.

POLICIES ARE
ITS
INCONTESTAHLE
After
three years for any cause except fraud.

IT

PAYS DEATH

$1.25 GUINET BLACK DRESS SILKS AT ONLY 75 CTS. PER YARD.

IT

ISSUES POLICIES
plans, and its

premium plan and
Adjusted
NON FORFEITURE INVESTMENT PLAN

are

ADVANTAGES of this Company are
AGE. EXPERIENCE. STRONG FINANCIAL CONDITION, LARGE SURPLUS, EQUITABLE and ATTRACTIVE PLANS, and conservative management.

THE

$ug
|.3g

...

The wholesale price of this last has been
$1.80,
and they cannot be imported to-day at our price.

Call or send to any Agency Office for a circular
of its plans.

JAMES

BROTHERS.

$1.00 and $1.25.
Now is a good time to buy you a
nice Colored Silk, as we have a
choice line of all shades that are
desirable. We intend to give our
customers an opportunity to buy
the best goods in the market at
that will please the closest
We should lie pleased to
uyers.
have customers call and examine our goods whether in want
or not as they will have the best
attention shown them.

trices

N.H. STUDLEY
Gongrass St,,

cor.

Supreme Court of Probate, i
Cumberland ss.
FRANK HILL,of Syracuse, in thi
County of Onondaga and the State of New
York petitioner for leave to
appeal from a dec re.
of the Court of Probate held a t Portland withii
and for said County on tlie first
Tuesday of De
cember A. 1). 1884 allowing a certain instrumen
as the last Will and testament of CHARLES E
HILL, late of Naples in said County and Stati
who deceased on the tenth
day of October A. D

CHARLES

alleges;
TOatscua Petitioner is
CHARLES E. HILL; that

Brown.
(12t

disposing
alleged

Bound

Park, Peaks’

Island.

From $30 to $100
will buy a most desirable shore lot. 40x70 feet, or
a lot on some high point commanding a view of
old ocean, the Bay and many Islands, or a cozy
nook among the evergreens, according to the taste
of the purchaser.
$100 wil give a choice of Location; only a few
points will be reserved for special purposes.
Rock Bound Park contains nearly a hundred
acres, and is acknowledged to be one of the most
and picturesque Summer Resorts on
charming
tlie coast of Maine.
The ChapmanJHuuse on an eminence surrounded
evergreens has the appearance of a
Castle
by
It is the largest hotel, hut one in Portland harbor
It is unique in design with its perfect atmosphere
and rock bound coast, its fishing, bathing, and
many attractions, and is gaining rapidly in
popularity. It is away from the noise and activity
of the business
part of the Island. It is just the
place to rusticate and let nature's recuperative
agencies build up the system.
There are no
sounds to interrupt the harmony of nature in the
song of birds and the gentle splashing of the water upon the rocks. Everything is
suggestive of
rest and contentment. Apply to

MRS. MAY

CHAPMAN,

Chapman House,

Rock Round Park,
Peaks’ Island, Portland Harbor, Maine.

anlS_

Elegant

eodltn

Residence for Safe.

desirable 3 story French roof residence of
Mrs.
Baker's, situated on the Western
Promenade, containing 14 yooins. besides bath
nice
lias
brick stable and carriage house
room,
and lot containing fourteen thousand square feet
of land, is offered for sale, and immediate possession will be given. For particulars apply to
aulSdtf
JOHN C. PROCTOR.

THE

MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY

augl8

dlaw3wT

Annual Meeting.
annual meeting of the stockholders of till
Mine Hill Mining Company will be held a
the office of the company. No. 30 Exchange street
in the City of Portland, County of Cumberland ant
State of Maine, on the first WEDN ESDAY of Sep
tember (Sept, 2,) 1885, at two o’clock in the after

THE

OF NEW
l_:_i

the election of Directors anil officer
thereof and for the transaction of any other an
JEROME 15. MELVIN
propriate business.
Portland, Me., Aug. 12, 1885.
Clerk,
aul8
d3t

Annual Meeting.
E annual meeting of the stockholders of tin
Dracut Nickel Mining Company will be belt
No. 30 Exchange
at the office of the company
street, in the City of Portland, County of Cumber

iimuiiuaucu,

land and State of Maine, on the first WEDNES
1)AY of September (Sept. 2.) 1885, at two o'eloci
in the afternoon for the election of Directors anc
officers thereof, and for flic transaction of anv oth
business.
er appropriate
1
JEROME 15. MELVIN, Clerk
Me..
Aug.
Portland,

12,1885._aul8d3t

LET-Handsomely

TO
hirnishei
rooms to let at 22 Wilmot street, and a fini
IIP Mi Exchange, also a fine 7
at
office
pleasant
Octave Piano at llOVi Exchange St., at HAST
I NOS’ ware

rooms._18-2

WANTED-Our dress makilii
and cloak making rooms are now open. Ji
few good sewers can have employment. Apply
forenoons at our store corner Congress and Case!
18-1
Sts. RINKS BROTHERS.

Premiums

on

i_.

a

lllXHJi

<

VU1J.

Marine Risks from 1st

Premiums on Policies not marked
off 1st January, 1884.

1,447,756.70

Total Marine Premiums.*5,505,796.14
Premiums marked off from Jan. 1,
1884, to Dec. 31, 1884.*4,046,271.04
Losses paid during same period. 2,109,919.20

ASSETS:

18-1

suite

or

single,

x' ivuiy

TO

BE

LET-Unfurnished
at the
TO
Julian Hotel, No. lot; Middle St.; good
taurant
rooms

connected with house.

UNDERWOOD,

land,

Freeport,

Dividend to Policy Holders on Premium
Terminating in 1884.

40 PER CENT.
LOSSES PAID IN

AFTER PROOF.

THIRTY^DAYS

J. D. JONES, President,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice President,
W. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice President,
J. H. CHAPMAN, Secretary.

J. W. MUNCER &

CO.,

CORRESPONDENTS,

Portland,

19 1-2 Exchange St.
dlmeodllm&w6w

...

feb3 ’85

TENNEY &

DUNHAM,

Manufacturers and Jobbers of

PLAIN

TIN

WARE

—AND—

KITCHEN FURNISHING
NEW

GOODS,

State Agents for
ECONOMIST
Oil,

12 Exchange St.,
aprlO

STOVES,
Portland, Me.

mHE large 2Va story brick house No. 455 St.
X
John St.; dwelling lots for sale on this street
easy terms. Apply to J. HOPKINS SMITH,
First National Bank Building.
jySldtf

To Let.
No. G71 Congress Street.
Apply to
SETH I.. LAKRABKK. No. 390 Congress St.
dtf

STORK

To Let.

ROOMS

WANTED.

TO LET.
ill the Thompson block.
117,119,
STOKES
121 and 128 Middle street, a few door below
lifted suitable for wholesale
Nos.

the
tail

I.ONT AND POUND.

Saturday afternoon, between Thomand Green streets, by way of Emery,
and
Spring
High, a gold earring. The Under will
confer a favor by leaving the same at 53 THOM17-1
AS STREET.

IJ

Os*T—On
as

Peering
week,
lady’s
FOUND—On
black 9acque; owner please call at No. 5
for this adST. and receive It:
St., last

__15-1
first class vest maker, at
WANTED—A
Middle St. GEO. P. CORNISH & CO.

249

15-1

Coat makers at 249 Middle St.
GEO. P. CORNISH & CO.
15-1

WANTED—:t

LOST

OFFICE.

11-1

Peering and Portland, a packsilk buttons. Please leave it at

LOST—Between
age of black

11-1

PRESS OFFICE, and get rewarded.

Special Sales!
No. 1—New

Styles in Homespun

just received, 50c, 75c,
$1.00, $1.25.
No.

out Sale of La-

2—Closing

dies’ and Children's Summer Garments at a

great

sacrifice.
No. 3-Balance of Batiste Glottis
best styles in the market,
at 121-2 cents.

No 4-Last opportunity to secure
one of the greatest bargains
ever ottered in uress Goods.

TURNER BROS,,
488 & 490

Congress

St.
iltl

augti___

A LARGE STOCK OF

—

walk from depot; house comparatively
and well situated; steam fittings; will be
leased to a responsible person for term of one or
more years.
Apply to JAS. W. BAILEY, 2114
Middle St., Portland Me.
15-3

AND

—

Furnishing Goods,
TO BE SOLD WITHIN THIRTY DAYS.

Having leased the

new Franklin Block, BOO ConSt., which we shall occupy early in September, we desire to dispose of our entire
stock of

gress

I.ET—Hotel with furniture and fixtures
TOcomplete;
situated in Saccarappa Me.; two
minutes
new

Clothing

and
—

Furnishing Goods
NOW IN

—

good practical bookkeeper
WANTED—A
wants
furnish strong
engagement;
STORE 187 MIDDLE ST.,
reference
to ability and character.
Address.
BOOKKEEPER, Press
an

can

as

Office.14-1

position

and shall make prices to move them lively.

WANTED—A
middle-aged American
Address D. E.

ences.

housekeeper by a
lady; best of referW. Press Office, Portland
as

Please

Call

Examine.

and

14-4

changc

Lady

Domestic Sewing
Congress and Ex-

at

preferred._

13-1

invalid gentleman wishes to
a
nurse who is intelligent,
honest and with good disposition. Apply at Room
No. 2, 48 Va Exchange St., from 2 to 4 o’clk. 12-1

WANTED—An
employ male

Stitch” etc.

148

CUMBERLAND ST., left hand

bo»-_12-1

A. F, HILL &. CO.
aug8_eodtf

WOULD YOU
TIIE

BUY

BEST

PIANO?

ill every County In the
WANTED—Agents
U. S.; $75 per month
commission; send

call

experienced cook. Apply 92
WANTED—An
SPRING
ST._11-1

PIANOS, ORGANS, STOOLS AND

stamp; goods sold by sample. PAUL E. TABEL
MANE’G CO., Chicago, 111.auglleodlfit

SEE

at

old
mtaad Aim
EARNEST STOCK OF

the

TIIE

man

or

partner in busl-

Address E. S., Press Office.

ences.

COVERS,

as

agent

Some Rare

11-1

Grant’s Memoirs.
ACJENTN
Headquarters for ’‘Life,” by Burr and ThayWANTED

—

Also many other “immense” books.
Twentyfive authors of national
reputation; twenty in
Burr's book, write over tlieir own signatures

Bargains still remain. Tuning
pairing to order.

and re-

er.

Samuel Thurston,
Free Street

MAINE BOOK AGENCY, Eugene H. Judkins
Manager, 385 Congress St.. Portland. Me. 10-1

good steady
WANTED—A
housework; to the right person

woman for general
a permanent
place can be guaranteed; references required
Address Box 131, Kennebunkport, Me.
10-1

3

Blcck,

1aul2

Portland.
dtf

who
troubled with
WANTED—Ladies
Corns, Out-growing Joints and ln-growing
to
are

leave their orders with MRS. OR SH HUMAN, 57 Spring Street, who will be pleased to
wait upon them at their residences. Corns removed for 26 cents.
y31_4
Nails,

in city
work at

home all the year round; distance no objection;
salary from $1 to $3 a day; no canvassing. .1
FOAVLEK & CO., Boston, Mass., box 6117. 15-8

A

Wanted.
FIRST class cook. Apply at No. 595 CONGRESS ST., between 9 and 12 a. m.
dtf

a»6U_
WANTED.

Ladies in city or country to work for us
at their homes; fascinating employment; no
Instructions to buy; work can he sent by mail (distance no objection) ;$G to $9 per week can be made

YOUNG

—WILL FIND THE—

CHOICEST
—

Home Manufacturing Co., Boston. .Mass. p. 6!
Box 1910.
aug!4d3m
BUSINESS

CHANCES.

OF

STOCK

—

French Fans, Shopping Bags, Tourists’
Ruehings, Linen Collars and Cuffs, White
Shirts. Handkerchiefs, Laces, Hosiery,
Gloves, Perfumery, Toilet Soaps. Combs,
Brushes, at I he low est prices, and a general stock of Dry and Fancy Goods,
—

No canvassing, particulars free, or
sample of work
mailed for four cents in stamps. Please address

AT

—

J.M. DYER & CO’S,
511 Congress Street.

SAI.E.—A restaurant in Boston, right
near theatres, close to AA'aslilngton St., one
of the best fitted places in Boston, large plate
glass windows, seats 08, feeding 300 daily, now;
this is a rare chance for someone to step into a
good business, no Sunday or night work, we ask
no bonus, sell at actual value, want an offer.
G.
AV. JACOBS, 200 AVashiugtoii St., Boston, Mass.

ai|l»8_ eodtf
IF YOU CONTEMPLATE

___27-1

Be

SALE—General country store about 40
miles out; manufacturing town; carries
about $2500 stock; good horse and wagon Included; price $2500, or will sell by Inventory; just
came in to-day, with orders to sell at once; to a
man desiring a business that will take his whole
time ami give him a good Income this is an excellent chance; the reason the owner sells is because
he has a livery stable that takes all his time; a
who can give good unincumbered security
party
can buy tins business on
easy terms; no letters
answered; call in person. JOHN AV. S. RAYMOND & CO., 277 Washington St.. Boston. 8-1

Mutual Life Ins. Co.

FOR

FOR

8AUB—Paper hangings and artist materials store; best chance in State; stock at
FOR
net

can

and

BEST OF WORK AT REASONABLE PRCIES,
eodtf

jel9

15-1

The party picking up a small wallet in
the Grandstand at Portland Base Ball Grounds
(game between Portlands and Providences) will be
suitably rewarded by leaving the same at THIS
—

C LOTHING

gentlemen
Street, BOARD.-Two
dated with hoard
lodging
117 OXFORD ST.,
ainiiy

Exchange St.

a

paying

PEERING
vertisement.

"ITT"ANTED—A first class Journeyman tailor,
*
steady work and good pay to the right person.
GEO. P. CORNISH & CO., 249 Middle St.

RIVARD.

of

dtf

13_

Janitor._

PHOTOGRAPHER,
middle

in suits, with board.
St., corner of Spring.

to let single or
Apply at No. 99 High
may

St.

ALONZO S. DAVIS.
ISO

1-4

Maine._

on

res-

invoice;
profits $1100 per year; no competition; keeps two paper hangers at workman lie run
by any one with about $2(i0o capital; will pay to
investigate. Apply to E. 1, PONIRtCO.. 178Washington St. Boston.
i]

eodOm

in

TO LET.

Apply to It. W.
13-7

or

Six Per Cent. Interest on amonnt Outstanding Script Paid on and after Fed). 3, 1885.

Corner,

rooms

a

ox.

MKT—Furnished rooms at reasonable rates
in a pleasant and healthy locality; kitchen
accomodations for those wishing to board themselves; no objection to children. For further particulars address MRS. S. E. GOODING, Yar14-2
mouth, Me._

and Gentlemen
WANTED—Ladies
country, to receive light, easy

$12,938,289.38.

near corner

work; capable am
competent. Apply at 357 SPRING ST.

en

at xixi

a

January, 1884 to 31st December,
1884.*3,058,039.44

SEWERS

TTT ANTED—Girl for house

RENT—At

K

1

__4-2

book-keeper, collector,

This Company win take risks at their office, New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, ami issue
open policies to merchants, making risks binding
as water-borne.

Til

>T

few nice rooms,

in

7

Freeport
near churches and schools;
IiO double house;if desired.
LOCKED BOX GO,
four acres of

with wide
competent
WANTED—By
city acquaintance, position in Portland

YORK,

u
iiiiiuut;

inauiv

noon, for

ROOMS

4 hi uimiui

a

MAINE.

i>

Supreme .Judicial Court.
In Vacation, AUoust 13,1885.1
Cumberland, ks.
the foregoing, in addition to the notici
already ordered, public, notice to all partie'
interested is ordered by publication of abstract o
petilion and of order of court three weeks sucees
sively in the Portland Daily Press, a newspapei
ted in Portland, in said County of Cumber
tlie last publication to lie fourteen days a
least before the sitting of said Court on the secoiu
Tuesday of October, A. D. 1885, that they may
then and there in our said Court appear and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said pc
tition should not lie granted.
A. A. DENNETT, Clerk
Attest.
Abstract oi petition and order of Court thereon
A. A. DENNETT, Clerk
Attest.

K'

—AT—

private family, pleasantly loca-

Pine St., near State St.; references reAddress B. W., Press Office.
4-1

fTlO EET—A
-m.

gen-

a

or

a minor son of sail
no notice was giver

upon the petition for the Probate of said willotliei
than that published in newspapers printed in sail
Portland and that he had no knowledge of said no
lice, proceedings or alleged will until after sail
decree, and the time for appeal hail lapsed,audio
reason of said defect of notice and
by accident o'
not having seen or known of said notice lie omit
ted to appeal from said decree without any faul
on his part.
That said alleged Will was procurer
by undue lniiuence on the part of persons namei
as legatees therein, and said CHARLES E. Hli.l
was not of sound and
mind and memon
at the time of the
execution thereof, tha'
justice requires a revision of said decree, that tin
petitioner is interested in said proceedings and r
aggrieved by said decree. And lie prays for no
tice to die parties adversely interested and tha
the Court will allow him and appeal from said de
cree to he entered and prosecuted with the sami
effect as if it had been seasonably done and tha
the Court will take such other steps and maki
such orders and decrees as are provided by law
and to the Court shall seem meet,
The petition is dated March 23rd. and was filet
ill Court April 14th. A. D. 1885.

STATE Ol

a

to rent to

in “Kensington Painting”;
WANTED—Pupils
“German Decorative Art”; “Kensmgtou

ATLANTIC

14-4

mercial street.

WANTED-A rent suitable for a family of
TT
three; near the common. Address P. O.
BOX 930. Best references given.
13-1

1884

UPON

Rock

eodtf

STATE OF MAINE.

MANAGER,

augl8

AGENCIES,

Portland, Maine.

niip-L

5-1

room

SINKINSON, WANTED—Bookkeeper
Machine Rooms, Cor.
Sts.

(ii*

Colored Silks!

on

Maine.

MANAGER FOR MAINE

449

approved

special features of this company and issued by
none other.

We have frequently bought this same quality from the manufacturer ami paid 97 1-3
cents to $1.05 per yard by the package.

aUglS

nil

on

TOtleman, in

ted

plain and
chance for

CLAIMS, WITHOUT
DISCOUNT, Immediately the proofs are complete and satisfactory, and Without waiting 00, 90,
or any number of days.

To close out a wholesale stock of a linn retiring from
that business, we shall sell at retail one case of

BINES

is

no

51814 Congress Street.
STROUT, 518 Congress St.

rooms

quired.
DOL-

setts standard, and of 9725,200.00 by the New
York standard.

POLICY CONTRACT
ITSdefinite
in all its terms, and

LET-Two
TOInquire
of L. D.

EET—A furnished

THEREFORE A SURPLUS of
IT9400.000.00
according to the Massachu-

Extra Quality Black Silks,
Very Nice Quality Black Silks

—

5,592,112.84

misconception.

LET—The fasl and staunch Steamer “LizX zie” can be chartered to take pleasure parties
to any part of the harbor or Islands.
Apply to
JOHN A. QUINN, Franklin Wharf, or 49 Commo

6-1

3,140,251.96

HAM

BLACK SILKS.

second floor
over Woodman,
has
been
for
the
Co.,
occupied
past fifteen
years by Lord, Haskell & Co., new elevator with
motive power, one of the best. Apply to GEO. W.
WOODMAN.
taug!7

or repost office;
business, with light, finished, airy basements.
boarding house, fur ! Kent reasonable. Inquired II. E. THOMPSON,
has nineteen letting
No. 1G4 Brackett St.. Portland, Me.
janl4dtf

Surrendered

SHOWING
millions op
Twenty-one
lars, equal to
HUNDRED THOUSAND
SIXLARS,
paid policy-holders for each

LET—The largest and best
TO
for business in Portland,
True &

FOR

qulre

7-1

LET—Cottages; 2 new furnished cottages
i at Libby or Prout’s neck.
Apply to J. M.
ALLEN, Scarboro, Prout’s Neck.
jyl4-ltf
rilO

—

(SAIiE—Cottage ami land No. 13 Congress Place; house lias six rooms; tile lot is
about 65 feet front and 46 feet deep, and in a desirable location for any one wishing » home in a
central aiul quiet ueigbborhoood.
BENJAMIN
SHAW. 48Va Exchange St.11-1

Free

Apply

jc22_

Pure bred mastiff pups, 2
mouths old; fawn and grey stone colors, with
For prices enquire of C. K.
black muzzles.
HAWES. 177 Middle St.. Portland. Me._ M>-1_
sale

Endowments paid.

TOTAL PAYMENT
Policy-holders of nearly

eodtf

Tonic.

“I was generally ran down, had no appetite,
and needed a good tonic. I never used anything
that did me so much good as Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
I now have a good appetite and feel renewed all
E.
over; am better than I have been for years.”
H. Rand. 41 W. 9th Street. Oswego. N. Y.
“I recommend Hood’s Sarsaparilla as a wonderful blood purifier—a sure and reliable remedy,”
Mits. S. F. Bi'JUiEss, West Morris, Ct.

In

$7,892,511.71

Dividends,

HETTER, 23T MIDDLE STREET.

DEATHS.
In this city, August 17. Dan Carpenter, aged 78
years.
In Damariscotta, Aug. 10, Willie, infant son of
Z. B. and Hattie G. Osgood, aged 4 weeks.
In Damariscotta,'Aug. 12, Mrs. Almira Hamlin,
widow of the late Bums R. Reed, aged GO years.
In Sebago, July 24, Dr. Geo. E. Sanborn aged

Portthriving country village sixteen miles
land. Will be sold low for cash. Apply to J( >11N
F. RAND, 150 & 152 Middle St., city.
12-1

Death losses paid,

policies,

Iio

BEAUTIFUL

RECORD 18

JTN

Bpruee Bj*

let Upper tenement No. 34
0 rooms, to a small American family.
to .1, VV. OYER. No. 235 Commercial St.

a

Summer Residence, situated on
the shore of Casco Bay. at Falmouth Foreside, 4 miles from Portland, with 20 acres of land,
and island opposite belonging to the estate. N ice
orchard, good well of mineral water, fine privilege
for boating, fishing and bathing. For further par
ticulars enquire at premises or address
MRS. R. JOHNSON,
marSeodtf
East Deering, Maine.

A

OKAY.

In Macliias, Aug. 1G, by Rev. E. M. Cousins, Lee
W. Longfellow and Miss Helen X. Tarbell, both of
Macliias.
In Castine, Aug. 6, Edwin C. Woodward and
Annie T. Wliitging.
In Gardiner, July 28. John L. Holt anp Miss
Julia F. Rollins, both of Whitefield.

SAEE—Stock of Fancy Hoods. A desirFOR
able stock of fancy goods and millinery in
from

m© LET—Tent on Peaks’ Island; pleasant
X spot and within live minutes walk of the landing; size 14x20: now occupied, but will 1m» vacated on short notice; stove and furniture if wanted;
for further information, address G. S. B., Peaks’
S-l
Islam! Post Office.

SUMMER RESIDENCE FOR SALE.

Has had thirty-five years’ experience

MERRY
THE

1848.

IN

ITS

MARRIACES.

it; money
good
wife,)
profits from the start; small capital; good location;
good set of patrons. For particulars call on N. S.
12-1
HARPIN'Elt, No. 40 Exchange St.

FOR SAFE.

922,576.50.

of real estate in
the county have been recorded at the registry of deeds:
Portland—H. L. Pride to Mary L. Pride, land.
$200.
Deering—Royal Leighton to William H. Baxter,
land. $1 and other consideration.

on inman

Tin and Hardware Stock and Store at
Bridgton, Me. Grand opening for man witli
to
Will hire
$1,500
$5,000. Good assortment.
tin-plate worker who understand hardware to run
the business if not sold soon, G. P. PERLEY,
jy27deowtf
Bridgton, Me.

MAINE.

ORGANIZED

Our specialties differ from others. Our
Famous Flat Brims and the Novelty CorkLined Stiff Hats.

BOWERY BEACH.

following transfers

SALE—A

STOVE,

We shall open and show to the public the
finest and most elegant line of Fall Hats ever
before shown, August 22d.

Tuesday the sturdy yeomanry of this
baliwiek went to Richmond Island for a
day’s recreation and refreshment. The banquet provided consisted of a clam bake with
the customary green corn, eggs and lobster

The

which means

business,
FOR
vestigation to the parties (a good smart
aud
wlmcan handle
and

mo LET-7 rooms in house 55 Spruce street.
X
Call at 51 SPURCEST.11-1

__3-12

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

PRENENT|ANNET9 ARE $6,322,001.67, while its liabilities are only3 $5,-

Real Estate Transfers.

FOR

A fine residence, situated at
214 story, 12 finished rooms;
two families; sightly, healthy, and
pleasant; in a good neighborhood: will be sold at
a great sacrifice if sold immediately.
Inquire of
FRANK E. WEBB, at P. O., Saccarappa, Me.

SUBURBAN NOTES.

eight hundred people. The judges’ stand is
of very pretty design and will be painted in
colors by the well-known artist, Mr. Edward
Caswell of Gray. The Itrack will be finised
and ready for driving Thursday.

HAI.E—A large valuable horse belonging to the estate of the late Charles Mullen.
Can be seen at store, 237 F< IRE ST.; also two tenements to lie let. Apply to JOHN H. McClIE, 324
13-2
FORE ST.

FOR
Saccarappa,
convenient for

com-

hundred to

years

pounds,

_13-2

SALE

The Drummer Boy of the Rappahannock.
Committee from Ivanhoe Lodge.
Lynn Band.
Huh Division of Boston.
Winthrop Division of Lynn.
Invited Guests in Carriages.
It will be noticed that the route of proces-

seven

looo

FOR

OPENING !

Platoon of Police.
Glover’s Band.
Damon Division of Lewiston.

from

1

SALE-One good second hand Corliss
Engine, cylinder 2 feet 8 inches by 10 inches ; driving wheel 8 feet in diameter.
Enquire
of the DIAMOND WRENCH CO., No. 222 and
224 Newbury St., Portland.
8-3

sion.

will accommodate

1JOR
old, 15Mi hands, weighs over

sound in every rcspegt. pretty as a picture, proud
as a peacock, sweet disposition, a perfect pet,
sharp stepper, and pride of any man owning her,
sold for no fault, present owner is in very delicate
health and cannot use him ; w ill he sold at a great
bargain. For further particulars address WILLIAM or CHARLES E. SHALL, No. Raymond,

on

18-1

LET—Rooms, single and en suite, with
hoard. 86 STATE ST., cor. Gray St.
18-1

station.

Gray Park Association has erected a
grand stand 104 feet long, with ten seats that

15-1

open

The latest novelty yet.
Every person patronizing us, in addition to work, receiving a free shine
from a competent boot-black.
Give us a call and
try the novelty._
auglSdlw

StCLAIR, End of Widgery’s

The following will be the order of proces-

The

Office._

SALE— Dark Chestnut Mare, six

SAI.E—The well known BAKER HOUSE
SAI.E—A good second-hand seine boat,
FOR
situated in the thriving village of Yarmouth,
FOR
thirty-four feet long. Inquire of SIMPSON Me., ts offered for sale
easy terms. This house
&

mittee from Ivanhoe Lodge having charge of
the entertainment of the guests: II. M. Libby, chairman; F. F. French, secretary; Jabez True, treasurer; Wm. A. Allen, George
C. Kicker, Wm. P. Osborne, Frank H. Verrill, Wm. P. Stearns, Ingalls H. Berry, A. A.
McKone and Ernest True.
Every member of the above committee is
requested to report at the hall at 6.30 o’clock
this morning; march to the boat and meet
the Divisions from Massachusetts. A subcommittee has also been detailed to meet Damon Division from Lewiston.
The members of Ivanhoe Lodge can procure badges by applying to any member of
the committee of arrangements. For the information of members and their friends it is
stated that tickets for the excursion to the
lake will be sold at the Portland & Ogdens-

in f 11n nfHnnr

canoe 15 feet long. 2»
and cushions; Price $20.

one

LOST—Between

streets, to the Portland & Ogdensburg railroad station. They will leave the Ogdensburg
depot 8.25 and 9.45 a. m. and 12.40 p. m.
The following are the names of the com-

The cook of the picnic from Ferry Village
maintained that his was the premium chowder on tlie ground and that the proof of its
excellency was the empty kettle, and a committee of three—consisting of a doctor, a
detective and a constable, after a brief sitting, and hot discussion of the kettle’s contents, unanimously agreed with the cook.
Plover are now seen and heard daily in
this neighborhood.
Full seventy sail of mackerel seiners lay at
anchor in Saco Bay, Friday night.
Saturday morning at sunrise, a disabled
brig, having bowsprit, foretopmast, headstays and and cutwater gone, was described

oars

w

Address,

mo LET—The Fourth Story of Storer Bros.’
X
Building, containing some fourteen thousand
square feet, for manufacturing purposes,with steam
for heating ami power if wanted,with use of eleva11-4
tor. STOREK BROS.

diningroom; filled with boarders at the present
time and nays well.
Inquire of II. F. LIBBY, 2d

WtLLS,

Preble House and Printers’
Exchange, a lady’s jet pin, oval shape, gold
setting. Will the finder please leave it at Cl
PREBLE ST., as it is valued as a keepsake. 18-1

change, to Congress, to High, to Deering,
to State, to Spring, to Park, to Commercial

taken in the national game by two picked nines, dubbed the “Cabbage Peelers” and
the “Tomato Mashers.” A spirited game
was played in which tlxe “Peelers” proved
themselves too strong a team for their antagonists, the game ending in a score of 18 to 31
in favor of the former. Notwithstanding the
frequent copious showers, the occasion was
hugely enjoyed by all participating.
Among the many visitors to the Lights,
Thursday, was Captain Lay of the Cutter
Dallas, who, together with his family and
several lady friends from the Pacific slope,
enjoyed a quiet picnic on the grounds. W»
were gratified to hear the captain, who is
inspector of life-saving stations, speak encouragingly of the early establishment of a
station at this point.
There were four several ipicnic parties occupying the light station premises Thursday,
Each and all of these parties made fish
chowder, each concocting the mess accenting to formula of its own.

15-1

SALE-Canvass

itli
FOfeet wide;
CANOE, This

SALE-A nice
FOB
nished throughout,

aul8d3tsn

19 1-2 MARKET SQUARE, Opp. Old City Hall.

__(13t

Stevens, Smal l A Dunham.

or

FOR

J. W. DEERING.

STRICTLY CASH!

oa

11-1

Mayor’s Office.

THE

trucks,

on

aated in the best western part of the city, and is
the best finished house for $6000 to l>e found in
Portland. W. H. WALDRON. ISO Middle St.

NOTICE.

ine

was

SAI.E-l Fairbanks scale

FOR
pacity 1200 lbs; 1 large screw press; 6 lathes
with countershafts. Inquire of JOHN A. 1.11)-

SAEK—House, lust finished
polished
FOR
cherry throughout, 10 rooms, bath room,
COR. BROWN. heated
by steam, open fire-places, fine views, lo-

■

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Pythias.
morning the

dressing, served with liard-tack and coffee.
While the coffee was steeping and the
bivalves were singing in the bake, a hand

FOR

Maine._

one lot of new
Homespuns in the
shades suitable for fall wear, 40
inches wide and all wool, at the
very low price of 50 cents. These
two lines of New Dress Goods are
very cheap and desirable, and we
have no doubt will meet with a
ready sale.

N. H.

TO LET.

AAI.E—A nice seal brown cocker Span
icl male dog, 4 months old. a nice male black
and tan. 1 year old, weight 9 pounds, a female
pug, 16 months old. The spaniel is an extra dog
Address Mrs. M. tl. ItANand very intelligent.
15.1
LETT. Rockland, Me._

HACK

OF

(33 indies wide)

of

sion has been changed, by vote of the
mittee, at a meeting held last evening.

LOT

ILL WOOL TRICOTS

COMMENCING WEDNESDAY MORNING AT 8 O'CLOCK.

paraue will ue maae irom
the Falmouth Hotel at 9 a. m. sharp.
Damon Division of Lewiston, 46 Sir Knights,

burg

MORNING,

A I. S

Having just

We republish this
route of
procession of the uniformed divisions
Knights of Pythias, on their way to Lake Seuagu luuay.

E

50 CENTS PER YARD.

MILLETT & LITTLE.

so

Knights

THIS

S A I.

SALE.

FOR

R

conflagration.

The Indurated Paper Company manufacture a very fine article of pails
manufactured as the name indicates, from
pulp. Mr. Charles D. Brown of this city, is
president, and Mr. E. B. Denison treasurer.

FOR

ONE

was
we

ADVERTISEMENTS.

WE SHALL OFFER

-OF-

was

At

will be

Houses.

place at the mills of the
Indurated Paper Company, at North Gorham, Saturday night, which would have

to his

..

..

live-

ly until they obtained shelter in Camp Andy
Holmes.
A large crowd of people improved the
beautiful weather [of Sunday and visited
Peaks’ Island, enjoying the excellent sacred
concert given by the Sam Lucas concert
company at Greenwood Garden.

denly, catching

of the Indurated Paper

A serious fire took

bay.
Among

attending.

General Manager James T. Furber of the
Boston & Maine, was in the city yesterday.
E. D. Robie, U. S. N., of the navy yard,
New York, was at the Preble yesterday with

were

The hearing on the petitions of the horse
railroad company to exteml their Congress
street line from the present terminus near

building

Destruction

Company’s Treating

year as an auctioneer and tire petition of Mellen R. Hamilton to erect a new wooden

Black Silks—Rines Brothers.
State of Maine.
Cottage Lots for Sale—Krs. May Chapman.

Have you tried the “Pixie”
dealers for five cents.

Horse

...

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

BLAZE.

LARGE

Company.

and Aldermen, Mayor Deering presiding.
Absent: Alderman Russell.
C. W. Alien was granted a license for one

Meeting—2.

Sewers Wanted.

the

street to the Deering line was continued last evening by the Board of Mayor

AMUSEMENTS.
Grand Trotting Matinee—Saturday.
Deep Sea Flslmig—Steamer Express.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Merry, the Hatteu—Opening.
To Let—Rooms.
Colored Silks—N. H. Studley.
Lost—Jet Pin.
Day & Wells—Hair Dressers.
City of Portland.
For Sale—Seine Boat.
Great Cash Sale—Millett & Little.

for

lof

Vaughan

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Remnants—Rines Bros.

Sale—Engine.
Elegant Residence

ALDERMEN.

AND

Petitions

Grant the

MORNING,

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.

Animal

MAYOR

at

LET-With

near

lie

accommo-

in a private
AVilmot. I l-l

board; large airy
in
TOpleasant, quiet locality.
75 SPRING ST. G-4
rooms

a

LIFE

LASliRAACE,

look into System and
Advantages of the
Endowments and Fire Year Distribution Plan
of the Old

sure to

« »■

NEW

YORK.

ASSETS,.$104,000,000
Premiums may be paid monthly

w. Ik.

If

desired.

LITTLE, Agt.

$10 TEA DOLLARS. $10
mEN Dollars Ueward will be
paid t„ any one
love information which will lead
to
.1
the detection and punishment of
any one who com
mils any nuisance or dues
I
any
damage
on
or
P
around any of the Public School

Buildings.

Supf Public School

'''

Buildings

‘jetyeodu

